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ABSTRACT
Until recently the world’s main source of energy has been fossil fuels, such as coal
and petroleum. However, these energy sources are polluting our planet, becoming scarce
and increasingly inaccessible, and are costly to extract. Therefore, much attention has been
directed to harvesting clean, abundant, and renewable energy, such as solar rays and wind.
However, the intermittency of solar and wind power generation requires an effective
energy buffering solution (aka energy storage) to become efficient and reliable. With high
efficiency and energy density, rechargeable batteries and reversible fuel cells are two of
the best methods for this purpose. Unfortunately, a broader and deeper implementation of
these two technologies is currently hindered by their poor performance, specifically the
sluggish electrode kinetics.
The overarching objective of this Ph.D. work is to fill this technical and scientific
gap by investigating the fundamentals of oxygen electrolysis (oxygen reduction reaction
and oxygen evolution reaction) mechanisms of non-noble metal-based oxygen electrode
materials operating in alkaline electrochemical cells, such as metal-air batteries. The
overall approach employed is two-fold: experimentation and theoretical modeling. The
oxygen electrode material studied is a mixture of model perovskite structured complex
oxide, La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ (LSCO) and Vulcan carbon (XC-72) in different ratios. Standard
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) under rotating disk electrode (RDE) and rotating ring disk
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electrode (RRDE) is the primary tool used to collect electrochemical data, from which the
multiphysics models are validated.
A 1-D RDE multiphysics model is first established from multi-step, multi-electron
(4 or 2 electron transfer), sequential and parallel elementary electrode reactions in
conjunction with a peroxide-involving chemical reaction. The governing equations are
derived from basic charge transfer and mass transport theories with appropriate boundary
conditions. The model is then validated by the RDE LSV data collected from the
LSCO/XC-72 oxygen electrode. The validated model is able to project partial current
densities for each elementary electrode reaction considered along with the peroxide
production rate of the chemical reaction, which cannot be done by “classical” approaches.
The 1-D RDE model is further expanded into a 2-D RRDE model to quantify the peroxide
intermediates vs applied potential. The new 2-D model is validated with a glassy carbon
electrode and it is found that the addition of a parallel, series 1e- reduction of oxygen,
incorporating a superoxide intermediate, is necessary.
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PREFACE
This compiled work is in fulfillment of my doctoral candidacy. It is submitted for
publication in a “Manuscript Format”. The introductory Chapter 1 is followed by Chapters
2 and 3 which describe the background of both the experimental and theoretical work and
their calculations, respectively. The following Chapters 4-7 are manuscripts that have been
published (or submitted) to scientific journals and no changes have been made to the
content of the papers, sole changes to these chapters have been in their formatting to fit the
guidelines set in place by the department and the graduate school. The title page of each
manuscript gives the journal and publication information, and due to the nature of this
format, along with the consecutive nature of these publications, there are redundant and
often repetitive sections encountered throughout this work as a whole. Chapter 8 gives an
overall conclusion to all the presented work and publications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Need for Energy Storage
Until recently the world’s main source of energy has been fossil fuels, such as coal
and petroleum. Using these energy sources pollutes our planet and represents a critical
environmental threat. Furthermore, these sources are becoming scarce, increasingly
inaccessible, and are costly to extract.1-2 Therefore, much attention has been focused on
trying to effectively improve our energy systems to utilize and convert the abundant supply
of natural resources this world offers into electrical power.3 Electrical energy helps drive
all aspects of our modern world making the need for energy storage systems crucial.4 As
the world has become an increasingly “energy-hungry” place, the constant and rapidly
growing demand for electrical power requires that we find not only new and renewable
ways to generate energy, but also to store that energy.
Energy storage systems have the potential to make major contributions to the
implementation of sustainable energy and are an essential element in the development of
sustainable energy technologies. Renewable resources, such as wind or solar radiation,
offer great potentials to generate electrical energy to meet the world’s energy needs in a
sustainable and green manner; however, these technologies are plagued by intermittent
electricity and therefore require efficient, cost-effective and reliable electrical energy
storage methods. For both commercial and residential use, electricity must be reliably
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available at any time of the day. Fluctuations of the energy supply may cause major
disruptions in large scale systems leading to the loss of tens of billions of dollars annually.2
Therefore, the large-scale applicability and wide-spread use of these green technologies
require efficient and reliable energy storage systems. Current energy storage systems do
not meet these requirements. Improvements in everything, from energy storage
performance to reliability and efficiency are critical for their modern development.
There are many conventional ways in which we can store energy such as:
mechanically (springs, flywheels), gravitational potential energy storage (hydroelectric
dams, flowing rivers), thermally (molten salt, steam), electrically (capacitors, magnetic),
and electrochemically (batteries, fuel cells). The universal demand seems to be highest for
energy storage media that can take and release energy in the form of electricity, since the
electricity can be directly converted to heat or mechanical energy. Electrochemical energy
storage (EES) systems are a particular technology that can meet this demand.
Electrochemical batteries are the most common way of storing energy for later use in
sustainable energy systems. Electromechanical batteries are portable and sealed systems
that store electrical energy in the form of chemical energy that can be converted back to
electrical energy when needed. These batteries are ideal for transportation and distributed
energy systems. Fuel cells are another example of EES devices that directly convert the
stored chemical energy of a fuel into electrical energy. Fuel cells have the advantage of
providing a constant power through chemical reactions, like a conventional battery, but
from a stream of fuels (such as hydrogen) and an oxidant (air) to produce electricity in a
clean and efficient way. Recent battery development has moved beyond conventional
lithium-ion batteries in light of the high potentials offered by the newer metal-air batteries
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which employ metal anodes with air cathodes and aqueous electrolytes. Along with the
development of metal-air batteries and fuel cells using hydrogen and oxygen as driving
forces, electrochemical water splitting, or electrolysis, generating both hydrogen and
oxygen with the passing of an electric current, has also gained intensive research interest
in recent years. However, it is recognized that hydrogen storage is a key enabling
technology for the advancement of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies in the near future.
Metal-air batteries (MABs), composed of a metal electrode, oxygen electrode and
electrolyte have also been widely considered a promising technology to assist the
development and deployment of future clean and sustainable energy such as solar and wind
power.4-6 This technology is especially promising since oxygen is widely available from
the atmosphere and metals contain the highest energy density. To date, MABs are believed
to have great potential to play a transformational role in the era beyond Li-ion battery and
hydrogen fuel cell technologies.7 Traditional Li-ion battery and fuel cell technologies have
almost reached their theoretical performance limits and are confronted with formidable
challenges, such as safety, difficult hydrogen production, storage and transportation.8
Alkaline-based MABs, in particular, offer several advantages over their acid-based
counterparts. They have the advantage of allowing for the use of low cost, non-noble metal
catalysts while retaining high activity. Various nonprecious catalysts show better
performance in alkaline media due to lowered overpotentials, which allow for more facile
reactions.9-10 The addition of the media effect, of the alkaline electrolyte, on the adsorption
of the intermediates, also aides in their performance.11 Perovskite oxides, in particular,
have gained attention for their low cost and availability along with their high activities
observed in alkaline media.12-14
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The downside of alkaline, compared to acidic, MABs is their higher internal
resistance, the slow cathode kinetics, low round-trip efficiency and the fact that the ORR
on different materials is not well understood.8, 15 Studying and understanding the charge
transfer mechanism for ORR and OER is of great importance in order to develop advanced
bifunctional electrocatalysts. Overall, the knowledge that alkaline MABs allow the use of
non-noble metals strikes much interest in the scientific community to find a composition
resulting in better kinetics of the cathode reactions.16
1.2. The Aim of This Dissertation
The overarching objective of this PhD dissertation is to develop high-performance
non-noble metal-based electrocatalysts and understand oxygen electrolysis mechanisms for
alkaline MABs with a combined experimental and theoretical approach. In this dissertation,
non-noble metal oxygen electrocatalysts of oxides and carbon will be first reviewed in the
perspective of crystal structure, catalysis mechanisms, and potential applications. The
dissertation then moves on to two chapters describing the experimental and theoretical
methods that have been employed. The following chapters are virtually independent papers
published in the areas of understanding the oxygen electrocatalysis mechanisms of a
composite oxygen electrode of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ (LSCO) and Vulcan carbon (XC-72),17 the
effect of Vulcan carbon,18 developing a bifunctional LSCO/Pt oxygen electrocatalyst,19 and
a new understanding of oxygen electrocatalysis on glassy carbon electrode.20-21 The
dissertation is then finished with a general summary, acknowledgement and a list of
references cited.
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1.3. Basic Hydrogen and Oxygen Cycles
Electrochemical energy storage using H 2 as an energy carrier from water splitting
relies on four elementary reactions: the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), the hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR), the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), and the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR). Storing electrical energy in chemical bonds, in batteries, such as water
splitting to generate H 2 as an energy carrier provide high energy densities relative to other
storage technologies and involves two half-cell reactions: water reduction evolving
hydrogen and water oxidation to evolve oxygen at the negative and positive electrodes
respectively. These processes are then reversed to generate electrical energy in fuel cells.22
These processes are illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 - The hydrogen and oxygen cycles used for
energy storage and conversion. The red portions show
the two half-cell reactions used for energy storage by
water electrolysis: the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER);
while the blue portions show the two half-cell
reactions used for energy conversion: the hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR) and the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR).22
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The kinetics of the hydrogen cycle (HER and HOR) are very facile reactions
offering practical current densities (~1 A cm-2geo) that are possible at very low
overpotentials with low Pt loading of Pt-containing catalysts.22 However, the reactions of
the oxygen cycle (ORR and OER) have much more “sluggish” kinetics, resulting in much
higher overpotentials and requiring larger amounts of expensive noble metal catalysts in
exchange for mediocre performance.6, 23-24 A number of research efforts have been invested
both to reveal and establish principles for engineering electrocatalysts performing with
higher activities from systematic experimental and computational studies, while others
focus on increasing the mass specific or electrochemically active surface areas of the
electrocatalysts through the design and engineering of novel catalyst/electrode structures.22
However, with the surge of interest in this research area there has been much ambiguity in
exactness of systematic protocols when comparing the performance and activities of
various electrocatalysts across studies and limits their rigorous comparisons.25 Therefore,
it is important to focus on the electrochemical measurements and the data analysis used to
quantify the kinetics of the subsequent oxygen and hydrogen electrocatalysis and to clearly
quantify the specific and mass activity trends of the different groups of catalysts.
Recommended practices and bench-marking results should be used to set guidelines in the
experimental and analysis routes of the electrochemical measurements.
As was previously discussed, the hydrogen cycle has more facile reactions than the
oxygen cycle; therefore, this work focuses on the oxygen cycle with ORR and OER. Table
1.1 lists the ORR processes studied in this work along with their corresponding
thermodynamic electrode potentials at standard conditions in both acidic and alkaline
solution. Note that for both acidic and alkaline media, reactions 1 and 2 are a sequential set
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of reductions with 2e- each, incorporating the formation of a peroxide intermediate before
further reduction; whereas, reaction 3 in both media is a direct 4e- reduction. Above these
equilibrium potentials half-cell oxidation (i.e.- HOR or OER) is favored, while below these
potentials half-cell reduction is (i.e.- HER or ORR) is favored thermodynamically.
Table 1.1 - Possible reaction schemes for O2 reduction in acidic and alkaline electrolytes;
The reverse of the reactions constitutes O2 evolution.
Acidic
#

Series 1
2
Direct 3

Equation

Alkaline

O2  2 H   2e   H 2O2

E, V
vs
SHE
0.695

Equation
O2  H 2O  2e   HO2  OH 

E, V
vs
SHE
0.065

H 2O2  2 H   2e   2 H 2O

1.763

HO2  H 2O  2e   3OH 

0.867

O2  4 H   4e   2 H 2O

1.230

O2  H 2O  4e   4OH 

0.401

In order to perform these ORR/OER processes, electrochemical energy conversion
devices, ranging from fuel cells to metal-air batteries, require low cost, high activity, and
durable electrocatalysts.26 These processes vary immensely depending on the catalyst
employed as well as the preparation of the materials themselves. They are also affected by
everything from the pretreatment of the material to the particle size and even the lattice
properties (oxygen vacancies, bond lengths, adsorption properties, etc.). However, the
actual experimental and analytical methods along with their preparations have only
recently been deeply discussed even though they are central to the research and testing of
new electrocatalysts for ORR and OER. In the following Experimental Methods section,
their background and the testing methods are looked at in depth as they are specifically
related to the electrochemical testing of the hydrogen and oxygen cycles.
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As previously mentioned, rechargeable MABs are a class of attractive energy
storage devices due to their very high theoretical specific energy densities and free oxygen
storage in the oxygen electrode.27 Oxygen electrocatalysis is the most important
mechanism controlling the performance of MABs.6-8 It deals with electrochemical
reactions at the oxygen electrode. In rechargeable MABs, the oxygen reduction is the
cathodic branch of the oxygen electrode reactions while oxygen evolution is the anodic
branch.28 An example of a Zinc-air battery is schematically shown in Figure 1.2 where
cathodic oxygen reduction can be seen when employing the alkaline electrolyte. The
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) both occur on the
same electrode during the discharge and charge cycles, respectively.29 This requires the
electrode to be bifunctional.5 Electrocatalysts involving the ORR and the OER represent
the core of a variety of rechargeable MABs, fuel cells, water-splitting devices, etc.30 The
ORR is recognized as the kinetically limiting component of the cycle based on oxygen
electrochemistry.31 To attain high energy efficiency, it is desirable to have the oxygen
electrodes of electrochemical devices trigger the ORR as close to reversible conditions as
possible (i.e., with an overpotential as close to zero as possible).32-33 Due to the highly
irreversible nature of oxygen electrode reactions, the use of electrocatalysts is of paramount
importance to minimize the overpotential.33 To determine whether it is possible to achieve
a bifunctional catalyst requires independent ORR and OER studies, due to their largely
different energy levels.
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Figure 1.2 - A schematic of a Zinc-Air battery showing the reduction of oxygen
occurring at the air cathode (on the right) and the zinc oxidation occurring at the
zinc metal anode (on the left) with an alkaline electrolyte.34

The noble metals (NMs) such as Pt, Pd, Ru, and Ir, have been known to be efficient
ORR and OER catalysts in both acidic and alkaline MABs.23, 31, 35 However, they have also
set some limitations to the current MAB research. Their high cost and declining activity
during operation have made the use of NMs less attractive. In recent years, there is a
growing interest in alkaline-based MABs where low-cost non noble metal catalysts such
as oxides can be used with good catalytic activity.33, 36-38
1.4. A Focused Review on Perovskite Oxide Electrocatalyst Materials for Alkaline Cells
Among all oxide-based oxygen electrocatalysts investigated so far, perovskitestructured oxides attract the most attention due to their highest electrocatalytic activity
rooted in their intrinsically high electronic conductivity and high concentration of oxygen
vacancies. The latter two properties are critically needed to promote fast ORR and OER.
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33, 39-40

This dissertation work is aimed to understand the fundamental mechanisms of

oxygen electrocatalysis of a perovskite material (LSCO) in alkaline media using a
combined experimental and theoretical approach. Therefore, we here provide a focused
review on only perovskite structured oxides as oxygen electrocatalysts, particularly used
for ORR since the latter largely limit the performance of overall oxygen electrocatalysis in
alkaline electrochemical cells.
Perovskite (ABO3) consists of corner-shared BO6 octahedra together with A-site
cations at the corner of the unit cell, see Figure 1.3. The perovskite structure is flexible and
robust enough to withstand considerable lattice mismatch between the (A−O) and (B−O)
bond lengths and accommodate aliovalent dopants on A-site and/or B-site lattices. This
unique structure provides some transition-metal (TM) containing perovskite oxides with
rich electronic conductivity and oxygen vacancies, thus good ORR and OER activities,4145

and bifunctional ORR/OER activity.14, 38, 46-51

Figure 1.3 - Unit cell of primitive cubic ABO3
structure.

The works on perovskites for the ORR date back to the 1970s, when Matsumoto et
al. first reported LaNiO3 for oxygen electrocatalysis.52-53 By investigating 18 doped
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perovskites La1−xSrxTMO3 (TM = Ni, Co, Mn, Fe, Cr, and V), Bockris and Otagawa found
an increase of the catalytic activity of perovskites with a high occupancy of antibonding
σ* orbitals of TM−OH, which promoted them to propose a volcano plot of catalytic activity
versus TM−OH bond strength.54 Among all rare-earth and TM perovskite oxides LnMnO3
(Ln = rare earth), La-based perovskites were found to have the best ORR activity among
LnMnO3, in the order of La > Pr > Nd > Sm > Gd > Y > Dy > Yb.55 For the alkaline earth
doping effect on the A-site, half-cell testing on catalyst-loaded gas-diffusion electrodes
showed the activity increasing in the order of Pr0.8Sr0.2MnO3 > Pr0.8Ca0.2MnO3 >
Pr0.8Ba0.2MnO3 > PrMnO3, and all the catalysts were free of impurity phases after 200 h of
testing in 8 M KOH solution.56
ORR on perovskite surfaces is complicated and depends on its intrinsic activity,
electronic conductivity, surface absorption, and the inclusion of conducting additives.
Sunarso et al. reported the intrinsic ORR activity of LaTMO3 (TM = Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and
Cr) increasing in the order of LaCoO3>LaMnO3>LaNiO3>LaFeO3>LaCrO3, without the
addition of any carbon blacks. The formation of HO2- was as low as 1.5%, implying a
pseudo 4e- pathway.57 In contrast, Co-based perovskite oxides were found less active than
Mn-based ones.58 Huang et al. reported n=2.95 during ORR for LaMnO3, signaling a
slightly more favorable 2e- pathway.59 For LaNi0.5M0.5O3, the ORR kinetics was found to
increase in the order of LaNi0.5Fe0.5O3>LaNi0.5Co0.5O3> LaNi0.5Cr0.5O3>LaNi0.5Mn0.5O3,
with 2% of the production of HO2-.58 It is worth mentioning that the exact reaction
pathways of bare LaMO3 without conducting carbon additives are still under debate. While
most studies focus on powdered catalysts, Shao-Horn et al. investigated the ORR activity
of epitaxially oriented La1−xSrxMnO3 surfaces on Nb-doped SrTiO3 substrates. They found
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the activity was greatest for La0.67Sr0.33MnO3, but the (110) and (111) orientations did not
cause discernable change in activity comparing to that of the (001).60
For those perovskites with low electronic conductivity, the addition of conducting
agents, such as carbon blacks, is necessary to supply electrons from the electrode to the
perovskite surface during ORR. After adding 7 wt% acetylene black (AB) into LaNiO3,
Shao-Horn et al. found the area-specific and mass-specific activity of LaNiO3 were better
than La0.75Ca0.25FeO3 and LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3.265. The group later reported a volcano plot for
the ORR activity of perovskite oxides mixed with acetylene black, increasing in the order
of LaMnO3+δ > LaNiO3 > La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 > LaMnO3 > LaMn0.5Ni0.5O3 > La0.5Ca0.5CoO3‑δ >
La1−xCaxFeO3 > La1−xCaxCrO3 (see Figure 1.4).61 Good ORR activity was also observed in
LaMnO3/carbon composites, such as LaMnO3/CNF and LaMnO3/Vulcan.62-63 The
underlying mechanism for the enhanced ORR activity of perovskite oxides is that an egelectron ∼1 and stronger covalency between TM-3d and O-2p orbitals.61 As an example,
bare LaCoO3 yields HO2- as high as 50%, but the mechanism changes to a pseudo 4epathway after mixing it with carbon blacks.64 A similar 2e- + 2e- pathway was also
proposed for La0.6Ca0.4CoO3/C composite in 1 M KOH, with ca. 3% of HO2− production
during ORR.65
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Figure 1.4 - Role of eg electron on ORR activity of
perovskite oxides (a) Potentials at 25 μA cmox−2 as a
function of eg orbital in perovskite-based oxides. Data
symbols vary with type of B ions (Cr, red; Mn,
orange; Fe, gray; Co, green; Ni, blue; mixed
compounds, purple), where x = 0 and 0.5 for Cr, and
0, 0.25, and 0.5 for Fe. Error bars represent standard
deviations. (b) The shape of the eg electron points
directly toward the surface O atom and plays an
important role during O22−/OH− exchange. O, B, and
H atoms are colored blue, red, and green, respectively.
Reprinted with permission from Suntivich et. al.61
Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Group.
Barium strontium cobalt iron perovskite oxides (BSCF) is another class of
perovskite oxides that have been actively studied in recent years. A unique feature of BSCF
as an ORR electrocatalyst is that HO2- formation is in the range from 50 to 60%.66 This
observation was further confirmed by the substantially high reduction current obtained by
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using Ar-saturated 0.1 M KOH + 2 mM HO2- electrolyte. The BSCF/AB composite showed
improved Eonset and reduced HO2- formation as compared to bare BSCF. The optimized
BSCF/AB composite, BSCF(78 wt %)/AB, exhibited 28% HO2- formation with n = 3.43
during ORR.67 Despite the fact that carbon blacks were not efficient for ORR, mixing them
with perovskite oxides can lead to a sharp reduction of the HO2− formation. A study using
a channeled flow cell indicated that most of the O2 was reduced via the 2e- pathway to
HO2− on La0.6Ca0.4CoO3 (LCC)/Vulcan carbon composite. The generated HO2− appears to
be stable on the surface of Vulcan carbon and is further reduced and/or chemically
decomposed on LCC surfaces.68
On the basis of the above results, the ORR on poorly conducting perovskite/carbon
composites was known to proceed through a 2e− + 2e− pathway, where O2 was reduced to
HO2− by carbon blacks and HO2− was further reduced to OH- by perovskite oxides. In
contrast, much less HO2− was observed on relatively conductive perovskite, such as
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3.53.64
The performance of perovskite/carbon catalysts can be further improved by
establishing perovskite/carbon hybrids with tailored interactions between the perovskite
and carbons. For example, both Eonset and E1/2 are significantly improved by establishing a
La(Co0.55Mn0.45)0.99O3/graphene hybrid rather than using a LaCo1−xMnxO3/graphene
mixture.69-70 More works on perovskite/carbon hybrids are currently being carried out to
fully leverage the good ORR activity of perovskite catalysts. The ORR performance of
various perovskite catalysts is summarized in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2 - ORR Performance of Perovskite Catalysts Obtained from rotating disk
electrode techniques.a Reproduced from Ge et. al.33
Eonset vs RHEb E1/2 vs RHE Tafel slope (mV/decade)
LaCoO3
0.88
undefined
LaNiO3
0.72
undefined
LaNi0.5Mn0.5O3
0.81
undefined
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 film
0.91
undefined
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3- δ
0.73
-64
undefined
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3- δ (56
0.84
-65
wt%) / acetylene black
undefined
LaNiO3/C
0.95
undefined
La0.6Ca0.4CoO3/C
0.92****
-66 (low I);
Undefined
-84 (high I)
(1 M KOH)
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/C
0.95
Undefined
(1 M NaOH)
LaMn0.9Co0.1O3/GR
0.73****
0.49****
a
The rotating rate of RDE is 1600 rpm, and the electrolyte is O2-saturated 0.1 M
KOH/NaOH, unless otherwise stated. b: ηonset is readily calculated from Eonset by ηonset =
1.227 V − Eonset. ****: converted from Hg/HgO electrode, Evs RHE = Evs MMO + 0.098 V +
0.059 × pH.
Catalysts
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CHAPTER 2
ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS
2.1. Introduction
Electrochemical approaches can be used to gain insight into particular reactions and
their mechanisms, therefore, they are employed in the growing study of electrocatalysts for
the oxygen and hydrogen cycles discussed in the previous chapter. Two common
electrochemical approaches are potentiostatic and galvanostatic measurements. The prior
refers to measurements where the voltage is varied and the current response is measured,
while the later refers to the opposite. Voltammetry is the broad area of electrochemistry
conducting potentiostatic measurements where the cell current is measured as the potential
is varied. By controlling the working electrode potential, the electrochemist controls what
redox reactions are occurring on the surface of the electrode, i.e. ORR or OER. This makes
using voltammetry methods to quickly screen electrocatalysts for their activity very
convenient, thus favorable.
However, central to the testing and researching of new electrocatalysts are the
experimental and analytical methods that are necessary for the meaningful evaluation of
activity and performance. Performance benchmarking and consistent results between
laboratories have been a point of controversy with the fast electrocatalyst-screening
resulting from the high demand for efficient fuel cells and MOBs in the industry. Therefore,
this chapter will attempt to give an overview of some of the acceptable and consistent
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laboratory electrochemical methods used to measure and characterize electrocatalysts,
ranging from the electrochemical cell to the electrode preparation and from static to
dynamic voltammetric methods.
2.2. The Electrochemical Cell
The electrochemical cell is typically made up of a 3-electrode system consisting of
a working, counter and reference electrode immersed in a 3-necked flat bottom flask filled
with electrolyte and surrounded by a constant-temperature water inlet and outlet to
effectively control the cell temperature. Electrocatalytic measurements to acquire the ORR
and OER characteristics of the electrode catalysts are carried out using a potentiostat
connected to the electrochemical station controlled by a PC, as can be seen in Figure 2.1.
The glass electrochemical cell should be free of any impurities that could affect the
reproducibility of the results and to allow the researcher to approach what is hopefully the
absolute value of the specific activity of the catalysts. Garsany et al.26 stated that an
acceptable method of cleaning glassware should be to fill the cell with at least 100 mL
concentrated H 2 SO4 and ensure through a tilting of the cell that all sides are covered and
subsequently letting the cell soak overnight, after which it should be rinsed at least 8x with
nanopure water (with a resistivity of 18 MΩ cm). A rigorous biweekly or weekly cleaning
of the glassware helps ensure good data from measurements.
It has also been noted, that when conducting studies in alkaline media, Teflon cells
are commonly employed due to corrosion of the glassware in alkaline media which in turn
contaminates the electrolyte. However, with the short time duration of most of the rotating
ring disk measurements, it has been deemed acceptable to use a extensively cleaned glass
cell.22
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Figure 2.1 - A generic, typical 3-electrode electrochemical
system with a working (WE), counter (CE) and reference
electrode (RE), with the WE connected to an operating
potentiostat and a recording PC.71

2.2.1. The Reference Electrode
The reference electrode (RE) is a crucial part of the electrochemical cell. It is the
electrode which is used to measure the actual potentials of the system, therefore the choice
of RE should be taken into consideration when preparing for measurements. All
electrochemical measurements require a stable reference electrode potential, independent
of the electrolyte nature, that does not contaminate the experiment, nor will it be
contaminated during experimentation. Common reference electrodes include saturated
calomel electrodes (SCE), silver-silver chloride (Ag/AgCl), mercury-mercury sulphate
(Hg/HgSO4) electrodes, etc. Many researchers choose to incorporate these reference
electrodes with the addition of a salt bridge to keep contaminants, such as chloride, from
reaching the main compartment of the working electrode. However, since the majority of
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this work was conducted using an alkaline electrolyte, a mercury-mercury oxide (Hg/HgO)
was used to refrain from any stability or contaminant issues. Each RE has its practicalities,
although to draw commonalities in the literature, most potentials should be referred to as
either vs the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) or vs the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE) for acidic or alkaline medias, respectively, and should be converted as follows. For
example:
ESHE  EHg / HgO  0.098

[2-1]

Where EHg / HgO is the measured potential (V) on the RE and ESHE is the potential (V) vs
the standard hydrogen electrode or when the hydrogen pressure is 1 atmosphere, so the
activity is 1; therefore, the SHE electrode is said to have a potential of 0.0 volts. The RHE
serves as a “subtype” to the SHE when it comes to measuring electrochemical processes
but unlike the SHE, its potential does not change with the pH (as can be seen from Figure
2.2); therefore, it can be used directly with the electrolyte. Its potential can be considered
as:

ERHE  0.00  0.059 pH

[2-2]

where 0.00 comes from the baseline of the SHE. This means that a Hg/HgO (+0.098 V vs
SHE) reference electrode, in a 0.1 M KOH solution with a pH=13 would have a potential
of +0.865 V vs RHE.
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Figure 2.2 - A diagram of 3 common reference
electrodes: the standard hydrogen electrode (SHEblack line), the Mercury-Mercury Oxide electrode
(Hg/HgO- blue line) and the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE- red line) and how their values vary
according to the pH of the electrolyte.

Another approach to ensure the actual potential of the Hg/HgO reference electrode,
and to adjust for any deviation from its theoretical value, the RE can be continually
calibrated using a homemade reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). This can be done by
filling the electrochemical cell with the electrolyte being used along with the RE being
filled with the appropriate solution and employing a polished platinum mesh as the working
and counter electrode, and the reference electrode of interest as the RE. Then, the
electrolyte is pre-purged and saturated with high purity H 2 and linear scan voltammetry is
run at a low scan rate, and the potential at which the current crosses zero is taken to be the
thermodynamic potential for the hydrogen electrode reactions. For example, in Figure 2.3,
in 0.1 M KOH, the zero current point is at -0.855 V, so ERHE  EHg / HgO  (0.855 V ) . In
this example it can be seen that the actual value of the Hg/HgO RE deviates from its
theoretical value (0.865 V) by 0.01 V.
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Figure 2.3 - The calibration of a Hg/HgO reference
electrode using linear scan voltammetry at a scan rate of
0.5 mV s-1 in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte.72

Likewise, in a similar manner, instead of running LSV to determine the potential
value, an open circuit potential measurement can be performed and once the potential
stabilizes it can be averaged to get the actual potential value of the used RE. Figure 2.4
shows another example of a Hg/HgO reference electrode in 0.1 M KOH, filled with 1.0 M
KOH solution showing an actual potential value of +0.901 V vs RHE. So, it can be seen
how care needs to be taken when filling and using reference electrodes in order to obtain a
value as close as possible to their true values.
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Figure 2.4 - Open circuit voltage of a Hg/HgO
reference electrode vs the homemade reversible
hydrogen electrode in 0.1 M KOH.

2.2.2. The Counter Electrode
Oxygen reduction and oxidation of an analyte are studied in the electrochemical
cell as a potential is applied to the working electrode such that current begins to flow. The
counter electrode (CE) completes the electrical circuit and current is recorded as electrons
flow between the working and counter electrodes. For example, when studying a reduction
at the WE, the CE is the electrode where the oxidation occurs. The choice of CE is quite a
bit more lenient when compared to that of the RE or WE, with its main requirement being
that it should be chosen to be as inert as possible. As its job is to complete the current flow
all it needs to do is to ensure that the kinetics of the occurring reaction does not inhibit
those occurring at the WE; therefore the surface area of the CE should be much greater
than the surface of the WE. For these reasons it is typical to employ a platinum wire or foil
as the counter electrode.
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Although, it has been previously reported that Pt could be partially dissolved into
the electrolyte solution (acidic or alkaline) under an anodic potential and redeposited on
the WE under cathodic polarization27 and that such redeposited Pt can act as an active
catalyst, causing overestimation of the true catalytic activity of the WE under investigation.
Efforts have been made to try to observe this phenomenon and see when it causes
noticeable deviations in the activities. To verify whether a platinum CE contributes to the
overall catalytic activity of the catalysts additional measurements can be made. An example
is shown in Figure 2.5 where linear sweep voltammetry was used to observe the oxygen
reduction reaction when employing a graphitic counter electrode, and again with a platinum
electrode. It can be seen in Figure 2.5 that no noticeable differences can be observed in this
case. To further support this idea that the platinum CE did not interfere with the overall
measured catalytic activities of the materials inductively coupled plasma (ICP) results can
be used to analyze the Pt ion concentrations in the electrolyte solution before and after
testing. Table 2.1 shows the results from the testing in Figure 2.5. In Table 2.1 it can be
seen that there is a very small amount (~ 1ppb) of Pt in the electrolyte after running a full
set of scans using a Pt CE. The amount of Pt dissolution in the KOH analyzed by ICP is
35× lower than that reported by Chen et al.73 Therefore, it can be further believed that the
use of Pt-CE in this study did not affect the overall catalytic activity of the perovskite-oxide
electrocatalysts. The underlying reason for this is most likely the short experimentation
time when running these potentiodynamic tests. It can be seen that the Pt-species
concentrations do indeed increase, just not substantially enough to cause errors in this case.
For any long-term or more rigorous testing it would be suggested to employ a graphitic CE
as opposed to a Pt one. Since the stability of the electrocatalysts has become more of an
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imposing factor with the amounts of research efforts being put into finding sustainable
energy systems, especially those in alkaline systems, more recent studies do in fact choose
to use a graphite counter electrode as the safest method for these longer-term durability
testing.

Figure 2.5 - Comparison of linear sweep profiles for
an ORR profile measured with different counter
electrodes in a 0.1 M KOH electrolyte at a 1600 rpm
rotation speed. The working electrode and reference
electrode were a perovskite-oxide and Hg/HgO
electrodes, respectively.17

Table 2.1 - Platinum ion concentrations of KOH solutions before and after testing
using platinum and graphite counter electrodes.
Pt concentration by ICP (ppb)

Sample

0
0.03
0.53

Blank
Starting 0.1 M KOH
0.1 M KOH after ORR-LSV
with graphite-CE
0.1 M KOH after ORR-LSV
with Pt-CE

1.08
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2.2.3. The Working Electrode
The working electrode (WE) carries the electrochemical event of interest and is the
most important component of an electrochemical cell. It is at the interface between the WE
and the electrolyte solution that electron transfers of greatest interest occur; therefore, the
selection of the WE material is critical to experimental success. Several factors should be
considered when choosing a WE: first, the material should exhibit favorable redox behavior
with the analyte, preferably fast, reproducible electron transfer and second, the potential
window over which the electrode performs in a given electrolyte solution should be as wide
as possible to allow for the greatest degree of analyte characterization. The functionality of
the working electrode should be considered based on the objectives and the desired results.
For example: in PEM fuel cells often bulk electrodes are used to affect the analyte as greatly
as possible, or porous electrodes can be used when certain high surface areas or resistances
are needed. Or for example, when performing quick electrocatalyst testing for ORR/OER,
thin-film working electrodes offer a rigorous approach when combined with rotating disk
electrodes. In this chapter we will take a deeper look at thin-film electrocatalyst
approaches.
High-quality catalyst thin-films as a WE can be drop-cast onto a variety of WE
supports for thin-film measurements. Common WE materials include platinum, gold,
carbon and mercury. Platinum tends to be the most common choice due to its
electrochemical inertness and easy fabrication; however, even small amounts of acid or
water in the electrolyte leads to the reduction of hydrogen and causes hydrogen evolution
at even modest negative potentials and often obscures the analytical signals of interest.
Therefore, for ORR/OER testing glassy carbon electrodes tend to be quite popular due to
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their smooth, mirror-like polished, and reaction-facile surfaces allowing scans to much
more negative potentials than gold or platinum; however, they are relatively expensive and
difficult to machine. An example is a 5 mm diameter glassy carbon (GC) disk electrode
imbedded in Teflon (GC-PTFE, RDE purchased from Pine Instruments) with a geometric
area of 0.196 cm2, which is employed as the working electrode for this dissertation work
when the catalyst inks of choice are deposited onto its surface. This is then used to
rigorously test ORR/OER by employing it in a rotating disk (RDE) setup.
The RDE and the Teflon holder are then positioned onto the end of the shaft of the
rotating arm of the electrochemical system purchased from Pine Instruments. The potential
of the WE is controlled by the connected potentiostat and it is on this surface that the redox
reaction takes place. The WE should be chosen as a redox inert material in the potential
range of interest.74 As was said, glassy carbon is often chosen as the WE material because
once polished and well cleaned the surface has been shown to be very reactive.74 Care
should be taken to ensure that the WE is clean and free of any impurities. So, before each
use the glassy carbon electrode should be carefully polished. In the case of a fixed RDE
vs. an interchangeable RRDE the GC disk is either polished together with the Teflon holder
or disassembled to polish the disk and ring separately, for the RDE and RRDE,
respectively. Polishing should be done before each testing using first a 0.3 µm, followed
by a 0.05 µm Al2O3 particle suspension in a “figure eight” pattern for four minutes each
on a moistened microcloth polishing pad (Buehler, MicroCloth). Many researchers have
shown the importance of the WE polishing and cleaning on the effects of the recorded
current densities.26 The polished electrodes should always be rinsed well with nanopure
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water, then sonicated in nanopure water for another 4 minutes, after which they should be
rinsed again and dried in air at room temperature.
2.2.4. Electrolyte
As was mentioned, most electrochemical measurements are performed in a 3electrode electrochemical cell made of borosilicate glass in either acidic or alkaline
electrolytes.25 The electrolyte used for electrochemical testing of the catalysts for use in
batteries and fuel cells ranges from acidic to alkaline and from dilute to concentrated
solutions. For example, for PEM fuel cells a highly acidic electrolyte would be used, while
for metal-air battery a relatively dilute alkaline electrolyte would be employed. Obviously,
these electrolytes should be free from any impurities, and as of recent, researchers have
shown the problematic effects that Fe impurities from commercial KOH electrolyte have
on measuring oxygen electrokinetics, especially for the oxygen evolution reaction.75
Spanos et al.75 showed that Fe impurities in the KOH electrolyte, which were formed
during industrial production, might be a reason for the activation of Ni-based catalysts if
they are incorporated into the catalyst structure, and falsely amplify the resulting OER
catalyst activities. Therefore, they proposed a simple and effective electrochemical method
to remove Fe impurities from commercial KOH by utilizing a MoS 2 catalyst deposited on
porous Ni foam as both the anode and cathode in a two-electrode electrolysis setup.75
It is well known that all materials used should be of analytical grade and free from
any impurities, but the pH of the electrolyte is also a critical parameter that should be
considered in the use of glass-based electrochemical cells. It has been established that at
pH values >9 the silicate glasses become less stable, after which at pH ~11.5 the hydrolysis
of Si-O-X (X: Si, Al, B) bonds can dramatically increase, accelerating the corrosion of the
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glass.25 The accelerated corrosion of the glassware in this highly alkaline electrolyte can
lead to moderate levels of impurities that can drastically affect the active electrode surface
of the electrocatalysts and concurrently their kinetics. Campos-Roldan et al.25 showed the
drastic effect that glass etching can have on the performance of a Pt catalyst when
compared to testing performed in a Teflon cell. Therefore, many researchers have begun
to employ Teflon cells (whether home-made or purchased) in their oxygen electrocatalysis
testing. However, these effects become much more amplified over time and tend to cause
greater deviations over long-term testing. Therefore, for this dissertation it was deemed
appropriate to draw conclusions based on glass-cell testing since these were short term
testing and also due to the fact that dilute (0.1 M) electrolyte solutions were used as
opposed to highly concentrated ones.
2.3. Thin-Film Working Electrode Preparation
It should be noted in the following section that materials synthesis is not addressed
in this chapter due to the highly varying nature of electrocatalyst materials. This section is
aimed at the WE preparation no matter whether the materials being tested are metals,
nonmetals, etc. The materials synthesis for the published results in Chapters 4-7 can be
found in the chapters themselves.
2.3.1. Ink Preparation
In order to obtain high quality data and results, high quality catalyst thin-films are
required. Thin-films offer the opportunity to surpass the limitations often seen with
conventional catalyst carriers in terms of thickness, surface roughness, surface area, control
of porosity and catalyst accessibility.76 The notion of the thin film is not only desirable
from a catalyst accessibility stand-point, but also from the analysis stand point in making
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a simpler domain, where the diffusion layer inside the catalyst film can be ignored, not to
mention the fundamentals of the rotating disk require a flat surface to attain the laminar
fluid flows that are needed for the numerical analysis. These thin-film WEs are typically
prepared through the drop-casting of a catalyst-containing ink onto glassy carbon
electrodes. The preparation of the glassy carbon electrode itself was already discussed, now
focus will be put on the preparation of the ink and the thin-film itself. It’s been shown that
thin-films on the order of  0.2  m are ideal, as thicker films may results in increased
mass-transport resistance through the catalyst layer, giving incomplete access to the
electrochemical area of the catalyst and therefore producing incorrect data.26 More recent
studies have begun to focus on different techniques, such as ALD, PLD and
electrodeposition in attempts to avoid the systematic errors associated with hand-dropping
such small aliquots of ink to get very precise electrocatalyst loadings with very even
coverages and surface smoothness. Aside from the thickness of the catalyst layer, the
loading amount of the catalyst is also critical. Throughout the literature loading values of
the active catalysts range all the way from 30  500  g cm 2 . There is no set standard or
protocol for catalyst loading, though typically noble metals and metal-containing catalysts
usually have lower loadings than the more recent metal-free catalysts which require much
larger loadings. The loading variability greatly affects the reported performance. Therefore,
results should be normalized based on loadings, or other intrinsic properties (as discussed
later) in order to compare activities across studies.
Aside from the loading of the active catalyst, the other additions to the catalyst ink
should also be considered. Typically, catalysts are dispersed in a water/alcohol/Nafionionomer solution to form a homogenous ink. The ink recipes are also highly variable and
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depend largely on the individual catalyst. In general, the catalyst inks should be welldispersed and should not flocculate or settle to ensure reproducibility during drop-casting.
The alcohol type and content should be optimized for each catalyst, i.e. catalysts that are
inherently hydrophobic may require inks with high alcohol (ethanol or isopropanol)
contents, which those that are not may be acceptable with higher water to alcohol ratios to
obtain optimal dispersion.26 Often, if dispersion problems are faced the alcohol to water
ratio may be increased along with the sonication time before drop-casting. The addition of
the small amount of Nafion ionomer is also important to the ink solution as it acts as a type
of binder to improve the adhesion of the film onto the electrode surface. Nafion films and
content should be held low enough so that it does not affect the oxygen diffusion to the
electrode.
A final ink characteristic that needs to be considered when using thin-films to study
electrochemistry is the addition of a conductive support for the catalyst. Much of the work
reviewed focused on oxygen and hydrogen electrocatalysis and the addition of a highly
conductive, high surface area carbon power is needed to ensure sufficient electronic
conductivity. Throughout this dissertation the synthesized catalysts are mixed with Vulcan
carbon powder (XC-72, FuelCellStore) in ratios of 10:1 to 1:1 catalyst-to-carbon ratios. As
discussed in Chapter 1, researchers have used many different types of carbon ranging from
carbon black, and graphene (which are mainly used as conductive additives) to highly
active carbon nanotubes and doped-carbons. Vulcan carbon (XC-72) was used throughout
this dissertation as a low-activity-contributing carbon and mainly as a conductive support.
It has been noted from previous work in alkaline solutions that there is an important
contribution from the carbon to the kinetics of a reaction, which is usually negligible in
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acidic medium.26 Therefore, we have tested and assessed the catalyst-to-carbon ratio
ranging from as low a value as possible to minimize the effect of carbon, although it is
known that the effect cannot be completely neglected, but rather approached in a synergetic
manner, to much larger amounts.77 Catalyst inks are usually prepared at room temperature
by mixing the active catalyst with an allotted amount of alcohol, Nafion (perfluorinated
resin solution, 5 wt%, Aldrich) and Vulcan carbon (XC-72) in a given ratio of catalyst-tocarbon. After combining the ingredients, the mixture should be sonicated using either a tub
sonicator (for a minimum of 30 minutes), or preferably a Horn sonicator (model: CL-18,
Fischer Scientific) to ensure proper mixing. After ultrasonication, the ink sample should
be drop-cast onto the glassy carbon electrode surface to achieve the desired loading.
2.3.2. Drop-casting and Drying
Drop-casting refers to the actual dropping of the catalyst ink onto the glassy carbon
WE surface and should be done immediately after sonication to prevent the settling of the
catalyst ink. This is done with great care to ensure that the catalyst loading is accurate and
the results are reproducible. It has been shown that a much smoother and flatter catalyst
layer can be obtained if the electrode is dried under rotation.78 Typically, the catalyst ink
should be drop-cast in 2 casts using an analytical pipette and dried in air79 at a rotation
speed of 700 rpm for 5 minutes after each drop-cast. The WE for RDE should have
complete and even coverage of the electrocatalyst. In Chapter 5 a discussion is given on
the coverage of the WE after drop-casting with and without adequate coverage.
2.3.3. Electrode Surface Morphology
After drop-casting the catalyst ink onto the glassy carbon working electrode, the
quality and coverage of the catalyst film and its surface morphology should be examined
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using an optical microscope. The purpose of this examination was to ensure good quality
of the catalyst film so that reliable data can be obtained. Others have quantitatively shown
the effect of the film quality on ORR/OER performance and also the effect of the manner
of drying on film quality (rotational drying vs stationary or heat induced drying).78 All
electrodes should be verified for good, even coverage before being tested to gather data,
preferably under an optic microscope. A flow chart of the thin-film WE preparation is
illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 - A flow chart showing the steps to prepare a thin-film working electrode
from the catalyst ink.

2.4. Voltammetric Measurements
Voltammetric measurements have become very popular in studying the ORR/OER
reactions due to the ease of solving the fluid mechanics equations related to them. The
methods vary from stationary to hydrodynamic methods with the most popular being
steady-state polarization methods, cyclic voltammetry and the rotating disk electrode. With
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the potential of the electrode surface shifted away from its equilibrium value under a
current, an electrochemical reaction, O  e   R , is generated and generalized with the
Butler-Volmer equation as follows:
 C j ,O
C j ,R
 F 
  F 
Ii  Ii0 
exp  i ,a i  
exp   i ,c i  
 C j ,bulk ,O
 RT
 C j ,bulk , R
 RT
 

[2-3]

where I i is the current of the electrochemical reaction i , I i0 (A m-2) is the exchange current
density of reaction i at the bulk concentration of all the species; C j , R and C j ,O (mol m-3)
are the concentrations of reduced and oxidized species, respectively; C j ,bulk , R and C j ,bulk ,O
(mol m-3) are the concentrations of reduced and oxidized species in the bulk, respectively;

 i ,c and  i ,a are the cathodic and anodic transference coefficients of reaction i ,
respectively,  i ,a   i ,c  ni ; ni is the total number of electrons transferred in reaction i ;

s ji is the stoichiometric coefficient of species j in reaction i ; R is the gas constant, 8.314
J (mol K)-1; F is Faraday’s constant, 96485 (C mol-1); T is temperature in K. In this way
even multiple electron transfer reactions are able to be considered along with several other
steps. Each elementary reaction has a reaction rate and each elementary step involving an
electron transfer gives rise to a Butler-Volmer equation where the combined
electrochemical current is determined by the slowest rate-determining step (rds). In the
following section different methods along with the information derived from each will be
reviewed in context to the work done.
2.4.1. Stationary Potential Step and Sweep Methods
Chronoamperometry (CA), or steady state polarization, is an electrochemical
technique in which the potential of the WE is stepped, or held constant, for a period of time
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before varying, which results in a current from the faradaic processes occurring at the
electrode (caused by the potential step) and is monitored with the change in time. The
criteria for evaluating the polarization curves depend on the application, such that they can
be used to gain further insight into the kinetics of the process by fitting the overpotential

( ) vs log( I ) to get the Tafel slope or the exchange current density, or they can be used to
gain important information about the durability/stability of the catalyst.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is one of the most commonly used electrochemical
methods to gain insight about the kinetics of a particular redox reaction. Cyclic
voltammetry cycles the potential of the WE, forcing an excess voltage, or overpotential, as
predicted by the Nernst equation and measures the resulting current. Therefore, it can
quickly provide qualitative insights about the catalyst and the electrochemical reaction
mechanisms occurring on the surface adsorbed species for a given catalyst. The potential
is measured between the WE and the RE, while the current is measured between the WE
and the CE. Often the analyte displays a reversible CV wave (shown in Figure 2.7), which
is observed when all of the initial analyte can be recovered after a forward and reverse scan
cycle. Although such reversible couples are simpler to analyze, they contain less
information than more complex waveforms. The waves of the reversible CV curve are still
complex showing effects of polarization and diffusion. The difference between the two
peak potentials (Ep), ΔEp, is of particular interest.
E p  E pa  E pc  0

where Epa is the anodic peak potential (V) and Epc is the cathodic peak potential (V).
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[2-4]

Figure 2.7 - A reversible cyclic voltammogram.

If the electron transfer at the WE surface is fast and the current is limited by
the diffusion of analyte species to the electrode surface, then the peak current will be
proportional to the square root of the scan rate. This relationship is described by the
Randles-Sevcik equation:
1/2

 F 3  3/2
1/2
* 1/2
I p  0.4463 
 n ADO CO 
 RT 

[2-5]

where I p is the peak current (A), F is Faraday’s constant (C mol-1), R is the gas constant
(J mol-1 K-1), T is temperature (K), n is the number of electrons transferred in the redox
event, A is the area of the electrode (cm2), DO is the diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1), CO* is
the concentration (mol cm-3) and  is the scan rate (V s-1). This equation shows the
relationship between voltage sweep and the concentration. It is pretty clear that peak
current increases with a faster scan rate. This is because when performing CV
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measurements, the current passing through the electrode is limited by the diffusion of the
species of interest to the electrode surface, therefore, the concentration gradient near the
electrode affects the diffusion flux. Clearly, the concentration gradient is based on the
actual concentration of the species at the electrode and how fast it can diffuse through the
electrolyte and by changing the cell voltage the concentration of the species at the surface
of the electrode is controlled by the Nernst equation causing a faster voltage scan rate to
result in a larger concentration gradient which produces a larger current. So, by plotting
the linear plot of I p vs  1/2 the Randles-Sevcik approach can be used determine the
diffusion coefficient of the species of interest in the specific electrolyte or the
electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of the catalyst layer or electrode material as can be
seen in Figure 2.8.
For electrochemically reversible electron transfer processes involving freely
diffusing redox species, the Randles-Sevcik Equation describes the linear dependence of
the peak current on scan rate.74 So the current response should be linear for adsorbed
species. If there are deviations from linearity and the analyte is thought to be a freely
diffusing species, then the deviations could arise from other factors such as electrochemical
quasi-reversibility or the electron transfer may be occurring via surface-adsorbed species.74
In this situation, the CV experiment only samples a small portion of the solution, i.e., the
diffusion layer at the electrode surface.
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Figure 2.8 - a) Cyclic voltammograms of [Co(Cp)2]0/+ in 1 M LiTFSI-SME on a GC
macroelectrode at  from 10 to 1000 mV s-1, b) The corresponding Randles-Sevcik plots.
80

The Randles-Sevcik method, although quite simple, has many limitations. It is
strictly rigorous in the case of a semi-infinite diffusion for a reversible electron transfer. If
porosity, surface roughness, or catalyst film thickness influence are brought in to play then
the dissolved redox species may deplete faster or slower affecting the use of this equation.
It is clearly a problem for nonreversible systems where either the reduction or oxidation
peaks are not present.
Similar to the Randles-Sevcik approach, another approach can be taken to look at
the rate performance of different anode/cathode materials by separating the diffusion- and
capacitive- related components of the CV scans. This is done with a similar approach
involving performing the CV at different scan rates and then plotting the linear relationship
between log( I p ) and log( ) . The quantification of the peak current ( I p ) and the scan rate

( ) is as follows:
I p  a b
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[2-6]

I  k1  k2 1/2

[2-7]

where a , k1 and k 2 are constants. The measured current, I , follows the power law
relationship with  . So, according to the value of b one can distinguish the separate
contributions, with b  0.5 and b  1.0 correlating to diffusion and capacitive
contributions, respectively. Therefore, based on the power law relation seen in Eq. [2-6]
one can plot log( I ) vs log( ) to gain the respective b-values for the cathodic and anodic
reactions, and the given value can confirm the electrochemical behavior. In Figure 2.9, bvalues of 0.642 and 0.777 for cathodic and anodic reactions can be seen and confirm that
the behavior involves both capacitive and diffusion components.

Figure 2.9 – a) CV cures of a (SnCo)S2/S-doped grahite anode at various scan rates from
0.2 to 5.0 mV s-1, b) the fitted linear relationship between log( I ) and log( ) , c) the ratio of
pseudocapacitive contribution at various scan rates.81

The final stationary sweep method that we will mention in this section is linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV). Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) can be thought to refer to
half of the CV. When only one side of the redox reaction is of interest, the reduction or
oxidation of a species, then LSV can be used to simply sweep from a point of no reaction
to force that particular one. This is essentially half of the stationary CV. Further kinetic
insights can be gained when mass transport is limiting the reaction rate by performing the
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LSV under different rotation speeds and this will be covered in the next hydrodynamic
methods section. A separate stationary LSV scan is not shown here as it is essentially half
of Figure 2.7. The only difference between this stationary LSV (if considering only the
cathodic half) and that seen in Figure 2.10 (which is under rotation) is that without the
rotation limiting the active species at the electrode surface, the active species is consumed
in the diffusion layer, hence the decrease of the current density at the more cathodic
potential (increasing tail end instead of a limiting plateau). The stationary LSV allows one
to see the onset potential at which a reaction occurs.
2.4.2. Hydrodynamic Methods
Rotating Disk Electrode Methods

The rotating disk electrode (RDE), shown in

Figure 2.1, is a method that is essentially a continuation of the previous methods discussed.
The only difference is that it employs a hydrodynamic working electrode instead of a
stationary one. So along with the potential sweep the WE is now rotated at different angular
velocities inducing a flux of the analyte to the electrode surface. This happens when the
disk spins and drags some of the electrolyte, the hydrodynamic boundary layer, with it and
results in a centrifugal force which causes a laminar flow of solution towards and across
the electrode as shown with the arrow in Figure 2.1. This quickly results in steady-state
currents which are controlled by the solution bulk flow rather than diffusion and can be
rigorously modeled and examined through conventional fluid-flow equations. In this way
one can perform LSV experiments at many different rotation speeds and investigate
different electrochemical phenomena such as the kinetics of a slow electron transfer step,
multi-electron redox reactions, adsorption/desorption steps and ultimately the overall
reaction mechanisms, as shown in Figure 2.10. Typically, rotations vary from about 100
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rpm all the way up to 3600 rpm. This rotational approach is necessary to overcome the
slow mass diffusion of oxygen during ORR in alkaline solution caused by the low oxygen
solubility, making ORR-LSV measurement contain more meaningful kinetics information.
In contrast, for OER the mass diffusion of active species is not an issue due to the
overwhelming amount of OH- in the alkaline solution. Thus, OER-LSV under rotation is
not necessarily needed, and most researchers opt for a single rotation rate, usually a high
3600 rpm.

Figure 2.10- LSVs for ORR on a rotating Pt electrode in
oxygen saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution with 0.2 M AcN at
various rotation rates with a potential scan rate of 50 mV s1 82
.

One of the first tools used to model the diffusion and solution flow conditions
around the RDE is the Levich approach. It also shows the advantage of using a rotating
electrode method, as opposed to a stationary one such as above to gain not only the
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potential at which a reaction occurs, but also to gain information into the system itself. The
Levich equation is shown below:
I l  (0.620)nFADO 2/31/2 v 1/6CO*

[2-8]

where I l is the diffusion limited current (A),  is the angular rotation of the electrode (rad
s-1) and v is the kinematic viscosity (cm2 s-1). This can be used to back calculate the
diffusion coefficient for the system from the Ii vs 1/2 plot. The diffusion coefficient is a
point of controversy and many differences exist in the values for a particular system in the
literature. Often, if deviations exist for these values it arises from variations between the
actual geometric surface area of the electrode and the electrochemical surface area.
To expand on the Levich approach, which is limited to systems with fast kinetics,
the Koutecky-Levich (K-L) method is used when mass transport comes into play, as is
often the reality. This approach simplifies the data processing and differentiates between
the kinetic and diffusion-limited regions of the LSV curves. Typically, once the plateau, or
diffusion limited current, is reached the potentials are assumed to be mass-transfer limited,
I D , so to remove the effect of diffusion and obtain only the kinetic current density, I K , the

data should be analyzed in the mixed region in the following manner:
1 1
1


I IK ID

[2-9]

Where I is the current density at any given point (A), I K is current density in absence of
any mass-transfer effects and I D is obtained by modifying the Levich equation using a
constant, C as described in Eq. 2.10:
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1
1
C

 1/2
2/3 1/2 1/6
*
I D 0.62nFADO  v CO


[2-10]

Where C is the constant obtained by averaging the slope of 1 / I vs 1 /  1/ 2 for all the
rotation speeds and all the potentials in the given window of mixed potentials. Figure 2.11
shows the K-L plot resulting from the LSVs in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.11 - The corresponding K-L plots for Figure 2.10 at
different potentials.82

Then by combining Eqs. [2-9] and [2-10] it is possible to obtain an equation to calculate
all the kinetic current densities as seen in Eq. [2-11]:
1 1
C
  1/2
IK I 
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[2-11]

In this fashion all the kinetic currents can be found for all the potentials and all the
rotation speeds since all the current densities ( I ) , rotation speeds ( ) and the constant

(C ) are known. Then, once all the I K values are found, the Butler-Volmer equation can
be simplified by assuming a one-step, one-electron process and characterized by the Tafel
Equations shown in Eqs. [2-12]-[2-14].

   ln( I 0 )   ln( I K )

[2-12]

  E  Eq

[2-13]



RT

F

[2-14]

The data are fit to the first equation to find the Tafel slope (  ) and the exchange
current density ( I 0 ) as a function of the kinetic current ( I K ) as shown in Fig. 2.12, in a
typical Tafel plot. The kinetic currents are independent of rotation speeds, or of mass
transfer effects. From Eq. [2-13] it is seen that the overpotential ( ) is a function of the
natural log of the kinetic current density ( I K ) . The overpotential is found from the
measured potential ( E ) , relative to the equilibrium potential of the redox reaction, i.e. for
oxygen reduction, Eq=1.23 V vs SHE.
Many researchers have taken this “classical” Tafel approach to fit their
experimental data with good agreement, making it helpful in the rigorous analysis of
electrochemical data. Deriving the important kinetic parameters such as Tafel slope,
exchange current density and transfer coefficient are of the utmost importance when
comparing different catalysts and understanding charge transfer mechanisms. Although the
assumption that there are completely separate kinetic and diffusion limited regions has
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been shown to be invalid, they still offer a good starting point for comparison. It is of
interest to note in the example shown in Figure 2.12 that one data set can have two different
Tafel slopes. This significant change in the value (from -60 to -120) arises from the fact
that the reaction mechanism changes with potentials applied. The challenge of multiple
reaction mechanisms encountered when studying ORR in alkaline media makes the use of
relying solely on a Tafel approach quite unreliable. Often the Tafel slopes are only linear
or clearly defined in very narrow potential ranges, or show multiple slopes which cannot
be de-convoluted, and offer little to no information.

Figure 2.12- Tafel plots for ORR on Pt(poly) in 0.1 M HClO4
solution and in ones containing 0.04 mM- 0.2 M of AcN.82

Another qualitative way of using a hydrodynamic potential sweep method is by
performing a so-called “long scan” in which both ends of a redox reaction can be looked
at for bifunctional operation. For example, when studying oxygen electrocatalysis, one can
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scan the potential of the WE under rotation from a more cathodic potential to simulate ORR
all the way to a much more positive anodic potential to include OER. Then by using the
appropriate potentials under predetermined current densities, the change of potential of the
cell, E (V), rather than the half cells can be determined. An example of a long scan
including both the anodic OER and the cathodic ORR is shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13 - A diagram showing how using the ORR half
potential and the OER potential at 10 mA cm-2, the cell
potential (  E ) can be determined.8

Using Eq. [2-13] the cell potential can be calculated:

E  EOER  EORR

[2-15]

where EOER and EORR are the potentials chosen for OER and ORR, respectively. These
may vary depending on the researcher, although commonly the OER potential when the
current reaches 10 mA cm-2, E10

mA / cm

2

, is chosen for EOER and the halfwave potential of the
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ORR current, E1/2 , is chosen for EORR . This method allows for very fast screening of a
material for its bifunctional capabilities and makes it a tool used to quickly and initially
screen large numbers of catalysts. Though, it does have quite a few drawbacks such as: 1)
the scan is usually started at the cathodic end of the ORR instead of from the point of no
current, 2) scanning into the anodic portion with OER could lead to damages such as carbon
corrosion to the catalyst, and 3) the information gathered is purely qualitative.
Rotating Ring Disk Electrode Method

The rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) is

very similar to the RDE with the addition of a second working electrode in the form of a
ring around the disk of the first WE. The disk and the ring are separated by the same nonconductive Teflon material that they are embedded in (see Chapter 7). The voltage of both
electrodes needs to be controlled, requiring either a bipotentiostat, or a potentiostat with
multiple channels. If the potential on the ring is turned off and neglected, then a RRDE acts
identically to an RDE. The RRDE takes full advantage of the laminar flows created during
rotation as the solution is brought up in contact with the disk and then pushed adjacently
to the side, crossing the ring in a very controlled manner back into the bulk. The resulting
currents are dependent on the electrodes’ respective potentials, rotation speeds, their areas
and on the spacing between the electrodes. The spacing between the electrodes affects the
“transit” time of the species from the disk to reach the ring. So, when studying reactions
with faster kinetics, thin gaps between the ring and disk are preferable.
Similar, to the disk electrode, the ring electrodes can also be Pt, Au, GC or other
varying materials depending on the desired application. For the entirety of this dissertation
work a glassy carbon ring is used. The function of this additional working electrode is to
quantify the production of intermediate species. As was discussed in Chapter 1, the
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formation of peroxide intermediates during alkaline ORR is often encountered; and, in
order to properly identify the reaction mechanism on a given electrocatalyst, the amount of
peroxide formed plays an important role. To achieve this, as the potential is swept on the
disk electrode to reduce the oxygen in the saturated electrolyte, the ring potential is held at
a high enough potential to oxidize any formed peroxide species. The actual potential of the
ring electrode in these studies is discussed in the relevant manuscript (Chapter 7).
Each RRDE also has a theoretical “collection efficiency”, N, that is a calculated
based on the individual RRDE dimensions, ring and disk distances and areas. This number
is based solely on the distance from the disk to the ring and is used to quantify the actual
amount of intermediate in relation to the amount that gets oxidized on the ring itself. Often
the theoretical number is slightly different from the measured value, therefore each RRDE
should be calibrated in-lab to get its true collection efficiency using the following equation
for a well-known, reliable system. The ferri/ferro cyanide system is a stable, reversible 1ereaction and is often used in the calibration (see Section 7.3.5)

N

I ring
I disk

[2-16]

Most often there is a trade-off between high collection efficiency and low “transit” time.
RRDE for ORR/OER studies has become more and more popular with the
importance of RRDE fundamentals and practical usage in an ORR study being emphasized
in terms of the electron-transfer process on the electrode diffusion, diffusion-convection
kinetics nears the electrode and particularly the ORR mechanism with importance put on
the detection of the intermediates, such as peroxide generation.
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The RRDE allows for rigorous testing of a particular electrocatalyst to establish the
extent to which each of the reaction pathways shown in Table 2.1 are involved. While the
RDE monitors the oxygen reduction currents, the RRDE uses its coaxial ring to detect the
peroxide generated on the disk by setting the potential on the ring high enough to oxidize
the peroxide intermediate back to OH- as follows:
HO2  OH   O2  2e   H 2O

[2-17]



The fraction of current due to HO2  that is recorded by the ring electrode X HO
corresponding electron transfer numbers during ORR  ne

X HO 


2

ne 



2I R / N
ID  IR / N

4I D
ID  IR / N

2



 and the

 are given by:33
[2-18]

[2-19]

where I R is the ring current, I D is the disk current and N is the collection efficiency.
2.5. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool to analyze/obtain
ohmic, diffusion and charge transfer contributions to a specific electrochemical process. It
is often used as a complementary method to correct and compare different electrocatalysts
characterized by voltammetric methods. EIS spectra is the most often used method to
obtain the ohmic resistance ( R0 ) , or the uncompensated resistance of the electrolyte, which
is then subsequently used to correct the LSV or CV data. As seen in Figure 2.14, the x-axis
intercept of the high frequency arc of the Nyquist plot is equal to the ohmic resistance. This
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value is taken and used to correct the experimental data for the voltage drop of the system
due to the resistance of the electrolyte:
E  IR

[2-20]

Ecorr  E  IR0

[2-21]

Figure 2.14 - EIS data of the ohmic resistance and the polarization
resistance of an LSCO catalyst in 0.1 M KOH under a rotation rate of 1600
rpm and different DC potentials.17

The charge transfer resistance ( R p ) from the Nyquist plots can also be obtained for
comparison of electrocatalysts. A lower Rp signifies faster electrode transfer and more
facile OER kinetics and can be used in conjunction with other electrochemical methods to
characterize the electrocatalysts.
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2.6. Methods to determine ECSA
2.6.1. CV method
The currents and activities of electrocatalysts are most often normalized in one of
many fashions to readily compare their performance in the literature. Until recently,
common practice was to normalize according to the geometric area of the electrode,
although, many researchers have argued why that is not an acceptable mode of comparison.
Mefford et. al.83 showed that a Co(OH)2- electrocatalyst can commonly have an ECSA
value ~1/5 of its BET area. For this reason, the method of normalization is crucial for
comparing catalyst performances. For materials with characteristic reduction/oxidation
peaks stationary CVs in inert materials can be evaluated based upon the areas under their
corresponding peaks which subsequently can be related to their electrochemical surface
areas (ECSAs). For example, Pt exhibits 3 characteristic regions when cycling the potential
between 0. V to 1.25 V vs. SHE in a N2 purged 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte as shown in Figure
2.15. The larger, or more anodic, potentials in Figure 2.15 is labeled as Region 1 and is
known as the “oxygen region”. Region 1 is where the high anodic currents lead to Pt oxide
being formed. The middle region, Region 2, presents the lowest currents (cathodic and
anodic) and is known as the double layer region. At lower, more cathodic, potentials
Region 3 occurs and is known as the “hydrogen region” where hydrogen adsorption and
evolution are present. In the “hydrogen region” the hydrogen atoms absorb until a full
monolayer is present on the Pt after which hydrogen molecules begin to form until
hydrogen bubbles lead to a sharp cathodic peak which represents hydrogen evolution. The
ECSA can be calculated by finding the area under the hydrogen adsorption peak which
corresponds to the charge density of the adsorbed hydrogen taking into account the charge
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due to the double-layer capacitance. The gray shaded area (A) in Figure 2.15 shows the
area under the cathodic peak for cycle 3 of the CV and the yellow shaded area (B)
corresponds to the charge density due to double-layer charging of Pt and C particles.
Equation [2-22] was used to calculate the ECSA  mPt 2 / g Pt  .

ECSA 

QPt  H ,ads
Q W

[2-22]

where QPt  H ,ads (C m-2-electrode) is the charge density associated with hydrogen
adsorption and is the area of the gray shaded region (A) in Fig. 2.15 between 0.05 V and
0.4 V versus SHE, Q is the charge density of Pt  210 C cm2 Pt  , or the amount of charge
required to reduce a monolayer of protons on Pt, W ( g Pt / m 2 -electrode) is the catalyst
loading. A detailed calculation is shown below:

Figure 2.15 - CV cycle 3 at 5 mV s-1 in nitrogen purged 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte, where
the arrows indicate the direction of the sweep, (A) shows the area of the hydrogen
adsorption peak and (B) the charge density due to double layer capacitance. The dashed,
blue vertical lines separate the 3 regions of the graph: region 1 shows the “oxygen region”,
region 2 the “double layer region” and region 3 the “hydrogen region”.
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Note that the shaded are is the area of hydrogen adsorption and does not include the charge
density associated with the double layer capacitance. Equation [2-23] for the calculation of
the ECSA uses the trapezoid rule for the integral of the shaded area in Figure 2.16, dividing
by the sweep rate ( ) and giving QPt  H , ads  C m 2 electrode  :

QPt  H ,ads

0.4

1
s 
A V 
2
   I dE  
 0.1929 2   38.595 C m electrode [2-23]
  0.05
m 
 0.05V 

where the sweep rate ( ) is 0.005 V s-1, the current density ( I ) is A m-2 and the potential
( E ) vs. SHE is V. QPt  H ,ads was calculated to be 38.595 C m 2 electrode , signifying that it was

calculated using the integral of the current density, which was normalized to the
geometrical area of the working electrode. Then, using a known value of Q

 210 C cm  84 as the amount of charge required to reduce a monolayer of protons on
2

Pt

Pt and the loading of the catalyst, W  g Pt m2electrode  , ECSA can be calculated as follows:

 m2
ECSA  Pt
 g Pt
QPt  H ,ads
Q W



 QPt  H ,ads

Q W


m2 Pt
38.59546 C cm2 Pt
106 C  (0.0025)2 m2 electrode 106  g Pt





m2electrode 210 C 1002 cm2 Pt
C
3.7  g Pt
g Pt

ECSA  97.532 m 2 Pt g Pt 1

[2-24]

[2-25]

Where m 2 electrode represents the geometric area of the electrode   0.00252  and m 2 Pt
signifies the actual area of platinum. For example, it takes 210  C to reduce a monolayer
of protons on 1 cm 2 of platinum, not 1 cm 2 of the WE. Likewise,  g Pt and g Pt signify
the mass of platinum, not the mass of the ink solution that was cast onto the electrode. The
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3.7  g Pt was calculated from casting 18.5  L of the catalyst ink solution onto the 5 mm

diameter GC electrode and knowing that the loading was 20 wt% platinum on carbon.

Figure 2.16 - The shaded area represents the area of hydrogen
adsorption used for ECSA calculation.

The problem with using this approach for non-noble metal catalysts is that the
charge required to reduce a monolayer of protons on the materials surface ( Q ) is not known
for many non-noble metals and even fewer metal-oxides and varies greatly for different
materials. Another obstacle is that some materials do not exhibit clear and sharp hydrogen
peak (or other peaks) or they may over-lap for multiple reactions. Hence, researchers have
to look to other methods to accurately predict the ECSAs of their materials which are
important for interpreting the performance.
2.6.2. Varying Scan Rates of CV
Another method used to calculate the ESCA is likewise a cyclic voltammetry
method, though much more versatile than the previous estimating of the amount of
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adsorbed hydrogen in the H-UPD region. This method uses the estimation of the
electrochemical double-layer capacitance on the catalytic surface. It measures the nonFaradaic capacitive current associated with the double-layer charging from the scan-rate
dependence of the cyclic voltammograms (CVs). This is done by first determining the
potential range for which no apparent Faradaic processes are occurring from the static CV;
there should be no redox peaks present in this region. This range is typically a 0.1 V
potential window centered around the open-circuit potential (OCP) of the system and the
whole window is assumed to be due to the double-layer charging.85 Once this region is
found, multiple CVs are performed at varying scan rates (typically from 0.005 V s-1 to 1.0
V s-1) from which the charging current, I c , can be measured for each of the scan rates. This
charging current is usually taken at the potential value in the middle of the potential
window. Figure 2.17 shows the example of CVs of an electrodeposited NiOx catalyst in the
non-Faradaic region where the WE was held at each potential vertex for 10 s before
beginning the next sweep. The calculation of the double-layer capacitance, Cdl , can then
be gained from the relationship between the scan rate,  , and the double-layer charging
current, I c :
I c    Cdl

[2-24]

From Eq. [2-24] it can be readily seen that the plot of I c vs  yields a straight line
with a slope of Cdl . From the results of the example in Figure 2.17, the plots of both the
cathodic and anodic regions can be seen in Figure 2.17 with their corresponding slopes
which can then be averaged to give the overall Cdl .
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Figure 2.17 - Double-layer capacitance measurements for determining electrochemically
active surface area for an electrodeposited NiOx catalyst from voltammetry in 1 M NaOH.
(a) Cyclic voltammograms were measured in a non-Faradaic region of the voltammogram
at the following scan rate: (purple line) 0.005, (orange line) 0.01, (dark red line) 0.025,
(cyan line) 0.05, (brown line) 0.1, (blue line) 0.2, (green line) 0.4, and (red line) 0.8 V s-1.
The working electrode was held at each potential vertex for 10 s before the beginning the
next sweep. All current is assumed to be due to capacitive charging. (b) The cathodic (red
open circle) and anodic (blue open square) charging currents measured at −0.05 V vs SCE
plotted as a function of scan rate. The determined double-layer capacitance of the system
is taken as the average of the absolute value of the slope of the linear fits to the data.85

Once the Cdl is determined then the ECSA of the catalyst can be readily calculated
from the relationship:
ECSA 

Cdl
Cs

[2-25]

where C s (mF cm-2) is the specific capacitance of the material and should correspond to
the atomically smooth planar surface of the material per unit area under in electrolyte and
conditions. This is where the problem arises since it is most often not practical to synthesize
smooth, planar surfaces of each catalyst just to measure the C s , therefore they are usually
taken from literature. This can lead to errors in the accuracy of estimating the ECSA as
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large as a factor of 7 based on the range of C s values found in the literature. The values
found in the literature for a variety of metal electrodes in alkaline electrolytes (KOH and
NaOH) are reported in the range of Cs  0.015  0.130 mF cm 2 .85 Most researchers use a
value somewhere between 0.035 and 0.40 for oxygen electrocatalysis using transition
metals (TMs) in 0.1 M KOH solutions. More about the accuracy and their agreement are
given in the next section.
2.6.3. EIS Method
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can also be used in the same nonFaradaic region as another method to derive the double-layer capacitance and ultimately
the ECSA. A Nyquist plot of the real and imaginary components of the electrochemical
impedance are found by applying a sinusoidal potential to the system in the non-Faradaic
region. So, with a DC potential bias in the appropriate region the impedance can be
measured between 100 Hz and 100 kHz as shown in Figure 2.18 for the example of an
electrodeposited NiOx electrocatalyst. The resultant Nyquist plot can then be fit to an
equivalent circuit using a modified Randles circuit as shown in the subset of Figure 2.18,
where Rs is the solution resistance () , CPE is a constant phase element related to the
double-layer capacitance and Rct is the charge transfer resistance. The frequencydependent impedance of the CPE is given by:
ZCPE 

1
Q0 (i )1a

[2-26]

where Q0 is a constant with units F s a 1 , i  (1)1/2 ,  is the frequency of the sinusoidal
applied potential and a is related to the phase angle of the frequency response and is
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between 0 and 1 (0  a  1) . It has been shown that for the equivalent circuit Q0 is then
related to the double-layer capacitance according to Eq. [2-27].
( a 1)
  1
1  
Cdl  Q0  
 
  Rs Rct  

1/ a

[2-27]

Figure 2.18 - Representative Nyquist plots for an
electrodeposited NiOx catalyst in 1 M NaOH at −0.1 V
(black open square), −0.05 V(red open circle), and 0 V (blue
open triangle) vs SCE measured from EIS in the frequency
range 100 kHz to 100 Hz. These potentials fall in a potential
region in which no Faradaic processes are observed. The
solid lines are the fits to the data using the simplified Randles
circuit shown in the inset.85

It is to be noted that when a = 1, the constant phase element behaves as a pure
capacitor and CDL = Q0, and when a = 0, the constant phase element behaves as a pure
resistor and CDL is undefined. From the EIS measurement of the electrodeposited NiOx
system at E = −0.05 V vs SCE shown in Figure 2.18, Rs = 15.9 Ω, Rct = 11.2 kΩ, Q0 =
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0.151 mF sa−1, and a = 0.815. The calculated CDL = 0.079 mF. Note that the double-layer
capacitance measured by EIS is within 15% of that measured from the scan rate-dependent
CVs. In general, it is found that the CDL measured for a given sample by the two methods
tend to agree within ±15%.
Then, the ECSA is calculated the same as in the previous section according to Eq.
[2-25]. Although the methods are different and result in slightly different values, each with
their own errors, they all have been found to be agreement within ~10% of each other. In
general, when estimating ECSA from Cdl , the measurements assume that the metal oxides
are equally conductive and leads to error in the results. Another problem arises from the
fact that the Cdl measurements do not take into account other possible contributions to the
capacitance including pseudocapacitance from ion adsorption and intercalation nor does it
include chemical capacitance arising from trapped electron states. These problems along
with the large variability is the published C s values in both acidic and alkaline media give
rise to several potential sources of error in the accuracy of the derived ECSA values.
2.7. Summary
In summary, a broad overview of some of the common electrochemical methods
and their quantification techniques have been reviewed in this chapter. The need for result
reproducibility and reliability require a strict set of guidelines when conducting
measurements, preparing electrodes, and analyzing data. The cell components and
materials can play a large role in the results, therefore care should be taken to neither
pollute the results, nor to obscure their true values.
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There also exist a number of different approaches for quantifying results to different
degrees, therefore an understanding of the measurements and the desired applications are
needed. With the implementation of rotating disk voltammetric techniques, kinetic
parameters are able to be extracted for the overall reaction mechanisms. The derived
charge-transfer-describing parameters are used to compare electrocatalysts for ORR/OER
applications. The methods described in this chapter are considered “classical” qualitative
results as they are easily obtained from the data, although they do not offer intrinsic and
detailed information about the individual reaction mechanisms.
This chapter also discussed the difference between the rotating disk electrode and
the addition of a ring electrode to it, and how the RRDE offers many incentives over its
RDE counterpart arising from its ability to quantify produced intermediate species. In the
next section, Chapter 3, a theoretical model, including fluid flow equations and
electrochemical charge-transfer reactions, to over-come the “classical” approaches
limitations are discussed.
Last but not least, this chapter also reviewed methods to determine ECSA, an
important parameter for comparing fairly the performance of a specific electrocatalyst. In
general, special cautions are called for using these methods.
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL MODELING
3.1. Introduction
The rotating disk electrode (RDE) and the rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE)
techniques were described in Chapter 2 as popular methods used in electrochemical studies
for their easy and rigorous use to obtain kinetic data across a large range of operating
conditions. Aiding in the use of their applications is the fact that the computational methods
used to simulate the results are rigorously studied and solved. The rotation of the disk
electrode results in laminar fluid flows which are described by the Navier-Stokes equations
and the continuity equation. Under the steady-state achieved by the system, the system of
equations can be simplified, either within a diffusion boundary layer, or based on axial
symmetry to either a one-dimensional (1D) or two-dimensional (2D) equations,
respectively. Aside from incorporating the assumption of a Newtonian fluid, the equations
are subject to a concise set of boundary conditions and numerical solutions.
These rotating disk techniques can be successfully modeled to aid in the
understanding of the system kinetics by solving the convective-diffusion equations for the
rate of mass transport, of the active species, to the rotating disk surface. For relatively
simple cases, exact analytical solutions can be obtained; although, for more complicated
cases, such as those most often seen in oxygen electrocatalysis involving multiple reactions
occurring simultaneously on the electrode surface, the task becomes much more tedious.
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However, as was discussed in the proceeding chapter, the classical analysis techniques
most often utilized in RDE/RRDE analysis, only give general values for the overall
parameters associated with the system; therefore, the effort involved in employing these
Multiphysics numerical analysis gives a much more in depth understanding of the
mechanistic details of the reaction scheme.
In this chapter, the set of involved electrochemical reactions composing a nonlinear differential algebraic system coupled with convective flow is considered. Through
successive iterations the steady-state, transient problem is solved for that involves several
simultaneous electrochemical reactions coupled with a chemical reaction in the bulk of the
solution. The convergence of the solution is highly dependent on the initial parameter
values and is typically bypassed through the successive iterations. Since the aim is to
extract precise kinetic and transport model parameters from the highly non-linear set of
equations involved with the multiple reactions taking place on the electrode surface, the
initial conditions are difficult to obtain and trial-and-error guess is often a starting point of
the successive iterations.
The models used in this dissertation study consider the kinetics of typical ORR
processes occurring on the surface of a bare and a perovskite oxide covered glassy carbon
electrode. In the following sections, first a 1D RDE model will be discussed, followed by
a more complex 2D RRDE model.
3.2. Mathematical Modeling of RDE Electrode Kinetics
3.2.1. The Numerical Model
The numerical electrochemical model was built in a commercial finite element
software, COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3, with simultaneous consideration of either linear 1D,
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or cylindrical 2D, hydrodynamics at the RDE, or RRDE surface, respectively, based on the
Navier-Stokes equations. The basic transport terms of bulk convection and boundary-layer
diffusion are retained in the Nernst-Planck equation, although in this work the migration
term is ignored. Homogenous reactions, and electrochemical reactions at the electrode
interface are also included. The COMSOL model was used in conjunction with Matlab’s
LSQNONLIN capability by which the nonlinear regression was used to optimize the
parameters of interest. The evaluated parameters from the ORR reactions were also used
as starting points for 1D RDE OER optimization when that was included (Chapter 5). A
schematic of the RDE with the appropriate simulation domain along with boundary
conditions is shown in Figure 3.1. The axial coordinate is represented as the variable z with
its origins set at the surface of the electrode. Note that the whole geometry of the 1D system
is a single line with one point representing the electrode surface and the other the bulk
electrolyte reached at the end of the diffusion layer distance. In Figure 3.1, it can be seen
that z=0-0.12 was chosen as the simulation domain in accordance with observations made
by other researchers.29, 86
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Figure 3.1 - A schematic of the rotating disk electrode
with the appropriate boundary conditions.

3.2.2. Governing Equations
For the application of a rotating disk electrode, a fixed working electrode rotational
speed results in a steady-state velocity profile in the bulk solution. A potential step (or
sweep) applied at the electrode surface will result in a steady-state conversion of reactants
into products, both of which will need to diffuse across a boundary layer with a thickness,

 . The sweep rate of 10 mV s-1, used in the majority of this work, has been shown slow
enough to ensure steady-state conditions. So, under steady-state conditions with the
assumption that the electrolyte is a Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity and density,
the concentration of species j is only a function of z rather than time or disk radius. So
the generalized equations of motion and continuity, within the diffusion boundary layer
domain for the 1D model, involving a homogenous reaction in the bulk of the electrolyte,
with its rate, R j , becomes the source term of the bulk diffusion and convection equation
and the mass balance is as follows:
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Dj

 2C j
z

2

 z

C j
z

 Rj

[3-1]

where, C j (mol m-3) is the concentration of species j ; z is the distance (m) from the
electrode surface; D j (m2 s-1) is the diffusion coefficient of species j , j  O2 or HO2 ; Rj
(mol m-3 s-1) is the reaction rate of species j within the boundary layer, which will be
further described in section 3.2.3. Note, that in Eq. [3-1] the derivatives with respect to
time (t), the radial coordinate (r) and the angular coordinate (  ) are all equal to zero since
the RDE model has been simplified into a one-dimensional problem. The velocity of the
solution in the z direction,  z (m s-1), was calculated from the analytic solution to the fluid
flow equations and the power series:28
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[3-2]

where  is the angular rotational speed (rad s-1) and  k the kinematic viscosity (m2 s-1).
The boundary diffusion layer thickness,  , is also related to the rotational speed in the
following form:10

  1.61DO 1/3 1/2 k1/6
2

[3-3]

3.2.3. Electrochemical and Chemical Reactions
In Table 3.1 possible reaction mechanisms are shown for the oxygen electrocatalysis
occurring in alkaline media. Two possible rate-limiting O2 reduction pathways for the ORR
are considered in this model. First, a sequential two-step, 2-electron O2 reduction,
encompassing a peroxide (HO2-) intermediate, coupled with chemical HO2- disproportion
reaction, is considered. Second, a parallel 4-electron, 1-step O2 reduction reaction is
considered to occur simultaneously with the sequential reactions.29 We considered the
same reaction pathways, but in a reverse direction, for the OER modeling in Chapter 5. In
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order to use this conventional mechanism for OER, centered on the redox chemistry of the
metal cation, we assume that these metal-oxides do not exhibit pH-dependent OER activity
on the RHE scale.30
Table 3.1 - Possible reaction schemes for O2 electrocatalysis in alkaline
electrolytes.
1

Electrode Reactions
O2  H 2O  2e   HO2  OH 

2

HO2  H 2O  2e   3OH 

3

O2  2 H 2O  4e   4OH 

One-step 4e- O2 reduction

4

2 HO2( aq )  O2( aq )  2OH  ( aq )

HO2 disproportionation
reaction

Electrochemical Reactions

Model description
Sequential two-step 2e- O2
reduction

The current density, Ii, can be obtained from the

kinetic equations of the electrochemical reaction i based on the Butler-Volmer equation at
the electrode surface:
 C j ,O
C j ,R
 F 
  F 
Ii  Ii0 
exp  i ,a i  
exp   i ,c i  
 C j ,bulk ,O
 RT
 C j ,bulk , R
 RT
 

[3-4]

where I i0 (A m-2) is the exchange current density of reaction i at the bulk concentration of
all the species; C j , R and C j ,O (mol m-3) are the concentrations of reduced and oxidized
species, respectively; C j ,bulk , R and C j ,bulk ,O (mol m-3) are the concentrations of reduced and
oxidized species in the bulk, respectively;  i ,c and  i ,a are the cathodic and anodic
transference coefficients of reaction i , respectively,  i ,a   i ,c  ni ; ni is the total number
of electrons transferred in reaction i ; s ji is the stoichiometric coefficient of species j in
reaction i ; R is the gas constant, 8.314 J mol-1 K-1; F is Faraday’s constant, 96485 C mol1

; T is temperature in K. Note, that for the 3 electrochemical reactions considered in Table
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3.1 (Reactions 1-3), a total of 3 Butler-Volmer equations should be included on the surface
of the electrode. If N j (mol m-2 s-1) represents the steady-state flux of species j at the
electrode/electrolyte interface, then we can write:

s ji I i

nF
i

 N j

[3-5]

i

The overpotential of reaction i ,  i , is calculated by:

i  E    0   ref   Eeq ,i

[3-6]

where, E (V) is the applied electric potential at the working electrode;  ref (V) is the
potential of the reference electrode;  0 (V) is the electric potential in the solution far
beyond the diffusion boundary layer. The potential difference   0   ref

 accounts for the

ohmic potential drop between the reference electrode and the working electrode (measured
independently by the impedance method for each study). Eeq ,i (V) is the equilibrium
potential of reaction i with respect to the bulk concentration, which is governed by:

RT
Eeq ,i   Eeq ,i 0 

ni F


s
j

ji

C j ,bulk  
RT
0
   Eeq ,ref 
0
Cj  
nref F

s
j

ji , ref

C j ,ref 

C 0j 

[3-7]

where, Eeq ,i 0 and Eeq , ref 0 (V) are the equilibrium potentials of reaction i at the working
electrode and reference electrode under standard state (25 oC, 1 atm, 1 mol L-1),
respectively; C j ,ref (mol m-3) is the concentration of species j in the reference electrode;
C 0j = 1 mol L-1 is the concentration of species j under standard state; ni and nref are

numbers of electron transferred in reaction i in the working and reference electrodes,
respectively; s ji and s ji ,ref are the stoichiometric coefficients of species j in reaction i in
working and reference electrodes, respectively.
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Chemical Reaction

Also considered in the boundary layer, the rate of oxygen

production in the HO2 disproportion reaction (4) of Table 3.1, RO2 , is given by:



k
RO2  k f CHO 2  kbCO2 COH  2  k f  CHO 2  b CO2 COH  2   k f
 2 k

2
f





1
2
CO2 COH  2  [3-8]
 CHO2 

Keq



2 RO2   RHO 
2

where RHO is the rate of HO2 consumption (mol m-3 s-1); k f and k b (mol m-3 s-1) are the

2

forward and backward reaction rates, respectively. They are related to the dimensionless
equilibrium constant of the disproportionation reaction, K eq , by:

K eq 

kf

[3-9]

kb

3.2.4. Boundary Conditions
The solution of the convective diffusion equation, Eq. [3-1], requires boundary
conditions to solve the system of equations. At the outer boundary of the diffusion layer,
z   , the concentration of species j is equal to that of the bulk solution:

C j ( )  C j ,bulk

[3-10]

At the electrode surface, z=0, the species flux, N j , can be written in terms of the diffusion
coefficient, D j , and the concentration gradient, dC j / dz :
N j  Dj

dC j
dz

[3-11]
z 0

The governing equations subject to the given boundary conditions were solved numerically
using COMSOL 5.3.
3.2.5. Parameter Optimization
Conventional methods for electrochemical data analysis generally tend to focus on
a narrow range of the kinetic current domain describing the electrochemical process, such
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as the Tafel or the linear segments of typical polarization curves.19 However, in most
instances, the polarization curves are distorted by diffusion processes, the reverse reaction,
and coupling effects of other reactions. Therefore, to analyze the experimental data from
such a system, a full physics-based model with multiple kinetic reactions was presented
above. Throughout the work, a multi-parameter least-square curve fitting procedure is
employed to interpret the data from the linear sweep voltammetry studies on the rotating
disk electrode.
For the 1D RDE problem Matlab’s LSQNONLIN is employed to fit the results and
the nonlinear regression is performed by using the following objective function since there
is only disk current that needs to be fit:

Obj    I n,mod  I n,exp 
N

2

[3-12]

n 1

Here, I n   I i ,n represents the total current density of all the reactions; the
i

subscripts mod and exp represent model and experiment, respectively; N is the total
number of current-density data points collected over a range of sweeping voltages.
The kinetic parameters, reaction properties and physical properties of the species
along with the constants, solution properties and the operating conditions used in
each of the simulations are listed in Chapters 4-7 for the individual studies.

3.3 Mathematical Modeling of RRDE Electrode Kinetics
3.3.1. The Numerical Model
The Multiphysics model built for the RRDE system was likewise built in COMSOL
5.4 in conjunction with parameter optimization using Matlab2016 LiveLink. The original
1D model from section 3.2 was expanded into a 2D axisymmetric model to include radial
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diffusion of the intermediate active species from the disk to the ring. The axial coordinate
remains as the variable z, while the radial coordinate is represented by the variable r, and
their origins are set at the surface of the electrode and the center of the electrode,
respectively, as can be seen in Figure 3.2. The basic transport terms of bulk convection and
boundary-layer diffusion remain with the neglect of species migration. The chemical
disproportionation in the bulk electrolyte is still considered along with the electrochemical
reactions at the electrode interface, although their differences will be discussed in the
following sections. It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that the geometry of this 2D RRDE
becomes much more complex than the 1D RDE seen in Figure 3.1. Here a different
convention is taken based on 1/10th the radius of the disk electrode to set the distance to
bulk in the simulation domain. Also, the numbers in italics in Figure 3.2 represent the
boundaries as they are referenced in the work of Chapter 7. Boundary 1 is the axial distance
from the center of the disk electrode, boundary 2 corresponds to the disk electrode,
boundary 8 is the ring electrodes position in the geometry, whereas 5 and 11 are the
insulated boundaries representing the Teflon block into which the electrodes are embedded.
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Figure 3.2 - A schematic of the RRDE system with the
appropriate geometry.

3.3.2. Governing Equations
The numerical electrochemical model was built to consider simultaneously 2-D
bulk convection, boundary-layer diffusion, homogenous reactions and electrochemical
reactions at the electrode interface. Similarly, as before, in order to develop the transient
kinetic-transport model in relation to the RRDE it is assumed that the current distribution
over the RRDE is uniform due to rotation and migration is neglected in comparison to
diffusional and convective transport. Under the steady-state conditions, with the
assumption that the electrolyte is a Newtonian fluid with constant density and viscosity,
the equations of motion and continuity in axial symmetric cylindrical coordinates become
a component of both the radial, r, and vertical, z, directions and their analytical solutions
for velocity become: 31
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u z  0.51 3/2  1/2 z 2

[3-13]

u r  0.51 3/2  1/2 r z

[3-14]

where the variables z and r were described above,  is the kinetic viscosity (m2 s-1) and
u r and u z are the radial and axial components of the velocity (m s-1). Since this swirl flow

model is 2D, the diffusion-convection equation, involving the rate, R j , of species j
becomes the source term of the governing equation, and is more complex than its RDE
counterpart seen in Eq. [3-1]:20, 29

  2C j  2C j 1 C j 
C j
C j
D j  2  2 
 ur
 uz
 Rj

 z


r
r

r

r

z



[3-15]

where C j is the concentration of species j (mol m-3) and D j is the diffusion coefficient.
Here C j  CO  , CHO  , CO2  for the model built in Chapter 7, and will be explained in the
 2
2

following section, 3.3.2. Note, again in equation [3-15] the derivatives with respect to time
(t) and the angular coordinate (  ) are equal to zero after the assumptions and
simplifications.
3.3.3. Electrochemical and Chemical Reactions
In Table 3.2, possible reaction mechanisms for the oxygen electrocatalysis on
RRDE are again shown. Note the additional 2 reactions (reactions 1 and 2) that differ from
Table 3.1. These physiochemical models are developed by considering the kinetics of ORR
mechanisms that have been previously proposed.87-88 Table 3.2 is just an illustrative
example of the models built for certain systems and their justifications for using said
reactions are included in their respective chapters.
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Table 3.2 - The five electrochemical reactions considered throughout this RRDE study.

Sequential 1e- reduction

Sequential 2e- reduction

Direct 4e- reduction

ORR Reactions

Reaction
Number

O2  e  O2

1

O 2   e   H 2O  HO 2   OH 

2

O 2  H 2O  2e   HO 2   OH 

3

HO 2   H 2 O  2e   3OH 

4

O 2  2H 2O  4e   4OH 

5

The five listed reactions have been previously suggested by researchers who have
applied classical RDE/RRDE methods to analyze the systems. In this next section, the
constructed multiphysics models are expanded on the model systems considered by
Adanuvor et. al.88 comprising of a combination of these basic electrode reactions in order
to analyze the RRDE experimental data and to evaluate the validity of the possible
reactions. In Chapter 7, three different models were compared using different combinations
of reactions from Table 3.2 in order to fit the disk and ring currents “humps” and
“plateaus”.
All the models also include a chemical disproportion which occurs in the electrolyte
bulk and was considered also in our previous work: 17-18

2HO 2   O 2  2OH 
Electrochemical Reactions As in the RDE model, the current,

[3-16]
I i , of

electrochemical reaction i is still governed by the Butler-Volmer equation at the surface
of the electrode for each of the electrochemical reactions considered and keeps the same
form as in Eq. [3-4].31 The changes in using the B-V equation arise from what
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electrochemical reactions are included in the model itself, hence the addition of the extra
superoxide species, as seen in Chapter 7. The steady-state flux of species j at the
electrode/electrolyte interface, and the overpotential of reaction i remains the same as in
Eqs. [3-5] and [3-6] respectively. The equilibrium potential is also governed by Eq. [3-7]
Electrochemical Reactions In the boundary layer, the rate of oxygen production
in the HO 2  disproportion reaction [3-16], R O2 , remains the same as in Eq. [3-8] and the
dimensionless equilibrium constant of the disproportionation reaction, K eq , is taken as Eq.
[3-9].
3.3.4. Boundary Conditions
The solution of the new convective diffusion equation, Eq. [3-15], requires the same
boundary conditions as those in RDE. At the outer boundary of the diffusion layer, z   ,
the concentration of species j is equal to that of the bulk solution as in Eq. [3-10] and
varies based on the electrochemical reactions considered. Hence, with the only difference
being that for the RRDE model a new species was considered based on the reactions in
Table 3.2. And lastly, at the electrode surface, z=0, the species flux, N j , can be written in
terms of the diffusion coefficient, D j , like in Eq. [3-11].
3.3.5. Parameter Optimization
Using Matlab’s LSQNONLIN, the nonlinear regression is performed by using the
following objective function, where a difference can be seen for RRDE:
2
2
Obj    I n,disk ,mod  I n,disk ,exp    I n,ring ,mod  I n,ring ,exp  

n 1 
N

[3-17]

From Eq. [3-24] it can be seen that the objective function has been adapted from the
RDE model to also include the ring current to simultaneously fit both the disk and
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the ring results. The kinetic parameters, reaction properties and physical properties
of the species along with the constants, solution properties and the operating
conditions used in each of the simulations are listed in Chapters 4-7 for the
individual studies.
3.4. Summary
It has been shown and discussed that the RDE and the RRDE are powerful and
widely used experimental tools for obtaining mechanistic information on different
electrochemical systems. Coupled with the sophisticated computational tools that are
becoming more available, their fluid flow problems are able to be simulated using realistic
geometries. Even for complicated reaction mechanisms consisting of multiple parameters
which influence the ORR kinetics, it is possible to obtain quantitative metrics on the values
of the current densities produced by the systems. This chapter has highlighted the use of
two rigorous numerical models that solve for the diffusion-convective equation and
throughout the following chapters it has been applied to different electrode surfaces as a
robust model to predict and interpret the individual current contributions from the involved
reactions. The 1D model from section 3.2 was successfully expanded to a 2D model to
account for radial diffusion of the intermediate active species to the ring electrode.
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CHAPTER 4
A PEROVSKITE/NOBLE-METAL COMPOSITE AS A BIFUNCTIONAL OXYGEN
ELECTROCATALYST FOR ALKALINE ELECTROCHEMICAL ϒ

Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (ϒVictoria F. Mattick, Xinfang Jin, Ralph E.
White, and Kevin Huang. 2019. Journal of Energy Storage, 23, 537-543.) Copyright 2020
Elsevier.
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4.1. Abstract
Alkaline-based metal-air batteries require a low-resistance, bifunctional oxygen
electrode to perform fast oxygen reduction and oxygen evolution reactions (ORR/OER)
during discharging and charging cycles, respectively. However, achieving good ORR/OER
bifunctionality with single materials has proven challenging. Here we report a composite
material as a bifunctional oxygen electrode for ORR and OER. The composite oxygen
electrode consists of an ORR-active 20wt% Pt/C and an OER-active perovskite,
La0.6Sr0.4CoO3- (LSCO). The study focuses on identifying the optimal LSCO:Pt/C ratio
through electrochemical DC voltammetry techniques. The results show that the addition of
Pt/C into the LSCO catalyst greatly enhances the ORR activity, due to Pt/C’s superior ORR
capabilities, while LSCO retains good OER performance, which is known to be poor for
Pt/C. The optimal LSCO:Pt/C ratio among the seven compositions studied is found to be
60:40 (wt%) and is tested for stability using a square-wave potentiostatic method. Overall,
this study demonstrates a synergetic effect between LSCO and Pt/C, with each one
contributing towards one of the electrode reactions in a positive manner.
Keywords: oxygen electrocatalysis; perovskite; rotating disk electrode; linear sweep
voltammetry, composite catalyst.
4.2. Introduction
Bifunctional oxygen reduction reactions (ORR) and oxygen evolution reactions
(OER) are essential functionalities of oxygen electrodes in modern metal-air batteries and
reversible fuel cells.6, 8, 24, 89-90 However, in reality, it is difficult to find a single material
that can simultaneously fulfill the required oxygen bifunctionality.6, 91-93 For example, Pt/C
is known to be a superior ORR electrocatalyst in alkaline oxygen electrocatalysis, but its
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OER activity is rather poor.23, 25, 94 On the other hand, perovskite-structured oxides such as
Ba1-xSrx Co1-y Fe y O3-δ and La1-x Srx CoO3-δ exhibit excellent OER activity in alkaline cells,

but their ORR activities are rather low when compared to Pt catalysts. 95-97 Therefore,
searching for true bifunctional oxygen electrocatalysts, particularly with minimum
amounts of noble metal catalysts and high ORR/OER activity, for practical electrochemical
cells, is highly desirable.24, 61, 92
An interesting method to decrease noble metal loading, in this case Pt, to a
fractional amount is supporting Pt monolayers on suitable metal or carbon substrates with
high specific surfaces, which facilitates kinetics of O–O bond breaking and hydrogenation
of reactive intermediates and results in an activity surpassing that of pure Pt.7 Perhaps, one
of the most viable strategies to simultaneously enhance catalyst performance and lower
cost is alloying Pt with other appropriate noble metals or transition metals that are less
expensive.94,

98

Along these lines, tuning the size and morphology of the Pt-based

nanostructures to achieve small/dispersive sizes, high surface areas and the desired highly
active facets has been shown as an efficient route to improving the ORR properties on a
mass basis.94, 99-100
In this work, we report a bifunctional oxygen electrocatalyst with well-balanced
ORR and OER activities. The new electrocatalyst makeup consists of a perovskitestructured oxide, namely La 0.6Sr0.4 CoO3-δ (LSCO), and commercial Pt/C, a well-known
noble metal catalyst. The individual advantage of LSCO for its OER activity37 and Pt/C for
its ORR101 activity has been greatly leveraged in the composite to achieve a balanced
bifunctional oxygen electrocatalysis with significantly reduced Pt loading.
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4.3. Experimental Procedure
4.3.1. Materials Synthesis
The conventional wet-chemical, Pechini Method, was used to synthesize the

La 0.6Sr0.4 CoO3 (LSCO) with stoichiometric amounts of metal nitrate precursors, as
described elsewhere.17, 102-103 After calcination at 1000oC for 6 hours with a 3oC min-1
heating and cooling rate the sample was collected and further pulverized by ball milling.
The commercial 20 wt% Pt/C (XC-72) was purchased from FuelCellStore. Note that XC72 is considered the least active carbon towards ORR and OER.77, 104
4.3.2. Physical Characterization
The LSCO phase composition was evaluated using an X-ray diffractometer
(MiniFlex Ⅱ, Rigaku, Japan) equipped with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å) over a 2θ=10 90o range with a step size of 0.02o at a scanning rate of 5o min-1.
The particle size distribution and morphology of LSCO and LSCO-Pt/C composite
powders were analyzed by transmitting electron microscopy (TEM) using a Hitachi
HT7800 microscope. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface areas of all
LSCO-Pt/C compositions were also measured using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surfacearea analyzer under an inert N 2 atmosphere in the relative pressure (P/Po) range of 0.01 –
0.1 (0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10).
4.3.3. Ink Compositions and Electrode Preparation
For all the electrochemical studies performed, the synthesized LSCO powder was
mixed with a commercial 20 wt% Pt/C with a total of seven LSCO:Pt/C ratios (wt%):
100:0, 80:20, 70:30, 60:40, 50:50, 20:80 and 0:100, respectively. The catalyst powders
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were ground and mixed for 45 minutes in their respective ratios before solvent and binder
were added to form inks.26, 105
The catalyst ink solution was made by careful mixing of the above catalyst powders
at room temperature with 1 ml 200 proof ethanol and 50 µl of Nafion (perfluorinated resin
solution, 5wt%, Aldrich) with vigorous sonication using a Horn sonicator (model: CL-18,
Fischer Scientific) at 35% maximum amplitude to ensure intimate mixing.
The working electrode (WE) used was a 5.0 mm diameter glassy carbon disk
imbedded in Teflon (purchased from Pine Instruments (GC-PTFE RDE)). Before catalyst
drop-casting, the GC electrode was prepared by polishing first with a 0.3 µm and then a
0.05 µm alumina slurry (ThermoFischer).78 After polishing, a 5 µl, freshly sonicated
catalyst ink was drop-cast onto the GC electrode, followed by drying under rotation in air
for 5 minutes before the second 5 µl of catalyst ink was drop cast and dried in the same
fashion, to give a total of 10 µl of ink giving a LSCO loading of 0.24 mg LSCO cm-2.26 The
final catalyst surface was inspected for even coverage using an Optical Microscope as
described elsewhere.17
4.3.4. Electrochemical Methods
A typical 3 electrode system was used throughout this study, employing the catalyst
coated GC working electrode (WE), Hg/HgO reference electrode (RE) and a graphite rod
as the counter electrode (CE); the electrolyte was a 0.1 M KOH solution. The Hg/HgO
reference electrode was calibrated with an in-house built hydrogen electrode using a Pt foil
counter electrode with hydrogen gas bubbling.106
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For all measurements in this study, 0.1 M KOH electrolyte was first purged with

N 2 for 30 minutes and then conditioning (electrochemical cleaning) of the catalyst was
carried out in the potential range of 0.1 to -1.0 V vs Hg/HgO at a fast scan rate of 50 mV s1

for 20 cycles, until a reproducible cyclic voltammogram curve was observed. Following

the CV conditioning in N2, background LSVs (from 400 to 1600 rpm) in N2 were measured
at a sweep rate of 10 mV s-1. These background currents were later subtracted from the
LSVs collected under O 2 -purged electrolyte (likewise at 10 mV s-1), for the respective
rotation rates to obtain the true ORR current-potential profiles. Following ORR
measurements (so as not to decay our carbon support107), OER data profiles were obtained
at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm with the same sweep rate within the range of 0.3 to 1.1 V
(vs Hg/HgO). Except where mentioned, all potentials in this work are referred to the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE).
The ohmic resistance (Ro), resulting from the KOH electrolyte in distance between
the WE and CE, was measured using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).25, 108
The magnitude of the IRo drop was used to correct the LSV profiles for ohmic loss.25
Although, the IRo-loss effect on the ORR profiles is minimal due to low current, there is a
large IRo drop affecting the OER-LSV profile at higher current densities. The EIS spectra
were gathered by a Solartron 1287/1260 electrochemical station with an AC stimulus
amplitude of 10 mV, a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz, a rotation speed of 1600 rpm
and DC potentials of -0.2, -0.3V (vs Hg/HgO). The unchanged intercept of the high
frequency arc with the real axis, under different DC bias, confirmed the nature of ohmic
resistance, Ro. The observed Ro values ranged from 45.2-48.1  throughout the
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experiments. This variation can be attributed to slight differences in the distance between
the electrodes or other slight experimental error during set-up.31
The stability of the catalysts was measured using a potentiostatic square-wave
method. The catalyst was drop cast in the same manner in the same electrochemical cell
set-up; however, after O2 saturation, the potential was cycled between 0.8 and 1.6 V vs
RHE in 1-minute increments. The resulting current density profiles were recorded as an
indicator of the stability.
4.4. Results and Discussion
4.4.1. Morphology and Surface Areas
The particle morphologies of a few representative catalyst compositions, captured
by TEM, are shown in Figure 4.1. It is evident from Figure 4.1(a) that pure LSCO exhibits
a large, dense and irregular shaped morphology with sharp edges, implying a definite
crystal structure. With the increase of Pt/C content, Figures 4.1(b)-(e), show a morphology
of fine Pt nanoparticles (NPs, small dark particles in the 1nm diameter range) attached to
XC-72 carbon (semi-transparent, larger spherical particles in the 2-3 µm range) and
appears to wrap around the LSCO particles (large dark particles). For pure commercial
20wt% Pt/C, Figure 4.1(f) shows clear, well dispersed Pt NPs over the XC-72 support.94
In general, as the Pt/C content is increased, the morphology is gradually dominated by Pt/C
as expected.
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Figure 4.1 - The TEM images of the composite catalysts: (a) plain LSCO, (b) 80 wt%
LSCO-Pt/C, (c) 70 wt% LSCO-Pt/C, (d) 50 wt% LSCO-Pt/C, (e) 20 wt% LSCO-Pt/C and
(g) plain Pt/C (20 wt% Pt).

Aside from morphology, the BET specific surface areas of electrocatalysts also play
a role in their ORR/OER activities. As expected, the BET specific surface areas of the
composite catalysts increase with Pt/C content. Table 4.1 shows that, as expected, there is
a systematic increase in the BET surface area of the composite catalysts with the increasing
amount of Pt/C in them. This was expected due to the fine nanoparticles associated with
the commercial Pt/C.
Table 4.1 - The BET specific surface areas of the composite
electrocatalysts.
Catalyst Composition
% LSCO : % Pt/C
100:0
80:20
70:30
60:40
50:50
20:80
0:100

BET Surface Area
(m2 g-1)
1.43 ± 0.09
29.36 ± 0.14
48.28 ± 0.39
64.98 ± 0.38
67.76 ± 0.27
124.57 ± 0.97
167.19 ± 1.22
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4.4.2. Electrochemical Performance
Rotating Disk Voltammetry The electrochemical performances of the composite
catalysts were characterized using a rotating disk electrode (RDE) and employing a linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV) method, an exemplary ORR branch of which, at 1600 rpm, is
shown in Figure 4.2 for different compositions. Note that in Figure 4.2(a) all LSV profiles
were corrected for background currents and for ohmic loss (IRo). A 2-plateau chargetransfer profile is seen for the pure LSCO catalyst, which has been previously reported in
our work17 and others64 where it has been attributed to the 2-step, 2e- charge transfer
mechanism.109 With the addition of even the most minimal amount of Pt/C to the LSCO,
the limiting current increases 2-fold and the 2-plateau behavior vanishes, making the
overall profile resemble quite closely that of pure Pt/C featuring a one-step 4e- charge
transfer.64, 95
The improved ORR activity through the addition of Pt/C is also observed by the
change of the onset potential. For an acceptable, or good, electrocatalyst the desired
overpotential of the ORR should be as close as possible to the thermodynamic equilibrium
potentials (1.23 V vs RHE).31, 110 Figure 4.2(b) plots the onset potential vs LSCO content
which were calculated from the dashed lines in Figure 4.2(a). The ORR lines beginning the
cathodic sweep, and then after the sharp increase of the reduction currents were
extrapolated and their intersection was used to calculate the onset potentials shown in
Figure 4.2(b). A significant reduction in onset potential is clearly seen as soon as Pt/C is
added to LSCO. It appears that there exists a threshold at LSCO:Pt/C=60:40 (wt%), above
which the LSV profiles and onset potential resemble that of pure Pt/C with a dominating,
single-step 4e- charge transfer.20, 111 This trend suggests that higher than 40% Pt/C in the
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composite may not be necessary in terms of promoting the ORR activity. On the other
hand, it is to be noted that the carbon (XC-72) in the commercial Pt/C can provide
additional electronic pathways to LSCO, which helps electron transfer.13, 23, 112

Figure 4.2 - (a) The plot of the composite catalysts ORR LSV profiles with an inset to view
the onset potentials in oxygen saturated 0.1 M KOH solution. (b) The onset potential vs
the total LSCO mass percentage.

The effect of Pt/C on the OER, or anodic potential sweep, is very different from
Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.3(a), ohmic resistance corrected, OER LSV profiles (at 1600 rpm)
are shown for all the compositions. Plotting the OER potential (at 10 mA cm-2) 85 vs the
total LSCO content, Figure 4.3(b) shows a “bath tub” type of correlation. Pure LSCO, even
in the absence of carbon, exhibits much higher OER activity than pure Pt/C, which agrees
with the literature.85, 113-114 Overall, a small amount of LSCO will significantly reduce the
OER polarization of the composite catalyst, creating a wide window of LSCO:Pt/C ratios
for selection. From the bifunctionality perspective, the final selection of LSCO:Pt/C ratio
is more dependent on the ORR performance.
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Figure 4.3 - (a) OER-LSV profiles at 1600 rpm; (b) OER potential at 10 mA cm-2 in O 2 saturated electrolyte.

Tafel Analysis To further gain insights into the kinetics of ORR and OER, we
applied a classical Tafel approach. The approach is slightly different for ORR as for OER.
For the ORR Tafel approach, the procedure is simplified to differentiate between the
kinetic and diffusion-limited regions of the curves.84 For this approach potentials below
~0.7 V vs RHE are assumed to be mass-transfer limited as they exhibit diffusion limited
current density ( I D ) .110 So, to avoid the effect of diffusion limitation and obtain only the
kinetic current density ( I K ) , the analysis was done in the cathodic potential range of ~ 0.7
- 0.85 V (vs RHE).31 This range also excludes higher potentials at which low current
densities could fluctuate. The kinetic current densities ( I K ) were obtained in this region by
the Koutecky-Levich equation.31

1 1 1
 
I IK ID
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[4-1]

where I is the current density at any given point, I K is the current density in absence of
any mass-transfer effects and I D is obtained by the following Levich equation:115

1
1
C

 1/2
2/3 1/2 1/6
I D 0.62nFADO  v CO * 

[4-2]

Here n is the number of electrons, F is Faraday’s constant (C mol-1), A the geometric area
of the electrode (cm2), DO the diffusion coefficient of the analyte (cm2 s-1),  (rpm) is the
rotation speed of the RDE (rad s-1), v is the kinematic viscosity (cm2 s-1), CO* is the bulk
concentration of analyte (mol cm-3) and C is a constant obtained from the slope of the 1 / I
vs 1 /  1/2 plot at all the rotation speeds and all the potentials in the given window (0.7-0.85
V). Then, by combining Eqs. (1) and (2) all the kinetic current densities can be calculated
as a function of potential and rotation speeds by:84, 116

1 1 C
 
I K I 1/2

[4-3]

We found that I K is independent of rotation speeds, an indication of free mass
transfer limitations.31 Once all the I K values are obtained, a plot of overpotential

  E  E  , where
q

Eq is the thermodynamic equilibrium potential, 1.23 V vs RHE) vs

log( I K ) yields the Tafel slope β (=2.303RT/αF); where R and F are gas and Faraday’s
constants, respectively as defined in the following Tafel equation for strong ORR cathodic
polarization:31, 84

   log( I 0 )   log( I K )
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[4-4]

For obtaining the OER Tafel slopes, we simply plotted the overpotential (=E-Eq) vs log(I)
(original E vs I data which are shown in Figure 4.3(a)) within the correct anodic potential
range.96
Figure 4.4 shows the Tafel plots for both ORR and OER, where we clearly see
outliers with higher Tafel slopes for each case. For ORR the outlier is pure LSCO, while
for OER it is pure Pt/C. In contrast, a fractional addition of Pt/C into LSCO and of LSCO
into Pt/C is observed to exhibit lower Tafel slopes than the pristine LSCO and Pt/C for
ORR and OER, respectively. This is clearly evidenced by the “grouped performance” of
the composite shown in Figure 4.4. While more Pt/C in LSCO and LSCO in Pt/C will lower
the overpotential in general, the degree of overpotential reduction is rather small for both
ORR and OER cases.

Figure 4.4 - The Tafel plots of ORR (a) and OER (b) for the respective composite catalysts.

The obtained Tafel slopes for both ORR and OER are further compared in Figure
4.5. It should be noted that the Tafel slope signifies how much the overpotential needs to
be increased so that the reaction rate (current density) can be enhanced by a factor of ten,
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while the actual overpotential depends on both Tafel slope and exchange current density
as suggested by Eq. [4-4].96 It is determined by the magnitude of the change in the
activation energy for a given increase in overpotential (when you change your potential 1
V, the Gibbs energy of the process will change by 1 eV per electron transferred, but the
activation energy will only change by a fraction of this, and this fraction determines the
Tafel slope). In a reaction involving only one step with one electron transfer, the Tafel
slope will be determined by the symmetry factor,  , which is usually 0.5 (corresponding
to a Tafel slope of 120 mV). In a more complex reaction involving several steps and several
electron transfers, the Tafel slope will be determined by the rate-determining step and by
the number and nature (i.e., involving an electron transfer or not) of the preceding steps.
So, essentially, from the Tafel slope tells whether the rate-determining step involves an
electron transfer or not, as well as the number of electrochemical (involving an electron
transfer) and chemical (not involving an electron transfer) steps that precede it. For
example, Gomez-Marin et al. showed that fast, single-step, 4-step electron ORR occurring
in alkaline electrolytes typically had values in the ~120 mV dec-1 region, while those
catalysts that involved multiple reaction steps (such as the 2-step, 2-electron), such as those
intermediate steps involving the formation of peroxide, resulted in lower Tafel slopes
closer to 60 mV dec-1.98 In our previous work it has been confirmed that the ORR occurring
on commercial 20 wt% Pt/C follows a single-step, 4e- reduction process and that the ORR
occurring for the perovskite, LSCO, proceeds with a 2-step, 2e- process involving a
peroxide forming intermediate.17 The obtained ORR Tafel slopes at different LSCO:Pt
ratios fall nicely into the range of 60-120 mV dec-1, suggesting multi-step, multi-electron
(<4) transfers are involved in the ORR. In contrast, the OER Tafel slopes are higher than
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those of ORR, ~ 100 mV dec-1 with the two end numbers (LSCO and Pt/C) showing the
highest slopes. The higher OER Tafel slopes compared to the lower ORR counterparts
implies a difference in their charge transfer mechanisms leaning towards single step, highelectron-number transfer according to the above discussion. Nevertheless, the lowest total
ORR+OER Tafel slope as well as the total overpotentials occur at LSCO:Pt/C=60:40,
which matches well with the threshold observed for the ORR onset potentials in Figure
4.2(b), making it the composite catalyst selected for further stability testing.

Figure 4.5 - the Tafel slopes for ORR and OER with varying
catalyst compositions.

The resultant Tafel slopes were also used in conjunction with Eq [4-4] to extract
exchange current densities by fitting the equation and therefore extrapolating the linear
regression fit of the slope to zero overpotential. The results are shown in Table 4.2. It
should be noted that for these LSCO:Pt/C composite catalysts, the exchange current
densities are quite similar and do not show much of a correlation other than for the I 0
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(OER) for Pt/C, which is well over an order of magnitude greater than the rest of the OER
exchange current densities. This is to be expected since both ORR and OER activities and
Tafel slopes have been quite similar in the studied catalysts. As a whole, however, the OER
exchange current densities seem to be much larger than the ORR exchange current
densities. Since exchange current density is the rate of either oxidation or reduction at the
equilibrium electrode, the larger the exchange current density, the faster the reaction, and
vice versa. It is therefore safe to say that the OER proceeds at a faster kinetic rate than the
ORR and that the calculated values are reasonable.

Table 4.2 - The calculated exchange current densities of the composite electrocatalysts.
Catalyst Composition

Exchange Current Density ( I 0 , mA cm-2)

%LSCO:%Pt/C

ORR, 10-7

OER, 10-4

100:0

1.01

32.2

80:20

4.05

16.2

70:30

1.03

9.06

60:40

4.99

6.06

50:50

11.1

8.03

20:80

7.18

7.22

0:100

224
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The results of the catalyst stability cycling are shown in Figure 4.6. It is shown that
when the potential is cycled between 0.85 and 1.6 V vs RHE across the cathodic and anodic
domains in 1-minute increments there is a noticeable decrease in cell performance. This
degradation becomes more pronounced for ORR where the associated current density
decreases by about 2-fold in the first 10 cycles and then seems to stabilize afterwards. For
the OER cycling, the initial current density remains relatively stable for the first 20 cycles,
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then decreases slightly for the rest cycles. Although the reason for this OER phenomenon
is not fully understood, we speculate that the initial carbon oxidation occurring during the
OER cycle may be a factor, which could have a “follow-on” effect on the ORR cycle.
Overall, it seems that the catalyst yields a better OER performance than for ORR. It is
worth mentioning that the bifunctional performance demonstrated may not represent the
best since LSCO phase has a rather low BET surface area (see Table 4.1) compared to
those reported in the literature.85, 117

Figure 4.6 - The ORR and OER stability of 60:40 wt% LSCO to Pt/C electrocatalyst
evaluated by a square wave potentiostatic method.

Since carbon corrosion is a well-known phenomenon occurring on carboncontaining catalysts in OER potential ranges, the effect of the carbon oxidation effect, on
the catalysts ORR performance, was further investigated. The same 60:40 wt% catalyst,
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that was used for the stability testing in Figure 4.6, was prepared and tested again with 40
ORR/OER potential cycles. Figure 4.7 shows the LSV profiles taken before and after 40
ORR/OER potential cycles. In Figure 4.7, the original ORR sweep (black line) is the
baseline ORR performance. After 40 potential cycles, the LSV recorded directly afterwards
(red line) and appears drastically different from the baseline curve. The results imply that
OER does in fact affect the ORR performance, although it should be noted that the
magnitude of the limiting current density remains the same (~ -5.5 mA cm-2) and it is the
initial onset potential that is in fact greatly affected. Most importantly, it should be said
that OER does not seem to change the reaction mechanism, due to the same single-platform
appearance of the curve. This decrease in performance could be due to carbon oxidation
and should be considered in further studies.

Figure 4.7 - The comparison of the ORR LSV of the
60:40 wt% LSCO to Pt/C electrocatalyst evaluated
before and after 40 ORR/OER potential cycles.
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4.5. Conclusions
In summary, combining ORR-active Pt/C and OER-active LSCO can yield a
bifunctionality-balanced oxygen electrode for rechargeable metal-air batteries. The
balanced ORR/OER activity is achieved by leveraging the strength of each phase in its
electrochemical functionality. The study found, from an LSV investigation, that a
fractional amount of Pt/C in LSCO and LSCO in Pt/C can make drastic impacts on ORR
and OER activities. However, the overall bifunctional performance of the composite
oxygen electrode is still dominated by the ORR branch. Therefore, the ratio of
LSCO:Pt/C=60:40 (wt%) yielding the lowest ORR onset potential and overpotential is
selected as the optimal composition. The Tafel slope results confirm that ORR involves
multi-step and multi-electron (<4) transfer, while OER likely involves a single-step, 4etransfer process. The stability cycling of the catalyst also confirmed the better OER activity
of the catalysts than ORR but shows notable degradation throughout repeated OER/ORR
cycles. Overall, the observed synergetic effect between LSCO and Pt/C confirms that by
mixing an ORR-active with OER-active material can achieve a balanced bifunctionality,
paving ways to develop new bifunctionally active and low-cost oxygen electrocatalysts for
future rechargeable metal-air batteries, although carbon-free catalysts offer a more
promising future for bifunctional electrocatalysts.
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CHAPTER 5
UNRAVELING OXYGEN ELECTROCATALYSIS MECHANISMS ON A THIN-FILM
OXYGEN-DEFICIENT PEROVSKITE La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ Ϯ

Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (ϮVictoria F. Mattick, Xinfang Jin, Tianrang
Yang, Ralph E. White, and Kevin Huang. 2018. ACS Applied Energy Materials, 1(8),
3937-3946.) Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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5.1. Abstract
In this work, a perovskite-structured and oxygen-deficient oxide, La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ
(LSCO), has been investigated as a model bifunctional thin-film oxygen electrode for
alkaline metal-air cells. The Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE) configuration in combination
with common electrochemical techniques such as linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was applied to characterize the behavior of
the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) taking
place on LSCO in 0.1M KOH solution. The results show that the oxygen electrocatalysis
process in LSCO follows a multi-step charge transfer pathway. A physics-based,
generalized electrochemical model, encompassing two sequential 2e- steps with HO2- as an
intermediate species and one parallel 4e- step has been established to account for the multistep charge transfer behavior with very satisfactory results, yielding a series of important
electrode kinetic transfer coefficients and exchange current densities for the elementary
electrochemical reactions considered. Finally, LSCO is found to be a better oxygen
electrode for OER than ORR.
Keywords:

Oxygen

reduction

reaction,

oxygen

evolution

reaction,

alkaline

electrochemical cells, linear sweep voltammetry, modeling.
5.2. Introduction
The demand for clean and sustainable energy is ever increasing; therefore, the
development of low cost and efficient energy technologies has received extensive focus in
recent years.5, 101, 118-119 Metal-air batteries (MABs), composed of a metal electrode, oxygen
electrode and electrolyte are considered a promising technology to meet future energy
requirements, due to their free oxygen storage and high-energy-density metal-air
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chemistry.5-6 To date, MABs are considered to be one of the most viable energy systems to
replace the mature Li-ion battery (LIB) and even hydrogen fuel cell technologies,7 which
have almost reached theoretical performance limits and are confronted with formidable
challenges in cost and performance.8
Oxygen electrocatalysis is one of the most studied topics for rechargeable MABs
due to its performance-limiting nature.6-8, 120 It involves both the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) during a typical charge/discharge cycle.28,
31

To attain high efficiency, it is desirable to have the oxygen electrode of a MAB trigger

the ORR and OER as close to reversible conditions as possible (i.e., with an overpotential
as close to zero as possible).32-33 Developing active oxygen electrode materials is, therefore,
of paramount importance to minimize the overpotential and improve the performance of a
MAB.33, 120 Equally important is the fundamental understanding of ORR/OER mechanisms
from experimental data obtained by reliable electrochemical techniques, by which new
oxygen electrode materials can be properly selected/ designed to achieve low
overpotentials.
The most popular and widely used method of characterizing ORR/OER activities
of oxygen electrodes in aqueous solutions is hydrodynamic cyclic voltammetry, operated
on a rotating disk electrode (RDE) in a three-electrode configuration consisting of a
working (oxygen electrode), counter and reference electrodes.26 The stable, steady-state
laminar flow conditions created adjacent to a RDE, by rotation, minimize mass transport
limitations, thus allowing the attainment of information about electrode reaction kinetics.29,
118, 121

The RDE method is favorable compared to other methods because it is one of the

few convective systems for which the equations of fluid mechanics have been rigorously
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solved for steady-state conditions and it is simple to construct and easy to use.88, 121 In
addition, it has the advantages of having stable and easy-to-compute limiting currents,
kinetic data that are obtainable over relatively large potential regions beyond the opencircuit potential, and both the anodic and cathodic reactions can be studied with a suitable
choice of electrode material.118 The majority of publications, to date, have focused on a
“classical” Levich or Kouteky-Levich analysis of the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and
cyclic voltammetry (CV) data, but the major drawback of this method of analysis is the
inability to analyze multi-step reactions.20, 57, 84
The present work aims to understand fundamental mechanisms, in particular multistep charge transfer phenomena, through physics-based, generic electrochemical modeling
based on basic equations of diffusion and electrode kinetics. With this methodology,
neither Levich nor Kouteky-Levich equations are needed. Instead, the convective-diffusion
and chemical/electrochemical reactions are considered in the model with their respective
governing equations. To demonstrate the methodology, we select a model oxygen-deficient
perovskite oxide, La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ (LSCO), known to possess a high electron and oxideionic mixed conductivity and good oxygen electrocatalytic activity,114, 122 to validate the
model established in this work.
5.3. Experimental Procedures
5.3.1. Materials Synthesis
The synthesis of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ (LSCO) was achieved through the conventional
wet-chemical Pechini method.103 Stoichiometric amounts of metal nitrate precursors [6.495
g La(NO3)3‧6H2O (99.99% Sigma-Aldrich), 2.116 g Sr(NO3)2 (99.995% Sigma-Aldrich)
and 7.276 g Co(NO3)2‧6H2O (≥98% Sigma-Aldrich)] were mixed with 30 g of citric acid
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and 300 ml of distilled H2O. This material was then dissolved in 25 ml of concentrated
nitric acid to give what is referred to as solution A. Reference solution B was then formed
by mixing 16 g EDTA with 50 ml H2O and 50 ml ammonia solution (NH3H2O). Solution
B was added to solution A and the pH was adjusted to approximately 8 by the dropwise
addition of NH3H2O. The combined solution was mixed for 2 hours to ensure homogeneity
and heated until ignition (~8 hours). After ignition, the powder product was collected and
hand-ground for 30 minutes. The combusted and ground powder was calcined at a
temperature of 1000oC for 6 hours with a 3oC min-1 heating and cooling rate. Throughout
this paper LSCO-1000 will be used to represent the 1000oC calcination temperature
synthesized La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ sample. The calcined sample was further pulverized by ball
milling for 60 minutes.
5.3.2. Powder X-ray Diffraction
The phase composition of the LSCO-1000 sample was examined with an X-ray
diffractometer (MiniFlex Ⅱ, Rigaku, Japan) equipped with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å)
over a 2θ=10 - 90o range with a step size of 0.02o at a scanning rate of 5o min-1.
5.3.3. Particle Size Distribution and Morphology Analysis
Particle size and distribution in the synthesized LSCO-1000 powder is important in
analyzing catalytic activity. Therefore, as a first step, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
was employed to examine the particle morphology using a Zeiss Ultra Plus FESEM. The
particle size and distribution were then quantified using a fast-speed Horiba LA950 laser
scattering, particle size analyzer with a detection range of 0.01 to 300 m at a precision of
0.1%. To do so, a small amount of the catalyst was mixed with 190 proof ethanol,
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sonicated for 30 minutes, and dropped into the particle size analyzer. The particle size
distribution is reported as d10, d50 and d90 for an average of three trials in Section 5.5.1.
5.3.4. BET Specific Surface Area Analysis
Similar to particle size and distribution, the specific surface area of a powder
critically determines the activity of a catalytic process.84 We employed a BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) technique, using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface-area analyzer,
for surface area analysis under N2 atmosphere with a low relative pressure (P/Po) range of
0.01-0.1 (0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10) to obtain the specific surface areas of the synthesized
LSCO-1000 powder.
5.3.5. Ink and Electrode Preparation
For all electrochemical studies, the synthesized LSCO was mixed with Vulcan
carbon powder (XC-72, FuelCellStore) in a 10:1 catalyst-to-carbon ratio, to ensure
sufficient electronic conductivity. It was noted from previous experiments in alkaline
solutions that there is an important contribution from the carbon to the kinetics of a
reaction, which is usually negligible in acidic medium.26 Therefore, we limited the catalystto-carbon ratio to as low a value as possible to minimize the effect of carbon, although it
is known that the effect cannot be completely neglected, but rather approached in a
synergetic manner.77 A catalyst ink solution was prepared at room temperature by mixing
5 mg of catalyst with 1 ml 200 proof ethanol, 50 µl Nafion (perfluorinated resin solution,
5wt%, Aldrich) and 0.5 mg of Vulcan carbon (XC-72) in a 10:1 ratio of catalyst-to-carbon.
After combining the ingredients, the mixture was sonicated for 2 minutes using a Horn
sonicator (model: CL-18, Fischer Scientific) at 35% maximum amplitude to ensure proper
mixing. After ultrasonication, 10 µl of the ink sample was twice drop-cast onto a glassy
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carbon electrode (5 µl + 5 µl) while the electrode was rotated at a rate of 100 rpm to ensure
even coverage.26 After each cast the electrode was dried in air79 for 5 minutes and its
surface morphology was examined for even coverage using an Optical Microscope. The
state-of-the-art 20wt%Pt/C catalyst was also prepared in the same recipe and procedure as
LSCO-1000 for comparison reason.
5.3.6. Electrochemical Measurements
Electrocatalytic measurements to acquire the ORR and OER characteristics of the
thin-film LSCO-1000 working electrode were carried out using a Solartron 1287/1260
electrochemical station at room temperature in a three-electrode system with a 0.1 M KOH
electrolyte. The LSCO-1000 thin-film working electrode (WE) was supported on a 5-mm
diameter glassy carbon (GC) disk electrode imbedded in Teflon (GC-PTFE, RDE
purchased from Pine Instruments). The reference electrode (RE) was Hg/HgO
(Eo(Hg/HgO) = +0.098 V vs SHE) and the counter electrode (CE) was a platinum foil.
Note that it has been previously reported that Pt could be partially dissolved into
the electrolyte solution (acidic or alkaline) under an anodic potential and redeposited on
the WE under cathodic polarization;27 such redeposited Pt could act as an active catalyst,
causing overestimation of the true catalytic activity of the WE under investigation. To
verify if the Pt-CE used in this study indeed contributes to the catalytic activity of LSCO1000, we performed two additional experiments: running ORR-LSV with graphite-CE and
analyzing the KOH before and after the testing. The results are given in Figure 5.S1 and
Table 5.S1 of the Supporting Information (SI- Section 5.7). Overall, there was no
difference in the ORR-LSV profiles between Pt-CE and graphite-CE. The amount of Pt
dissolution in KOH analyzed by ICP is 35 lower than that reported by Chen et. al.73
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Therefore, we believe that the use of Pt-CE in this study did not affect the catalytic activity
of LSCO-1000 and the modeling was still performed on data collected with Pt-CE.
For all measurements, conditioning cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans were first
carried out in N2- purged KOH to activate and clean the catalyst surface. N2 was bubbled
directly into the electrolyte for 30 minutes, after which conditioning (electrochemical
cleaning) of the catalyst was carried out in the potential range of 0.1 to -1.0 V vs Hg/HgO
at a fast scan rate of 50 mV s-1 for 20 cycles, or until a reproducible cyclic voltammogram
curve was observed.33,

84

Following the CV conditioning, background currents were

collected by obtaining LSV profiles in the same potential range under appropriate rotation
speeds. The fast scan rate of 50 mV s-1 was acceptable for the conditioning, after which it
was switched to 10 mV s-1 for the formal scans in O2.
Prior to the actual ORR/OER characterization, N2 was switched to O2 which was
bubbled directly into the KOH solution for at least 60 minutes to ensure proper oxygen
saturation of the electrolyte.26 Then, CV curves were collected under both cathodic and
anodic conditions without rotation. Finally, ORR-LSV profiles were collected at speeds
of 400, 625, 900, 1225 and 1600 rpm at a scanning rate of 10 mV s-1 within 0.1 to -1.0 V
(vs Hg/HgO) potential range. Following ORR measurements (so as not to decay our carbon
support)123, OER data profiles were obtained at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm with the same
sweep rate within the range of 0.3 to 1.1 V (vs Hg/HgO). Except where mentioned, all
potentials in this work are referred to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) calculated
by:
E ( RHE )  E ( Hg / HgO )  E 0 ( Hg / HgO )  0.059 pH
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[5-1]

where E(Hg/HgO) is the measured potential vs Hg/HgO reference electrode; Eo(Hg/HgO)=
+0.098 V vs SHE and pH=13.
For comparison, the state-of-the-art 20%wtPt/C has also been studied with the same
electrochemical cell configuration and characterization techniques.
5.3.7. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
The ohmic resistance (Ro), which is primarily resulted from the KOH electrolyte,
was measured with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The magnitude of the
IRo drop was used to correct the LSV profiles for ohmic loss. Although, the IR o effect on
the ORR profiles is minimal due to low current, there is a large IRo drop affecting the OERLSV profile at higher current densities. The EIS spectra were gathered by the same
Solartron 1287/1260 electrochemical station with an AC stimulus amplitude of 10 mV, a
frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz, a rotation speed of 1600 rpm and DC potentials of:
open circuit potential (OCP), cathodic -0.2, -0.3, -0.4V, and anodic 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 V (vs
Hg/HgO). The impedance spectra for the DC potentials of -0.3 and -0.4 are shown in Figure
5.1 as an example. The intercept of the high frequency arc with the real axis was taken as
the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte. Even though only two spectra are shown in Figure
5.1, all seven measurements in both the anodic and cathodic DC bias polarizations showed
an unchanged high-frequency intercept value of 48 Ω (Ro), confirming the nature of ohmic
resistance.
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Figure 5.1 - EIS spectra showing the ohmic resistance
of 0.1 M KOH solution in the cell.

5.4. Mathematical Modeling of RDE Electrode Kinetics
5.4.1. The Numerical Model
The numerical electrochemical model was built in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 with
simultaneous consideration of one-dimensional bulk convection, boundary-layer diffusion,
or homogenous reactions, and electrochemical reactions at the electrode interface. The
COMSOL model was used in conjunction with Matlab’s LSQNONLIN capability by
which the nonlinear regression was used to optimize the parameters of interest. The
evaluated parameters from the ORR reactions were also used as starting points for the OER
optimization. A schematic of the RDE with the appropriate boundary conditions is shown
in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 - A schematic of the rotating disk electrode with the
appropriate boundary conditions.

5.4.2. Governing Equations
For the application of a rotating disk electrode, a fixed working electrode rotational
speed results in a steady-state velocity profile in the bulk solution. A potential step (or
sweep) applied at the electrode surface will result in a steady-state conversion of reactants
into products, both of which will need to diffuse across a boundary layer with a thickness,

 . The sweep rate of 10 mV s-1, used in this work, has been shown slow enough to support
steady-state conditions. So, under steady-state conditions, the concentration of species j
is only a function of z rather than time or disk radius. Within the diffusion boundary layer
domain, HO2- disproportionation reaction (to be shown below) involving reactants and
products of the surface electrode reaction takes place, thus its rate, R j , becomes the source
term of the bulk diffusion and convection equation:

Dj

 2C j
z

2

 z
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C j
z

 Rj

[5-2]

where, C j (mol m-3) is the concentration of species j; z is the distance (m) from the
electrode surface; D j (m2 s-1) is the diffusion coefficient of species j , j  O2 or HO2 ; Rj
(mol m-3 s-1) is the reaction rate of species j within the boundary layer, which will be
further described in section 5.4.3. The velocity of the solution in the z direction,  z (m s1

), was calculated from the power series:110
2

3

4

  3/4  1   3/4  0.616   3/4 
 z  0.51023  1/4 z    1/4 z  
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 vk
 3  vk


[5-3]

where  is the angular rotational speed (rad s-1) and  k the kinematic viscosity (m2 s-1).
The boundary diffusion layer thickness,  , is also related to the rotational speed in the
following form:31

  1.61DO 1/3 1/2 k1/6
2

[5-4]

5.4.3. Electrochemical and Chemical Reactions
In Table 5.1 possible reaction mechanisms are shown for the LSCO system. We
consider two possible rate-limiting O2 reduction pathways for the ORR in our model. First,
a sequential two-step O2 reduction, encompassing a peroxide (HO2-) intermediate coupled
with chemical HO2- disproportion reaction, is considered to complete the 4e- per O2
molecule. Second, a parallel 4-electron, 1-step O2 reduction reaction is considered to have
occurred simultaneously with the sequential reactions.124 We considered the same reaction
pathways, but in a reversal direction, for the OER modeling. In order to use this
conventional mechanism for OER, centered on the redox chemistry of the metal cation, we
assume that these metal-oxides do not exhibit pH-dependent OER activity on the RHE
scale.125
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Table 5.1 - Possible reaction schemes for O2 reduction in alkaline
electrolytes.
1

Electrode Reactions
O2  H 2O  2e   HO2  OH 

2

HO2  H 2O  2e   3OH 

3

O2  2 H 2O  4e   4OH 

One-step 4e- O2 reduction

4

2 HO2( aq )  O2( aq )  2OH  ( aq )

HO2 disproportionation
reaction

Electrochemical Reactions

Model description
Sequential two-step 2e- O2
reduction

The current, I i , of electrochemical reaction i is

governed by the Butler-Volmer equation:
 C j ,O
C j ,R
 F 
  F 
Ii  Ii0 
exp  i ,a i  
exp   i ,c i  
 C j ,bulk ,O
 RT
 C j ,bulk , R
 RT
 

[5-5]

where I i0 (A/m2) is the exchange current density of reaction i at the bulk concentration of
all the species; C j , R and C j ,O (mol m-3) are the concentrations of reduced and oxidized
species, respectively; C j ,bulk , R and C j ,bulk ,O (mol m-3) are the concentrations of reduced and
oxidized species in the bulk, respectively;  i ,c and  i , a are the cathodic and anodic
transference coefficients of reaction i , respectively,  i ,a   i ,c  ni ; ni is the total number
of electrons transferred in reaction i ; s ji is the stoichiometric coefficient of species j in
reaction i ; R is the gas constant, 8.314 J mol-1 K-1; F is Faraday’s constant, 96485 C mol1

; T is temperature in K. If N j (mol m-2 s-1) represents the steady-state flux of species j at

the electrode/electrolyte interface, then we can write:

s ji I i

nF
i

 N j

i

The overpotential of reaction i ,  i , is calculated by:
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[5-6]

i  E    0   ref   Eeq ,i

[5-7]

where, E (V) is the applied electric potential at the working electrode;  ref (V) is the
potential of the reference electrode;  0 (V) is the electric potential in the solution far
beyond the diffusion boundary layer. The potential difference   0   ref



accounts for

the ohmic potential drop between the reference electrode and the working electrode (48 
measured by the impedance method in this study). Eeq ,i (V) is the equilibrium potential of
reaction i with respect to the bulk concentration, which is governed by:

RT
Eeq ,i   Eeq ,i 0 

ni F


s
j

ji

C j ,bulk  
RT
0
   Eeq ,ref 
0
Cj  
nref F

s
j

ji , ref

C j ,ref 

C 0j 

[5-8]

where, Eeq ,i 0 and Eeq , ref 0 (V) are the equilibrium potentials of reaction i at the working
electrode and reference electrode under standard state (25 oC, 1 atm, 1 mol L-1),
respectively; C j ,ref (mol/m3) is the concentration of species j in the reference electrode;
C 0j = 1 mol L-1 is the concentration of species j under standard state; ni and nref are

numbers of electron transferred in reaction i in the working and reference electrodes,
respectively; s ji and s ji ,ref are the stoichiometric coefficients of species j in reaction i in
working and reference electrodes, respectively.
Chemical Reaction

In the boundary layer, the rate of oxygen production in the

HO2 disproportion reaction (4) of Table 1, RO2 , is given by:



k
RO2  k f CHO 2  kbCO2 COH  2  k f  CHO 2  b CO2 COH  2   k f
 2 k

2
f


2 RO2   RHO 
2
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1
2
CO2 COH  2  [5-9]
 CHO2 

Keq



where RHO is the rate of HO2 consumption (mol m-3 s-1); k f and k b (mol m-3 s-1) are the
2

forward and backward reaction rates, respectively. They are related to the dimensionless
equilibrium constant of the disproportionation reaction, K eq , by:

K eq 

kf

[5-10]

kb

5.4.4. Boundary Conditions
The solution of the convective diffusion equation, Eq. [5-2], requires boundary
conditions. At the outer boundary of the diffusion layer, y   , the concentration of species
j is equal to that of the bulk solution:

C j ( )  C j ,bulk

[5-11]

At the electrode surface, y=0, the species flux, N j , can be written in terms of the diffusion
coefficient, D j , and the concentration gradient, dC j / dy :
N j  Dj

dC j
dy

[5-12]
y 0

5.4.5. Parameter Optimization
Conventional methods for electrochemical data analysis generally tend to focus on
a narrow range of the kinetic current domain describing the electrochemical process, such
as the Tafel or the linear segments of typical polarization curves.84 However, in most
instances, the polarization curves are distorted by diffusion processes, the reverse reaction,
and coupling effects of other reactions. Therefore, to analyze the experimental data from
such a system, a full physics-based model with multiple kinetic reactions is needed. In this
work, a multi-parameter least-square curve fitting procedure is employed to interpret the
data from the linear sweep voltammetry studies on a rotating disk electrode.
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Using Matlab’s LSQNONLIN, the nonlinear regression is performed by using the
following objective function:

Obj    I n,mod  I n,exp 
N

2

[5-13]

n 1

Here, I n   I i ,n represents the total current density of all the reactions; the
i

subscripts mod and exp represent model and experiment, respectively; N is the total
number of current-density data points collected over a range of sweeping voltages.

5.5. Results and Discussion
5.5.1. Powder Characterization
The XRD pattern of the synthesized LSCO-1000 is shown in Figure 5.3(a), where
the major characteristic peak at 2θ=33o belonging to the (110)/(104) plane of LSCO is
clearly observed.114, 126 All the peaks agree well with previously reported XRD spectra of
LSCO, suggesting that a pure single perovskite phase has been synthesized. The particle
morphology of LSCO-1000 from the SEM images, shown in Figure 5.3(b), further reveals
that the primary particles are agglomerated due to partial sintering, consisting of secondary
particles in the range of 0.32-0.45 m.
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Figure 5.3 - (a) X-ray Diffraction pattern of LSCO-1000. (b) SEM images of LSCO-1000.

The particle sizes, distribution and BET surface areas of LSCO-1000 are shown in
Table 5.2. Micrometer-size particles are clearly caused by the relatively high calcination
temperature needed to obtain pure perovskite phase. The values shown in Table 5.2 suggest
that the synthesized perovskite powders had adequately small particles with large enough
surface areas to provide a thin uniform film coverage of the electrode.
Table 5.2 - Particle sizes, distribution and BET specific surface area of LSCO1000.
Particle Size Analysis (µm)

LSCO-1000

d10

d50

d90

0.677

1.170

4.244

BET Specific
Surface Area (m2 g-1)
2.916 ± 0.286

5.5.2. Electrode Surface Morphology
After drop casting the catalyst ink onto the glassy carbon working electrode, the
quality and coverage of the catalyst film was checked using an optical microscope. The
purpose of this examination was to ensure good quality of the catalyst film so that reliable
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data could be obtained. Others have quantitatively shown the effect of the film quality on
ORR/OER performance and also the effect of the manner of drying on film quality
(rotational drying vs stationary or heat induced drying).78 Figure 5.4 shows three levels of
film quality: (a) “good-quality” film with a nice, smooth coverage, even in the further
magnified subset in (d); (b) “intermediate-quality” film with uneven coverage in the middle
of the electrode and a distinct “coffee-ring” imprint closer to the edges, as seen in (e); (c)
“bad-quality” film with obvious cracks (see (f)) and uneven coverage across the whole
geometrical area. All electrodes were verified for good coverage before being tested to
gather data.

Figure 5.4 - LSCO-1000 thin film cast onto GC electrode. (a) “goodquality”; (b) “intermediate- quality”; (c) “bad-quality”. Subsets (d), (e) and
(f) represent higher magnifications of specific areas of (a), (b) and (c),
respectively. All inks were drop-cast in 2 5µl amounts. (The brownish color
is not real, but created by the image processing.)

5.5.3. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
The background cyclic voltammogram for LSCO was measured in N2-saturated
0.1M KOH, followed by formal CV scan in O2-saturated electrolyte; the results are shown
in Figure 5.5(a). The CV of the working electrode measured under a N2 atmosphere
exhibits a pure behavior of double layer capacitance without evolution of a peak, whereas
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that measured under pure O2 exhibits a very strong cathodic peak at 0.5-0.7 V (vs RHE)
and a weak peak at 0.1-0.3 V (vs RHE) the 2 peaks occurring in the O2 saturated electrolyte
as corresponding to the ORR at the cathode. In contrast, there are no obvious peaks on the
anodic CV curve (no background CV in N2 is shown because of very small current range
compared to that in O2). The significant difference between cathodic and anodic OER CVs
suggest that LSCO is not a fully reversible bifunctional electrocatalyst for MABs. In fact,
its OER activity is better than ORR, which is likely the reason why we did not observe the
slow rate-limiting multi-step charge-transfer processes on OER’s CV and LSV to be shown
later.

Figure 5.5 - Cyclic voltammograms of LSCO measured in 0.1 M KOH solution at 50 mV
s-1. (a) Cathodic domain; (b) anodic domain.

5.5.4. Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV)
Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) The ORR-LSV profiles (symbols) of the
synthesized LSCO-1000, after being corrected with background current (see Figure 5.S2
of the SI) and IRo drop, are shown in Figure 5.6(a), where a multi-step charge transfer
process is clearly observed from the obvious 2 plateaus (the 1st plateau ~ 0.4-0.45 V vs
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RHE and the 2nd plateau ~ 0 V vs RHE); this phenomenon is unique to LSCO and has not
been reported before in the state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts where ORR occurs through a
single-step, 4e- transfer.127 The 2 plateaus observed in Figure 5.6(a) are in good agreement
with the O2 saturated CV data shown in Figure 5.5(a), confirming a multi-step charge
transfer. Compared to the state-of-the-art 20wt%Pt/C catalyst, LSCO-1000 has an inferior
ORR activity as reflected by a lower current density and higher onset potential. The shortterm stability of the catalyst and the reproducibility of the data after multiple cycling are
further confirmed and shown in Figure 5.S3 of the SI (Section 5.7).

Figure 5.6 - Experimental LSV profiles (symbols) of LSCO-1000 measured in O2 saturated
0.1 M KOH solution with a scan rate of 10 mV s-1 along with modelled profiles (line) and
20wt%Pt/C catalyst. (a) ORR with 5 rotation speeds from 400-1600 rpm; (b) OER with 1
rotation speed of 1600 rpm. All the profiles are background and IRo loss corrected.

Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER) The OER-LSV profiles (symbols) of the
synthesized LSCO-1000 after being corrected for background current and IRo drop is
shown in Figure 5.6(b). Note that only one rotation speed of 1600 rpm was studied for the
OER because mass transport of the product O2 is not specifically rate limiting and OH- is
everywhere. Comparing Figure 5.6(a), Figure 5.6(b) shows that LSCO-1000 exhibits a
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better catalytic activity for OER than ORR, even better than Pt, as reflected by its higher
current density and lower onset potential. Therefore, IRo correction is particularly
important for modeling OER behaviors. Interestingly for the OER profile, no obvious
multi-step charge-transfer plateaus as seen in the ORR profile are visible, suggesting that
the elementary reactions are not fully reversible. In the following we show how physicsbased electrochemical modeling help unravel the multi-step charge transfer mechanisms
observed in thin-film LSCO-1000 oxygen electrode.
5.5.5. Modeling Results
Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) The modeling results (solid lines) for ORRLSV at different rotation speeds together with the experimental data (symbols) are shown
in Figure 5.6(a), and the extracted electrode kinetic, chemical equilibrium and bulk
diffusion parameters are listed in Table 5.3; the results for 20wt% Pt/C catalyst using the
same model can be found in Table 5.S2 of the SI (Section 5.7). Throughout the modeling
process, we first used LSV collected at 1600 rpm to extract the parameters, and then applied
these parameters to reproduce LSV profiles for other rotation speeds via parameter
optimization process. All the obtained values fall into a reasonable range for alkaline-based
electrochemical cell systems.
To understand the parameters in Table 5.3 for LSCO-1000, we refer to the
governing Butler-Volmer equation (Eq. [5-5]). The transference coefficients along with the
overpotentials are included in the exponential term of the equation, while the exchange
current densities are proportional to the total current density. From the small exchange
current density of reaction (2), it can be inferred that this reaction does not occur at low
cathodic overpotentials, so the parallel 4e- transfer, reaction (3) and reaction (1) are
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dominant in this region (~0.4-0.7 V vs RHE). The quick onset potential of reaction (3)
arises from  3,c  1,c (ORR), after which reaction (1) starts to dominate. At this point,
most of the HO2- formed does not undergo further electro-reduction by reaction (2) at these
low overpotentials, and they are mainly consumed by the disproportionation reaction (4),
until the overpotential becomes large enough (~0.2 V vs RHE) when reaction (2) is
activated as the final step to electrochemically reduce HO2- to OH-. These assumptions are
also supported by the individual current contributions, or partial currents, from each
reaction (1-3) calculated by our model. It is also interesting to see that the first “plateau”
(or hump) is the result of competition between reaction (1)+(4) and (3) under cathodic
polarizations.
Table 5.3 - The ORR/OER related parameters obtained from the model for LSCO-1000.
(Refer to List of Symbols for the meanings of the symbols).
Parameters

Reaction [1]

Reaction [2]

 i ,c (ORR)

0.9057

0.5250

0.5946

 i ,a (OER)

0.2856

0.2619

0.2817

I i0 (ORR)
[A m-2]
I i0 (OER)
[A m-2]
Eeq ,i 0 [V]

1.4776×10-12

8.1573×10-24

1.5167×10-7

5.2291 ×10-22

1.1684

3.2892×10-10

-0.0649 (a)

0.8700 (a)

0.4010 (a)

2
-1

2
-1

4
-1

ni

s ji

Reaction [3]

Reaction [4]

-163.5 (b)

G 0 298
[kJ mol-1]
k f (ORR)
[mol (m3·s)-1]
k f (OER)
[mol (m3·s)-1]
K eq

4.553 (c)
2.913×10-10 (c)
4.57×1028 (b)
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Solution Species
Properties

O2

HO2 

D j [m2 s-1]

7.7046×10-10 (c)

5.00×10-10 (a)

C j ,bulk [mol m-3]

1.1 (d)

1.7187×10-14 (c)

vk [m2 s-1]

1.2×10-6 (a)

K

*(a) from Ref. [20]; (b) calculated using HSC 5.0 Chemistry software;
this work;(d) from Ref. [79].

OH 

100

(c)

modelled in

Comparing to a relevant study in the literature, Poux et al64 reported a 0-D analytical
kinetic model encompassing a series of elementary charge-transfer pathways to predict
LSV profiles of similar perovskite catalysts. With this analytical model, the rates of
reaction can be calculated with the assumption of a linear diffusion layer between electrode
and electrolyte. Their modeling results provided supporting evidence for the present model
in that peroxide is an active intermediate associated with perovskite oxide catalysts and
carbon plays an active role in providing electrical contact points between oxide-particles,
which increases the number of accessible active sites on the oxide surface.
It is to be noted that to achieve the best-fit for ORR-LSV profiles at lower rotation
speeds, the bulk oxygen concentration, CO2 , involved in surface electrode reactions was
assumed to be dependent on rotation speed. We use/optimize an arbitrary concentration
coefficient, CO2 / CO2 ,1600 , in Table 5.4 to express this dependency on rotation speeds. From
400 to 1600 rpm, there is only 18% difference in oxygen concentration in the bulk, which
can be considered a reasonably marginal error. This varied CO2 / CO2 ,1600 may arise from the
fact that the thin-film catalyst layer should be treated as a porous domain, as opposed to a
flat surface in which the rotation speed directly affects the oxygen concentration at the
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surface of the electrode.26, 128-129 Therefore, our future work will focus on adding a porous
thin-film electrode domain to our current model to examine if this would account for the
variations of oxygen concentration at the electrode surface.
Table 5.4 - The concentration coefficients vs rotation speed
derived from the optimized model.
Rotation Speed (rpm)

Concentration Coefficient,
CO2 / CO2 ,1600

400

1.18

625

1.11

900

1.05

1225

1.02

1600

1.00

On the other hand, the thickness of the diffusion boundary layer,  , can be
determined from the actual oxygen concentration distribution across the boundary layer.
Figure 5.7(a) shows the model-calculated oxygen concentration profiles near the electrode
interface region at different rotation speeds. Taking the distance from the electrode
interface to the intersection of the 2 tangent lines in the O2 concentration profile as the
boundary layer thickness,  , see Figure 5.7(a), we plotted  against -1/2 in Figure 5.7(b)
along with the theoretical prediction by Eq. [5-4]. Clearly,  vs -1/2 follows a straightline, but with a slightly higher slope than the theoretical prediction calculated using vk =
0.012 cm2 s-1 and DO2 = 7.7046×10-10 m2 s-1, shown in Table 5.3.20 At this point, the exact
root cause for this deviation is unclear, but the imperfection of electrode thin-films, the
variability of vk and DO in the literature as well as modeling errors could contribute to the
2

deviation. In addition to the improved understanding of the mechanistic behavior of
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perovskite-oxides, further efforts are required to gain an improved understanding of the

Bulk O2 Concentration (mol/m3)

interplay between the carbon supports and perovskite oxides.120

 (400 rpm)

Figure 5.7 - (a) The modeled oxygen concentration coefficient distribution across the
electrode interface region under ORR polarization; (b) the experimental boundary layer
thickness vs the theoretical values.

Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER) In Figure 5.6(b), the modeling result (solid
line) and the experimental data (symbols) of OER-LSV collected at 1600 rpm are shown
with the extracted kinetic parameters listed in Table 5.3; similar results for 20%Pt/C
catalyst can be found in Table 5.S2 of the SI (Section 5.7). We used the initial parameters
extracted from the ORR as a starting point to fit the OER-LSV profile. From the kinetic
parameters in Table 5.3, we find a clear difference in the ORR and OER mechanisms.
To understand the fundamental differences in ORR and OER, we further calculated
with the model established the total current density and partial current density resulting
from the individual reactions for both ORR and OER at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm; the
results are shown in Figure 5.8(a) for ORR and 5.8(b) for OER, respectively. As described
previously, for ORR, reaction (3) (single-step, 4e-, O2-to-OH- conversion) dominates over
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the low overpotential region (0.7-0.5 V vs RHE), with only a slight contribution from
reaction (1). At higher overpotentials (0.5-0.2 V vs RHE), reaction (1) (2e-, O2-to-HO2conversion) gradually replaces reaction (3) (4e-, O2-to-OH- conversion) with the chemical
disproportionation reaction (4) as the final step to convert HO2- to OH-. At overpotential
greater than 0.2 V, reaction (2) replaces chemical disproportionation reaction (4) as a major
route to convert HO2- to OH-.

1600 rpm
1600 rpm

Figure 5.8 - The individual current contributions from each of the 3 chemical reactions
considered resulting in the total current profile from the COMSOL model for (a) ORR and
(b) OER.

It is also interesting to note from the k f values in Table 5.3 that for both the ORR
and OER reactions the HO2- disproportionation continues in the forward direction,
dissociating into O2 and OH-, even though k f for the ORR is ten orders of magnitude
higher than the OER. To further illustrate this behavior, we plot the rates (fluxes) of O2 and
HO2- vs overpotentials in Figure 5.9, where it clearly shows a positive rate for O2 (red,
meaning production) and negative rate for HO2- (black, meaning consumption) for both
ORR and OER. The orders of magnitude difference in these rates suggests that the chemical
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HO2- disproportionation is a more dominant reaction for converting HO2- into OH- and
recycling O2 for ORR than OH- to O2 oxidation in OER.

Figure 5.9 - The rate of species production (red area) and consumption (black area) in both
ORR and OER.

Another possibility for enhancing our modeling results would be to include the
understanding of the oxygen vacancies of the catalyst material. Mefford, et al.122 and others
have shown that oxygen vacancy defects are crucial parameters in improving oxygen
electrocatalysis on metal-oxides and that they may reflect the underlying electronic
structures of the catalysts. This is especially important when observing our OER model
since more evidence is being presented that on highly active oxides, the O2 generated
during OER can come from lattice oxygen and that increasing the covalency of metaloxygen bonds can trigger lattice-oxygen oxidation leading to non-concerted protonelectron transfer.125
To recap, the overall oxygen electrocatalysis mechanisms on thin-film LSCO
electrode unveiled by the present combined experimental and physics-based computational
study is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 - The diagrams of the reaction mechanism occurring during
ORR (a) and (b) and during OER (c) and (d) at high and low overpotentials
relative to the LSV profiles.

5.6. Conclusions
In summary, we successfully demonstrated the use of a physics-based
electrochemical model to simulate the multi-step charge-transfer mechanism observed for
a model thin-film oxygen-deficient perovskite La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ. Most of literature to date
evaluates RDE results based on the conventional Levich or Ketoucky-Levich analysis and
fails to recognize the individual contributions from elementary 2e- step reactions and the
parallel 4e- reaction which is often observed on many non-noble metal catalysts. The model
built on these elementary reactions allows for the successful estimation and optimization
of the exchange current densities and the transference coefficients. The ability to separate
partial current densities related to individual electrochemical reactions and calculate O2
production and HO2- consumption allow us to decipher the role of these reactions as a
function of overpotentials. Additionally, we also observed a roughly 18% bulk oxygen
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concentration change with rotation speed, which possibly arises from the negligence of the
porous thin film electrode as a computational domain (an interesting topic for the
continuation of this study in the future). We finally conclude that the LSCO catalyst shows
a better OER activity than ORR counterpart.
ASSOCIATED

CONTENT:
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Containing

comparisons of LSV profiles for using different counter electrodes (Pt and graphite) along
with the ICP results to show that there is no contamination of the working electrode from
the Pt CE. The background currents measured in a N2-saturated electrolyte, the optimized
parameters for commercial 20wt% Pt/C, and the results of stability testing can also be
found in the supporting information.
5.7. Supporting Information
The comparison of ORR-LSV profiles at 1600 rpm using Pt-CE and graphite-CE
is shown in Figure 5.S1, where the same WE (LSCO-1000), RE (Hg/HgO) and electrolyte
(0.1 M KOH) were used. The results show no different between the 2 counter electrodes.
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Figure 5.S1 - Comparison of ORR-LSV measured with
different counter electrode. Working electrode: LSCO1000; electrolyte: 0.1M KOH; reference electrode:
Hg/HgO.

Listed in Table 5.S1 are the Pt ion concentrations in the 0.1 M KOH electrolyte
solution before and after the testing analyzed by ICP. As is seen from the Table, there is a
very small amount (~1 ppb) of Pt in the electrolyte after running a full set of scans using a
Pt CE. Therefore, we do not think that this is enough to have an artificial effect on the
overall catalytic activity of LSCO-1000.
Table 5.S1 - Pt concentrations (ppb) of KOH solutions before and
after testing.
Pt concentration by ICP (ppb)

Sample

0
0.03
0.53

Blank
Starting 0.1 M KOH
0.1 M KOH after ORR-LSV
with graphite-CE
0.1 M KOH after ORR-LSV
with Pt-CE

1.08
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The background LSV curves for ORR measured in N2 saturated electrolyte are
shown in Figure 5.S2. The currents are minimal (<10% of the actual ORR currents) and
are used to correct the ORR currents measured in O2 saturated electrolyte.

Figure 5.S2 - Background ORR-LSV of the LSCO
catalysts in N2-saturated 0.1M KOH solution at a scan
speed of 10 mV s-1 for the different rotation speeds.

Listed in Table 5.S2 are the optimized ORR/OER parameters found for the stateof-the art commercial 20 wt% Pt/C. The values were found using the same procedure as
for the LSCO-1000 data.
Table 5.S2 - The ORR/OER related parameters of 20 wt% Pt/C obtained from the model
for LSCO-1000. (Refer to List of Symbols for the meanings of the symbols)
Parameters

Reaction [1]

Reaction [2]

Reaction [3]

 i ,c (ORR)

0.7845

0.7211

0.9786

 i ,a (OER)

0.9202

0.1034

0.5188

I i0 (ORR)
[A m-2]

7.4796×10-12

3.7600×10-10

1.8760×10-7
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Reaction [4]

I i0 (OER)
[A m-2]
Eeq ,i 0 [V]

1.2738×10-19

2.8274

2.0427×10-3

-0.0649 (a)

0.8700 (a)

0.4010 (a)

ni

2

2

4

s ji

-1

-1

-1

G 0 298
[kJ mol-1]

-163.5 (b)

k f (ORR)

30.048 (c)

[mol (m3·s)-1]

k f (OER)

542.530 (c)

[mol (m3·s)-1]
K eq

4.57×1028 (b)

Solution
Species
Properties
D j [m2 s-1]

O2

HO2 

1.443×10-9 (c)

5.00×10-10 (a)

1.35 (c)

1.7187×10-14 (c)

C j ,bulk
[mol m-3]
vk [m2 s-1]
*(a) from Ref. [88];
work.

OH 

K
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1.2×10-6 (a)
(b)

calculated using HSC 5.0 Chemistry software;

(c)

modelled in this

Stability is also a point of interest for metal-air cathode catalysts. In this study,
electrode-to-electrode stability is tested along with stability over a short time period (the
course of the testing) and the results are shown in Figure 5.S3. The black line and red line
are ORR curves measured on the same electrode for the 1st and 10th run respectively. The
small difference between these two show that the testing conditions do not degrade the
catalyst and that the catalyst is stable during the course of experimentation. The green line
shows ORR-LSV data collected during a separate catalyst drop-cast under similar
experimental conditions and confirms the experimental reproducibility of the data.
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Figure 5.S3 - LSV currents collected on LSCO during
this experimentation (black and red line) and with
additional drop-cast testing (green line) to confirm the
stability and reproducibility of the results.
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CHAPTER 6
UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF CARBON IN ALKALINE OXYGEN
ELECTROCATALYSIS: A CASE STUDY ON La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-/ VULCAN CARBON
COMPOSITE ELECTROCATALYSTS ¥

Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (¥Victoria F. Mattick, Xinfang Jin, Ralph E.
White, and Kevin Huang. 2019. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 44(5), 27602769.) Copyright 2020 Elsevier.
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6.1. Abstract
In this work, the role of carbon in alkaline oxygen electrocatalysis was investigated
using an oxygen-deficient, perovskite-structured oxide catalyst, La 0.6Sr0.4 CoO3 (LSCO),
mixed in different mass ratios with Vulcan carbon (XC-72R, referred to as XC-72) to
observe the effect of the LSCO-to-XC-72 ratio (LSCO/XC-72) on the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) kinetics. Six different LSCO/XC-72
mass ratios were designed for the study as follows: 1:0 (pure LSCO), 10:1, 7:1, 5:1, 2:1
and 1:1. A thin-film oxygen electrode consisted of the LSCO/XC-72 catalysts was
characterized in 0.1 M KOH solution using cyclic voltammetry (CV), rotating disk
electrode (RDE) based linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS). A physics-based, generalized electrochemical model was used to
establish the charge-transfer mechanism and to obtain the electrode kinetic transfer
coefficients and exchange current densities for the electrochemical reactions considered.
The results show that the oxygen electrocatalysis process depends quite heavily on the
carbon content in the catalyst, and there appears to be a synergistic effect between the
perovskite-oxide and the XC-72, with a transition from the two-step, 2e- to direct 4etransfer pathway as carbon content increases.
Keywords: oxygen electrocatalysis; perovskite; rotating disk electrode; linear sweep
voltammetry, carbon content.
6.2. Introduction
Fuel cells (FCs) and metal-air batteries (MABs) are highly efficient electrochemical
energy conversion and storage devices that hold great promises to address future energy
problems such as diminishing fossil fuel resources and increasing environmental
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concerns.6-7,

16, 79

However, the commercial development of these energy-efficient

electrochemical systems requires highly active catalysts to promote a fast oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER). The ORR at the cathode is
substantially slower than the OER at the anode; therefore, cathode catalyst activity is
crucial to the development of MABs.16, 57 Expensive noble metals (for example, platinum
and iridium) are the most commonly used catalysts due to their high intrinsic ORR and
OER activities in both acidic and alkaline electrolytes.7,

57, 130

Other than high cost,

however, these noble metal catalysts are easily poisoned by CO in the feedstock or product,
tend to be poor in selectivity and durability.112, 130
In recent years, oxygen electrocatalysis in alkaline electrolytes has attracted
significant interest because low-cost oxide-based materials can be used as the catalyst
without encountering serious chemical stability issues as in the acidic medium.7,

79

A

variety of metal oxides with different crystal structures including perovskite, spinel,
brownmillerite and pyrochlore have been reported with excellent activity towards either
single or bifunctional ORR/OER.57, 79, 114, 131-132 One commonality of these early studies is
the use of carbon as an electronic conductivity enhancer for metal oxides in electrochemical
characterizations.57, 123
Carbon-based nanomaterials are known to be excellent catalysts for ORR112 and in
some cases for OER in both acidic and alkaline electrolytes.23,

104, 112

For example,

heteroatom-doped carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been shown to effectively catalyze the
OER and the hydrogen evolution reactions (HER).112 Nitrogen and phosphorous co-doped,
mesoporous, nanocarbon foams with very large surface areas, ~1,663 m2 g-1, also have also
been demonstrated to be excellent bifunctional ORR/OER catalysts.32 From a theoretical
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perspective, density functional theory (DFT) calculations show that even in N- and P-doped
carbon nanomaterials graphene edge effects are essential to the electrocatalytic activity of
the material.16, 112 Blending with different types of carbons, single and double perovskite
oxides have been reported to be amongst the most active electrocatalysts for the OER in
alkaline electrolytes.104
However, a natural question from a scientific perspective is how the activity
contributions from carbon and metal-oxides in an oxide/carbon composite electrode are
distinguished. What is the intrinsic catalytic activity of metal-oxide itself? Is there a
synergetic effect between carbon and metal-oxide towards ORR/OER activity? The
answers to these questions are important to understand the structure-activity relationship
for the design of new materials.
To address these fundamental questions, we report here a RDE electrochemical
approach combined with a theoretical modeling on the ORR/OER activity of a composite
oxygen electrocatalyst consisting of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3- (LSCO) and Vulcan-X72 carbon in
different mass ratios. We select Vulcan-X72 as the carbon to be studied because it is the
least active carbon form to ORR/OER in alkaline media.133-135 With this simplification, it
would be easier to understand the synergetic effect between LSCO and carbon. The use of
a mathematical model in this case to facilitate the mechanistic understanding is
advantageous since the RDE technique is one of the few convective systems for which the
fluid mechanics equations have been rigorously solved for steady-state conditions.88, 118
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6.3. Experimental Procedure
6.3.1. Materials Synthesis
The conventional wet-chemical, Pechini Method, was used to synthesize
La 0.6Sr0.4 CoO3 (LSCO).57, 103 Briefly, stoichiometric amounts of metal nitrate precursors

[6.495 g La(NO3)3‧6H2O (99.99% Sigma-Aldrich), 2.116 g Sr(NO3)2 (99.995% SigmaAldrich) and 7.276 g Co(NO3)2‧6H2O (≥98% Sigma-Aldrich)] were mixed with citric acid
and distilled H2O.102 The resulting material was mixed with nitric acid and EDTA with the
pH approximately adjusted to ~8 using ammonia solution (NH3H2O). The solution was
mixed for 2 hours to ensure homogeneity then slowly heated to ignition, after which the
powder product was collected and calcined at 1000oC for 6 hours. The calcined sample was
further pulverized by ball milling to reduce the particle size.114
6.3.2. Physical Characterization
The LSCO phase composition was examined using an X-ray diffractometer
(MiniFlex Ⅱ, Rigaku, Japan) equipped with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å) over a 2θ = 10
- 90o range with a step size of 0.02o at a scanning rate of 5o min-1.
The particle size distribution and morphology of the LSCO powder was analyzed
both by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Zeiss Ultra Plus FESEM and
quantified using a fast-speed Horiba LA950 laser scattering, particle size analyzer with a
detection range of 0.01 to 300 µm at a precision of ±0.1%. For the quantitative particle size
analysis, the LSCO powder was diluted with 190 proof ethanol and reported as d10 , d50
and d90 values as an average of three trial runs elsewhere.17
The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface area of LSCO was also
measured using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface-area analyzer under an inert N 2
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atmosphere in the relative pressure (P/Po) range of 0.01 – 0.1 (0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.08,
0.10).17
6.3.3. Ink Compositions and Electrode Preparation
For all the electrochemical studies performed, the synthesized LSCO powder was
mixed with Vulcan carbon powder (XC-72, FuelCell Store). The materials in this work are
5 different catalyst-to-carbon ratios (LSCO/XC-72): 10:1, 7:1, 5:1, 2:1 and 1:1, in addition
to pure LSCO. Since the contribution of carbon towards the LSCO-1000 catalyst’s ORR
activity is of interest in this work, the mass of LSCO was kept at a constant 5 mg, while
the carbon content was adjusted accordingly, ranging from 0.5 mg to 5 mg. For
comparison, commercial 20 wt% Pt/C and 10 wt% IrO 2 catalysts were also evaluated for
ORR and OER, respectively. The mass of these reference catalysts was kept at 5 mg for
fair comparison.
The catalyst ink solution was made by careful mixing of the catalyst and XC-72
powders at room temperature with 1 ml 200 proof ethanol and 50 µl Nafion (perfluorinated
resin solution, 5 wt%, Aldrich) with vigorous sonication using a Horn sonicator (model:
CL-18, Fischer Scientific) at 35% maximum amplitude to ensure proper mixing.
6.3.4. Thin-Film RDE Preparation
The glassy carbon (GC) working electrode (WE) surface was first pretreated by
polishing with a 0.3 µm and 0.05 µm alumina slurry (Fischer Thermoscientific), which has
been shown to increase the surface area of the working electrode along with exposing more
catalyst edge planes, both resulting in increased activity.26 Following polishing, each
freshly sonicated catalyst ink was drop-cast at room temperature onto the GC electrode
with the same 5 µl + 5 µl sequence and was subsequently dried under rotation (65 rpm) in
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air for 5 minutes after each drop-cast to yield a catalyst loading of 0.12 mg cm-2. The
resultant thickness of the film may vary because of density difference in each ratio but is
not expected to vary appreciably. The final catalyst surface was inspected for even
coverage using an Optical Microscope as described elsewhere.17, 26
6.3.5. Electrochemical Cell Configuration
A standard 3-electrode system was used throughout this study,31 including a 5.0mm diameter glassy carbon (GC), catalyst coated, working electrode (WE) imbedded in
Teflon

(GC-PTFE,

RDE,

Pine

Instruments),

a

Hg/HgO

reference

electrode

(E 0  0.098 V vs SHE) with a platinum foil employed as the counter electrode (CE) in

0.1 M KOH.
It has previously been reported that using a platinum CE in alkaline media, in
conjunction with a non-Pt containing WE, the Pt from the CE can become partially
dissolved in the electrolyte and can be redeposited on the WE during ORR sweeps, which
could contribute additional ORR activity to the studied catalyst.27 Therefore, in our
previous work, we used a graphite-CE in paralleled cells to study the contribution of the
Pt-CE dissolution in the current study and found no difference in the resultant ORR-LSV
profiles.17 Only trace amounts of Pt (35 lower than that reported by Chen et. al73) was
found in the KOH electrolyte after testing by inductive coupled plasma (ICP). It is,
therefore, safe to say that Pt-CE in this study did not alter the true activity of the studied
catalysts.
6.3.6. Electrochemical Methods Used
For all measurements made in this study, 0.1 M KOH electrolyte was first purged
with N 2 for 30 minutes, after which conditioning (electrochemical cleaning) of the catalyst
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was carried out in the potential range of 0.1 to -1.0 V vs Hg/HgO at a fast scan rate of 50
mV s-1 for 20 cycles, until a reproducible cyclic voltammogram curve was observed.84 It is
to be noted that the cathodic limit of -1.0 V vs Hg/HgO is acceptable for this study and will
not over-reduce our catalyst. The same limit has also been used in the literature with good
reproducibility of the results.114 Following the CV conditioning, background LSVs were
obtained at a sweep rate of 10 mV s-1. These background currents were later subtracted
from the LSVs collected under O2-purged electrolyte (likewise at 10 mV s-1), for the
respective rotation speed to observe the true ORR current-potential profiles. Following
ORR measurements (so as not to decay our carbon support), OER LSV profiles were
obtained at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm with the same sweep rate within the range of 0.3
to 1.1 V (vs Hg/HgO). Except where mentioned, all potentials in this work are referred to
the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) calculated by:
E ( RHE )  E ( Hg / HgO )  E 0 ( Hg / HgO )  0.059 pH

[6-1]

where E(Hg/HgO) is the measured potential vs Hg/HgO reference electrode; Eo(Hg/HgO)=
+0.098 V vs SHE and pH=13.
The ohmic resistance (Ro), resulting from the KOH electrolyte, was measured using
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The magnitude of the IRo drop was used
to correct the LSV profiles for ohmic loss. Although, the IRo effect on the ORR profiles is
minimal due to low current, there is a large IRo drop affecting the OER-LSV profile at
higher current densities.95 The EIS spectra were gathered by a Solartron 1287/1260
electrochemical station with an AC stimulus amplitude of 10 mV, a frequency range of 0.1
Hz to 1 MHz. The RDE was rotated at 1600 rpm while being cathodically polarized at -0.2
and -0.3V (vs Hg/HgO) during the EIS measurement.
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Figure 6.1 - An example of EIS spectra collected from
LSCO:C=2:1 WE with 0.1M KOH electrolyte subject
to -0.2 and -0.3 V vs Hg/HgO. The Ro value is 45.2 Ω.
Figure 6.1 shows a typical EIS spectrum collected. The unchanged intercept of the
high frequency arc with the real axis, under different DC bias (cathodic and anodic),
confirmed the nature of ohmic resistance, Ro . The observed Ro values ranged from 45.2
to 48.1  throughout the experiments. The small variation can be attributed to slight
differences in the distance between the RE and WE for each run.
6.4. Model Description
In this work, the same model previously developed was used to simulate the kinetic
parameters of the system.17 The model was built in COMSOL 5.3 using Matlab’s LiveLink
capabilities to employ LSQNONLIN optimization. The model considers concurrent onedimensional bulk diffusion, boundary-layer diffusion, homogenous reactions and
electrochemical interactions at the electrode interface, from which the parameters of
interest are evaluated from the nonlinear regression.
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For the application of a RDE, a fixed rotational speed of the WE results in a steadystate velocity profile in the bulk solution. A potential sweep applied at the electrode surface
will result in a steady-state conversion of reactants into products, both of which will need
to diffuse across a boundary layer with a thickness,  . So, under steady-state conditions,
the concentration of species j is a function of z rather than time or disk radius. Within
the diffusion boundary layer domain, the peroxide HO2- disproportionation reaction (to be
shown below) involving reactants and products of the surface electrode reaction takes
place, thus its rate, R j , becomes the source term of the bulk diffusion and convection
equation:
Dj

 2C j
z

2

 z

C j
z

 R j

[6-2]

where, C j (mol m-3) is the concentration of species j ; z is the distance (m) from the
electrode surface; D j (m2 s-1) is the diffusion coefficient of species j , j  O2 or HO2 ; Rj
(mol m-3 s-1) is the reaction rate of species j within the boundary layer. The velocity of the
solution in the z direction,  z (m s-1), was calculated from the power series:110

  3/4
 z  0.51023  1/4
 vk

2

 1   3/4
z    1/4
 3  vk
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 0.616   3/4
z 

6  vk1/4


4


z   ...,


[6-3]

where  is the angular rotational speed (rad s-1) and  k the kinematic viscosity (m2 s-1).
As mentioned previously, when using non-noble metal oxides and carbon supports, single,
1 e- reduction steps are not often observed; therefore, for the ORR modeling of the
LSCO:XC-72 system in this work, we consider two possible rate-limiting O 2 reduction
pathways (see Table 6.1).29, 88, 111 First, a sequential, two-step O 2 -reduction, encompassing
a peroxide (HO 2  ) intermediate (reaction (1)) coupled with chemical HO 2  disproportion
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reaction (reaction (4) or electro-reduction of HO 2  (reaction (2)) , is considered. Second,
a parallel 4-electron, 1-step O 2 reduction reaction (reaction (3)) is considered to occur
simultaneously with the sequential reactions.64, 136-137 For the OER modeling, the same
reactions from Table 6.1 were used in reverse direction. All the solution parameters were
kept the same, and the fitted parameters optimized from the ORR were used as starting
points in optimizing the OER parameters.
Table 6.1 - Possible reaction schemes for O2 reduction in alkaline
electrolytes.
1
2
3
4

Electrode Reactions
O2  H 2O  2e   HO2  OH 
HO2  H 2O  2e   3OH 

Model Description
Sequential two-step 2e- O2
reduction

O2  2 H 2O  4e   4OH 

One-step 4e- O2 reduction

2 HO2( aq )  O2( aq )  2OH  ( aq )

HO2 disproportionation
reaction

In order to properly establish the initial parameters for the model, Henry’s law was
used to calculate the solubility, or bulk concentration, of the O 2 in the electrolyte and
subsequently the equilibrium HO2 concentration in our previous work.17
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Table 6.2 - The governing equations, reactions and boundary conditions used in the model.
Electrochemical Equations
At z=0, Butler-Volmer:

N j  
i

 s ji  I i0
 
ni F
i 
 ni F

s ji  Ii

i   app    0   ref   Eeq ,i

Overpotential of reaction i :
Equilibrium potential:
Chemical Reactions
Rate of bulk peroxide disproportionation:

 C j ,O
  F  C j ,R
  F   
exp  i ,a i  
exp   i ,c i   

 RT  C j ,bulk , R
 RT   
 C j ,bulk ,O


C j ,bulk
RT
Eeq ,i   Eeq ,i 0 
s ji


ni F j
C 0j


 
C j ,ref
RT
0
s ji ,ref
   Eeq ,ref 

nref F j
C 0j
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Equilibrium constant:

kf
kb

Boundary Conditions

C j ( )  C j ,bulk

At z =  (bulk):
At electrode surface, z=0:

Dj

dC j
dy

 N j
z 0

Parameter Optimization

Obj    I n,mod  I n,exp 
N

LSQNONLIN, optimization:

n 1
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I n   I i ,n
i

Table 6.2 summarizes the governing equations and boundary conditions used in the
model, where the current, I i , of electrochemical reaction i, at z=0, is represented by the
Butler-Volmer equation; the net rate of HO 2  disproportion reaction is represented by the
difference in forward and backward rates. At the steady-state, the mass flux at the electrode
surface (z=0), D j dC j / dz , is equal to  N j . The parameter optimization was achieved
using Matlab’s LSQNONLIN with the summation of square of the difference in
experimental and modeled current as the objective function. For more details in modeling,
readers can refer to our previous work.17
6.5. Results
6.5.1. Powder Physical Characterization
The synthesized LSCO powder was previously shown through XRD results to have
a pure phase perovskite crystal structure with a major characteristic peak at 2θ=33o
belonging to the (110)/(104) plane.17, 114 The SEM and particle size distribution results are
in agreement, showing synthesized perovskite powders with adequately small, micrometersized particles resulting from the relatively high temperature needed to obtain a pure
perovskite phase and large enough surface areas to provide a thin uniform film coverage
of the electrode.17, 26 It should be noted that the synthesized LSCO powder has a much
smaller specific surface when compared to the carbon powder, with BET areas of 2.92 m2
g-1 and 241 m2 g-1 for the LSCO17 and the XC-72138 respectively. However, we do not
expect that higher effective surface areas at higher carbon ratios would contribute
significant ORR activity since XC-72 is ORR inactive in alkaline solutions133-135. One
benefit from more carbon in the electrode is that it provides more electrical contacts
between LSCO and XC-72, thus enhancing charge transfer.
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6.5.2. Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV)
Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR). The ORR-LSV profiles of the studied
LSCO/XC-72 catalysts were corrected for background currents under nitrogen and for
ohmic loss (IR o ) as described elsewhere.17 Figure 6.2 shows a representative ORR-LSV
profile under N2 and O2 for a single LSCO/XC-72=5/1 catalyst at different rotational
speeds, where a multi-step, dual-plateau profile is clearly seen. Note that all the current
densities reported in this paper have been normalized by the geometric surface area of the
glassy carbon electrode (0.196 cm2). In our previous work, we were able to associate the 2
plateaus with the different reaction pathways listed in Table 6.1.17 An even spacing of the
curves from 400 rpm to 1600 rpm implies that the ORR is kinetically limited and with an
increase in rotation speed, a subsequent increase in mass transfer also occurs.

Figure 6.2 - An example of experimental ORR-LSV
profiles measured in N2 (background) and O2 saturated
0.1 M KOH solution with a scan rate of 10 mV s-1 on
5:1 LSCO/XC-72 ratio catalyst at different speeds;
current was normalized to the geometric surface area
of the glassy carbon electrode (0.196 cm2).
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Since the objective of this study is to understand the catalytic role of carbon in the
perovskite-oxide-carbon composite catalysts, we first plotted in Figure 6.3(a) the ORR
profiles of all the studied electrocatalysts. As the metal catalyst amount was kept constant
at 5 mg and the carbon amount was varied, the profiles in Figure 6.3(a) represent a fair
comparison. A large difference in the magnitude of the limiting current can be observed
among the LSCO/XC-72, Pt/C and plain XC-72 electrocatalysts. These differences can
probably be attributed to a few different reasons. First, the commercial Pt/C catalyst has a
much larger electrochemical surface area than the LSCO-based catalysts in addition to its
intrinsic ORR activity, and thus showing a larger limiting current density (-5.25 mA cm-2)
than the LSCO/XC-72 catalysts (about -3.5 mA cm-2). Second, oxide catalysts undergo
many surface modifications during electrochemical testing that can affect their OER
activity.97 Cheng et. al97 investigated experimentally and theoretically the OER for the
La1 x Srx CoO3 perovskites and found that Sr substitutions affect the octahedral cage and

align atoms along the Co-O-Co axis, thus increasing the oxidation state of Co cations and
changing the OER activity considerably. However, a beneficial effect to the ORR activity
of LSCO by the addition of XC-72 is clearly observed even though XC-72 itself is known
to have a poor ORR activity101,

133-135

and LSCO has a lower surface area. A close

comparison of all the LSV profiles shown in Figure 6.3(a) suggests that carbon mainly
affects the mechanism by which ORR takes place at lower overpotentials (onset potential
and 1st plateau regions). In our previous work, the 1st plateau was attributed to peroxide
production. In Figure 6.3(a) the plain XC-72 exhibits a 2-plateau ORR with relatively “flat”
profiles. The 10:1 LSCO-to-XC-72 catalyst shows a quite prominent “hump” as the 1st
plateau, which systematically decreases with increasing carbon content. At 1:1 LSCO-to-
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XC-72, the profile becomes similar to the 1-plateau profile observed on Pt/C, implying that
carbon plays a role in promoting the direct, 4e- oxygen reduction since Pt/C is known to
catalyze one-step 4e- ORR.124

Figure 6.3 - (a) A composite plot of ORR-LSV of different carbon ratios vs Pt/C, plain XC72 and LSCO at 1600 rpm; current was normalized to the geometric surface area of the GC
electrode; (b) onset potential vs carbon ratio.

It is also important to note from Figure 6.3(a) that the carbon ratio does not have a
direct effect on the limiting current density (2nd plateau), with the differences (-3.25 to 3.75 mA cm-2) being within experimental error, but the onset potential. Figure 6.3(b)
explicitly shows that the onset potential (vs RHE) decreases with carbon content, meaning
that higher carbon content turns on the electrode reaction at lower overpotentials. A
synergetic effect is again observed: pure XC-72 and LSCO both have a high onset potential,
while combining of the two lowers the onset potential.
Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER).

The OER-LSV profiles with the IRo-

correction are shown in Figure 6.4 (a) for all compositions. Note that only one rotation
speed of 1600 rpm was studied for OER because mass transport of the product O2 is not
specifically rate limiting and OH- is everywhere. A comparison of magnitude of current
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and onset potential in Figure 6.3(a) and 6.4(a) indicates that the LSCO-based catalysts
exhibit a better catalytic activity for OER than ORR, even better than the state-of-the-art
IrO2. As is shown in Figure 6.3(b), the increase in carbon content results in lower ORR
overpotentials (more favorable conditions) without significantly affecting the limiting
current densities. For OER, Figure 6.4(b) shows the same trend, i.e. increasing carbon
content also results in lower overpotential. Unlike previously, where XC-72 carbon showed
an ability to partially catalyze the ORR, very minimal catalytic activity towards OER is
observed for XC-72. However, like ORR, carbon also has a synergetic effect on promoting
LSCO’s OER activity, consistent with the early findings when coupled with perovskite
oxides.124 Overall, an increase in carbon content led to lower overpotentials both for ORR
and OER and are consistent with those found in the literature.97, 114

Figure 6.4 - (a) OER-LSV of different carbon ratios vs IrO2, plain XC-72 and LSCO at
1600 rpm, current was normalized to the geometric surface area of the GC electrode;
(b)OER overpotential at 10 mA cm-2 vs carbon content. (XC-72 N/A)

6.6. Discussion
From Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the increase of carbon content (XC-72) was shown to be
favorable for both ORR and OER. Our previous modeling work has successfully simulated
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the LSV profiles at different rpms17, but the goal of this study is to use the model to
decipher the role of carbon in electrode reactions and the peroxide dissociation reaction.
One of the advantages of our physics-based model is that it allows the partition of partial
currents related to the electrochemical reactions and the rate of peroxide consumption/O2
production associated with disproportion reaction listed in Table 6.1. Figure 6.5 shows the
partial current densities of the three electrochemical reactions considered vs potential (vs
RHE) obtained for different catalysts. We have previously stated that the flattening of the
1st plateau (0.25-0.5 V vs RHE) in Figure 6.3(a) with increasing carbon content is
associated with the fact that the carbon acts synergistically with the LSCO to favor the
direct, 4e- oxygen reduction.67 This is further supported by the observable trends in Figure
6.5(a) and (b), which shows a decrease in the partial current contributions from reactions
(1) and (2) to the total current density with increasing carbon content. For example, at a
low carbon 10:1 ratio (black line) the profile is made up almost entirely from the 2-step
2e- reduction steps with peroxide intermediate and accompanied by the parallel 4ereduction. At a high carbon 1:1 ratio (magenta line) the profile shows almost sole
contribution from the direct 4e- oxygen reduction as seen in Figure 6.5(c) without
contributions from the 2e- reduction steps and peroxide dissociation reaction.
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Figure 6.5 - The individual ORR current contributions of the LSCO/XC-72
catalysts for (a) reaction (1), (b) reaction (2), (c) reaction (3).

After successfully modeling the ORR-LSV profiles of all the catalysts along with
the partial currents for each of the three electrochemical reactions listed in Table 6.1, the
actual optimized parameters used in simulating the ORR-partial-current profiles in Figure
6.5 are listed in Table 6.3. Due to the complexity of the Butler-Volmer equation (seen in
Table 6.2), the effects of the exchange current densities  I 0  and the transfer coefficients

 c 

are dependently related to each other in this model. The trending in I 0 and  c

generally supports that in the potential range of ~0.4-0.7 V (vs RHE) reactions (1) and (3)
are competing, both with similar onset potentials, ultimately dominated by reaction (3) as
the carbon content is increased. Additionally, the onset and smaller contribution of reaction
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(2) is late when compared with reactions (1) and (2), in both cases having a much smaller
exchange current density and transfer coefficient. It is also notable to observe the
systematic increase of the forward reaction rate k f for reaction (4) (peroxide dissociation)
with carbon content, which supports the rates of consumption shown in Figure 6.6,
implying that more carbon promotes peroxide dissociation. Lastly, the relatively constant

DO2 for different carbon ratios shows a high fidelity of the model since this value should
be only dependent of bulk KOH solution, which is the same for all the measurements.
The hypothesis that the carbon and LSCO have a synergistic effect is again
confirmed in Figure 6.5 by the fact that the pure XC-72 carbon (cyan line) shows a similar
partial current contribution (~1 mA cm-2) from all three reactions. Vulcan carbon itself
(XC-72) does not favor the direct, 4e- oxygen reduction without the addition of the LSCO,
but rather the 2-step oxygen reduction including the peroxide intermediate.139

Table 6.3 - The optimized parameters from the model.
ORR
Parameters
I 01 (A/m2)
I 02 (A/m2)
I 03 (A/m2)

1c
 2c
 3c
kf
(mol/m3s)
DO2 (m2/s)

10 to 1
1.48 x
10-12
8.16 x
10-24
1.52 x
10-7
0.906

7 to 1
1.59 x
10-11
1.35 x
10-23
1.63 x
10-8
0.840

LSCO to XC-72 Ratio
5 to 1
2 to 1
1 to 1
7.29 x
5.84 x
2.06 x
10-10
10-12
10-12
4.72 x
8.09 x
4.80 x
10-23
10-27
10-25
4.60 x
3.74 x
5.53 x
10-9
10-10
10-11
0.739
0.916
0.967

XC-72
1.54 x
10-9
1.27 x
10-19
9.14 x
10-9
0.735

LSCO
1.79 x
10-11
3.97 x
10-26
1.46 x
10-3
0.858

0.525

0.522

0.514

0.801

0.818

0.299

0.592

0.595

0.657

0.698

0.866

0.950

0.673

0.215

4.55

11.5

9.67

40.7

45.3

7.36

0.467

7.71 x
10-10

7.43 x
10-10

9.05 x
10-10

8.08 x
10-10

8.94 x
10-10

5.18 x
10-10

6.50 x
10-10
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The hypothesis that the carbon and LSCO have a synergistic effect is again
confirmed in Figure 6.5 by the fact that the pure XC-72 carbon (cyan line) shows a similar
partial current contribution (~1 mA cm-2) from all three reactions. Vulcan carbon itself
(XC-72) does not favor the direct, 4e- oxygen reduction without the addition of the LSCO,
but rather the 2-step oxygen reduction including the peroxide intermediate.139
Along with the partial current contributions from each electrochemical reaction, the
rate of the chemical dissociation of peroxide, reaction (4), is also of interest. With the
model, the rate (mol m-3 s-1) of the oxygen production and the peroxide consumption were
calculated out over ORR potential range and the results are shown in Figure 6.6(a), where
a “bell” shaped distribution is observed. It should be noted that the 1 to 1 ratio catalyst had
the smallest rates of HO2  consumption and O2 production rates; therefore, the pink line
in Fig. 6.6(a) is barely noticeable due the order of magnitude difference. This is more
visible in Figure 6.6(b) where a further plot of the peak rate of peroxide consumption vs
carbon content indicates that the XC-72 by itself has the highest HO2  consumption (6.15x10-5 mol (m3s)-1), while the 1 to 1 ratio has the smallest (-6.60x10-9 mol (m3s)-1). The
rate of HO2  consumption is 2 that of the O2 production in theory. When combined with
LSCO, the maximum rate occurs at 7:1 ratio, with increasing carbon content decreasing
the peroxide consumption. This trending reflects a change in the charge transfer mechanism
observed on the catalysts. This observation is clearly the result of competition between the
fact that increasing carbon content favors 4e- transfer reduction leaving less peroxide
product to dissociate and that the carbon itself favors 2e- transfer with peroxide
intermediate to dissociate. In short, when the apparent 4e- ORR dominates, the produced
peroxide gets reduced so fast that there is no time for it to dissociate. So, with pure XC-72
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and the lower carbon content ratios, the sequential ORR reactions are supported by the
greater peroxide consumption rates.

Figure 6.6 - (a) The rate of O2 production (red) and the HO2- consumption (gray) vs
potential; (b) peak peroxide consumption rate vs carbon content.

Regardless of the exact material studied, it has been shown in this study that all
carbon materials have at least some electrocatalytic activity towards ORR in alkaline
solutions, which is in agreement with those reported in the literature.77, 140 For example,
graphene and graphite have been studied quite extensively, with the physical adsorption of
polyelectrolyte chains onto un-doped CNTs and graphene showing how their
intermolecular charge transfer is changed.110 Unlike the noble metal catalysts, which tend
to catalyze the ORR with a direct, 4e  reduction,84 the charge transfer pathways occurring
on carbon materials vary widely from a direct 4e  , series or parallel 2e  steps (which may
or may not involve peroxide production) and even multiple single, 1e steps involving the
superoxide ion. It has also been reported that glassy carbon and pyrolytic graphite normally
catalyze a 2e  reduction producing peroxide with a relatively small number of active sites
on the surface.57, 139, 141 However, oxidation of the graphite surface increases the number of
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active sites and at more cathodic potentials, further reduces peroxide to water.142 The
superoxide ion, O 2  , is not stable in water or in the presence of protonic species due to its
tendency to disproportionate to H 2 O 2 ; therefore, single-step, 1e reductions, involving the
superoxide ion intermediate do not occur often in aqueous solvents unless surfactants or
other organic groups are present in which case they prevent water from reaching the ion.103,
112

6.7. Conclusions
From the present combined modeling and experimental study, it is confirmed that
the carbon in the carbon/perovskite-oxide electrocatalysts plays a complex, but synergetic
role in ORR/OER catalysis. For ORR, the carbon content does not affect the limiting
current density very much, but instead the mechanism of electron transfer; at low carbon
content the electrocatalyst favors the 2-step, 2e- reduction with peroxide as intermediate;
at high carbon content, it favors the direct 4e- transfer. In addition, more carbon reduces
the ORR onset potential. For the OER, adding carbon into LSCO reduces both onset
potential and overpotential (at 10 mA cm-2). Since Vulcan carbon (XC-72) has the least
ORR/OER activity in alkaline media, its role appears to be providing more electrical
contacts between LSCO for faster charge transfer reactions. With combined ORR/OER
results, the LSCO/XC-72=1/1 catalyst outperformed the lower carbon ratio counterparts.
Overall, all the LSCO/XC-72 catalysts showed superior OER activity to IrO2, but none
came close to the high-surface-area commercial Pt/C for the ORR activity.
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CHAPTER 7
A SUPEROXIDE-INVOLVED OXYGEN REDUCTION REACTION MECHANISM ON A
GLASSY CARBON ELECTRODE IN CAUSTIC MEDIA Ѱ

Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (ѰVictoria F. Mattick, Xinfang Jin, Ralph E.
White, and Kevin Huang. Journal of the Electrochemical Society, in revision 7/2/2020.
Manuscript ID: JES-101543) Copyright 2020 ECS.
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7.1. Abstract
In this work, a plain glassy carbon electrode has been investigated as a base
platform to build a superoxide-ion-involved, 2-dimensional, multi-physics model to
describe its oxygen reduction mechanism in caustic media. A rotating ring disk technique
has been used to quantify the peroxide content and to compare the results predicted by a
general multiphysics model, which was further used to extract the influencing kinetic
parameters. There are three proposed models involving different mechanism combinations
made up of: a sequential, single electron reduction of oxygen to superoxide, then to
peroxide; a sequential two electron reduction of oxygen to peroxide followed by the final
reduction to hydroxide; and a direct four electron reduction of oxygen straight to
hydroxide. One model stands out to be the best description for the multistep oxygen
reduction behavior of the glassy carbon electrode in 0.1 M KOH with very satisfactory
results, which yields a series of important electrode kinetic transfer coefficients and
exchange current densities for the elementary electrochemical reactions considered.
Keywords: charge transfer; multiphysics modeling; ring current; disk current; peroxide
content.
‘This is the Accepted Manuscript version of an article accepted for publication in Journal
of the Electrochemical Society. The Electrochemical Society and IOP Publishing Ltd are
not responsible for any errors or omissions in this version of the manuscript or any version
derived from it. The Version of Record will be available online.’
7.2. Introduction
In recent decades, the strong demand for clean and renewable energy has driven
global research toward developing highly efficient electrochemical cells such as fuel cells
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and storage batteries.5,

7, 16

Electrocatalysts, as a critical component of these

electrochemical cells, are the center of the research and development. A two-pronged
approach is often times adopted for these research activities to develop low-cost but active
non-noble metal catalysts while establishing kinetic models for understanding the
underlying electrochemical mechanisms and rate-limiting steps.23,

137, 143

An excellent

example here is the development of low-cost perovskite-based oxides to replace expensive
benchmark carbon-supported noble metals (Pt/C or IrO2/C) as an oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) bifunctional catalyst for alkaline electrolyte
cells.23, 26, 99
While a broad range of oxide systems have been reported to be potential ORR/OER
electrocatalysts for alkaline cells,90, 125, 144 an in-depth and elementary level understanding
of ORR and OER electrokinetics of these materials is still lacking. A majority of the
analysis using data generated from rotating disk (RDE) or rotating ring disk electrode
(RRDE) techniques rely heavily upon conventional phenomenology-based approaches,
such as the Koutecky-Levich (K-L) method,31, 84 which only provides information on the
exchange current density and the total number of electrons transferred but ignores the
elementary steps limiting the kinetics. The latter is critically important to identify the
bottleneck of the electrokinetics and subsequently design suitable materials to overcome
the energy barrier challenges. Currently RRDE data analysis can derive a global electron
transfer number without distinguishing where this number comes from and is most often
found to be a number between 2 and 4 and has been used on a multitude of systems. And
although they have been used quite frequently in determining whether certain
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electrocatalysts tend to favor the more direct 4 electron reduction or whether they tend to
produce more peroxide by product, they lack in detailing the individual steps.
It is well known that multiphysics approaches have been previously employed to
study the cycling abilities of fuel cells and batteries.121 A number of researchers have also
previously applied a multiphysics approach to RDE and RRDE systems in both acidic and
alkaline medias.20-21,

29, 86-88, 111, 118

One-dimensional models have successfully fit the

“humps” and curves of the oxygen reduction RDE profiles, considering 2e- and 4e- charge
transfer mechanisms in alkaline electrolytes, on carbon and silver electrodes under
different rotation rates.88, 111 More recent 2D models have also employed a rotating ring
disk studies to identify ways to isolate reaction currents for the individual processes in
order to accurately estimate the exchange current densities.21, 29 Vazquez-Arenas et. al.87
successfully applied a multiphysics approach to model the RRDE results of N-doped
carbon nanotubes (NCNT) and Pt/C electrocatalysts based on elementary steps considered
for the reduction of oxygen and peroxide species. Their work proposed a very similar
model to the current one presented in this manuscript, although they also considered a
material balance for the sites on the catalyst surface occupied by adsorbed species (e.g.
O2,ads-) along with considering hydroxide selectivity during the ORR mechanism.87 Their
results concluded that on the NCNT and Pt/C surfaces, the 1e- charge transfer mechanism
was not observed. Their findings are not contradictory to the findings of this work on a
pristine glassy carbon electrode.
We have previously applied a multiphysics approach to simulate the complex ORR
electrokinetics of a La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2O3- (LSCo)/C electrocatalyst in a 0.1M KOH electrolyte
and the role of carbon in the charge-transfer process.17-18 In the comprehensive
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multiphysics model, we considered the basic elementary electrode reactions and their
kinetics, along with mass transport under a dynamic rotating state. The model successfully
simulated the ORR electrokinetics of an LSCo/C-based RDE, including partial kinetic rate
(current) associated with each individual elementary step, whether it involved 2e- or 4e-,
and the production rate of peroxide intermediate. These insights cannot be achieved by the
conventional K-L method.
In this work, we show the extension of our model to RRDE electrokinetics. Since
the model automatically becomes two dimensional under the RRDE scenario, the overall
model and calculations elevates to a higher level of complexity. Therefore, this study
mainly focuses on validating our model with the simplest glass carbon electrode (GCE).
The near-perfect surface condition of the well-polished commercial GCE electrode
provides an ideal platform for investigating electrode kinetics without too many
interferences. In addition, GCE is commonly used as the conducting base layer on which
the more active electrocatalyst layer of interest is deposited. Researchers have extensively
studied GCE elcetrokinetics and have agreed that 2e- charge transfer is dominant with
minimal or no contribution from the direct 4e- reduction.77, 112 A thorough characterization
and understanding of its electrokinetics at an elementary level will provide useful
information for distinguishing what electrochemical features are associated with the
interested active catalysts. We expect to apply the validated model to LSCo/C-based RRDE
data in the very near future.
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7.3. Experimental Procedures
7.3.1. Electrode Preparation
A glassy carbon disk, 5-mm in outer diameter, surrounded by a concentric glassy
carbon ring with an inner diameter of 6.50 mm and outer diameter of 7.50 mm was
purchased from Pine Instruments and used as the working electrode. Prior to
measurements, the disk was ejected from the RRDE tip to allow for separate polishing of
the disk and ring on microcloth polishing pads. Both were polished for 4 minutes with a
0.3 µm alumina slurry in a figure-8 formation, followed by ample rinsing and sonication
in DI water. The same procedure was repeated with a 0.05 µm slurry to give both the disk
and ring mirror finishes. After the electrode polishing the RRDE tip was reassembled and
checked to ensure that the complete flushing of the surfaces was accomplished.
7.3.2. Electrochemical Cell Assembly
A 4-electrode electrochemical cell was used for the measurements. The glassy
carbon disk and ring assembled electrode acted as working electrodes 1 and 2, respectively.
A graphite counter electrode and mercury oxide (Hg/HgO) reference electrode (RE) were
also used. The Hg/HgO reference electrode was calibrated in a homemade hydrogen cell
by measuring its open circuit potential after bubbling hydrogen gas for at least 30 minutes
onto a platinum counter electrode in the electrolyte of interest. A 0.1 M KOH solution was
the electrolyte used both in the measurements and for the RE calibration while the RE
electrode itself was filled with 1.0 M KOH. After three parallel measurements the Hg/HgO
RE was found to have a stable potential of 0.875 V vs the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE), which matched well with values found in the literature.7, 26 This value was used to
correct all the experimental data.
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7.3.3. Electrochemical Measurements
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was carried out using a WaveDriver 40 DC
bipotentiostat/ galvanostat to acquire the ORR characteristic of the working electrode.
After assembling the electrodes in the system, the electrolyte was first purged with N2 gas
for 30 minutes. The potential on the disk then was cycled between 0.2 V and -0.8 V vs
Hg/HgO at a rate of 50 mV/s until a stable voltammogram was observed. This potential
cycling ensured the cleanliness of the glassy carbon electrode along with reproducibility of
the results. After achieving a stable voltammogram the sweep rate was reduced to 10 mV/s
and the potential on the disk was once again swept from 0.2 V to -0.8 V vs Hg/HgO to
procure the background scan. Before the measurement was conducted the electrolyte was
then purged with O2 gas for 30 minutes to ensure oxygen saturation. For the measurement,
the disk potential was swept at a linear rate of 10 mV/s from 0.2 V to -0.8 V vs Hg/HgO
while the ring potential was held constant at 0.35 V vs Hg/HgO with a rotation speed of
1600 rpm. The ring potential was high enough to ensure the oxidation of the peroxide
species on the ring that were formed during the reduction occurring on the disk. The
background currents were then subtracted out of the actual measurements.
7.3.4. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
The ohmic resistance (Ro), which comes primarily from the KOH electrolyte, was
measured with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The magnitude of the IR o
drop was used to correct the cathodic disk potentials for ohmic loss. The EIS spectra were
gathered using a Solartron 1287/1260 electrochemical station with an AC stimulus
amplitude of 10 mV, a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz, a rotation speed of 1600 rpm
and a DC potential of -0.2 V vs Hg/HgO. The intercept of the high frequency arc with the
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real axis was taken as the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte and used to correct the linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV) disk data.
7.3.5. Traditional Rotating Ring Disk Calculations
Two conditions should be fulfilled before the RRDE method can be used: first, the
collection efficiency should be accurate, second, the collection reaction on the ring must
be limited by mass transfer. The collection efficiency of the RRDE should be calibrated
prior to experimentation to account for any actual deviations from the theoretical value due
to either polishing techniques, temperature changes, heavy usage, etc. The RRDE
collection efficiency is empirically measured using a well-behaved redox system, in this
case the ferrocyanide/ferricyanide half reaction, which is a simple, single-electron,
reversible half reaction:57, 115, 137
Fe(CN) 63  e   Fe(CN) 6 4

[7-1]

As some of the ferrocyanide generated at the disk is oxidized back to ferricyanide
at the ring, the empirical collection efficiency can be calculated as:115
 I L , Ring
N empirical  
I
 L , Disk

  nD 
  
  nR 

[7-2]

where I L,Ring and I L,Disk are the anodic and cathodic limiting currents on the ring and disk
respectively and n R and n D are the number of electrons exchanged at the ring and disk
respectively (and here are both equal to 1, hence reaction [7-1]). The collection efficiency
value of an ideal RRDE is determined only by its geometric parameters; in other words, it
is independent of the reaction and the rotation rate as can be seen from equation [7-2].19
This rotation independent phenomena arises from the fact that both the anodic and cathodic
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limiting currents are proportional to the square root of the rotation rate, therefore, since
both the disk and ring currents increase with the rotation rate, the empirical collection
efficiency becomes independent of the rotation rate. In this case it found to be 25.67%,
which is only a slight deviation from the theoretical value of 25%.86
Once these values have been found, traditional research methodologies focus
mainly on using the ring currents to extract the overall electron transfer number by:57, 127

n4

ID
I D  I R / N empirical

[7-3]

where n is the overall electron transfer number, Nempirical is the collection efficiency and ID
and IR are the disk and ring currents, respectively. The percent of peroxide  %H 2O2 
produced at the disk can then be simply calculated based on the relationship:57, 127
% H 2O2 

2 I R / Nempirical
I D  I R / N empirical

100

[7-4]

7.4. Computational Methods
The models used in the present study consider the kinetics of typical ORR processes
occurring on the glassy carbon electrode in order to further apply them to composite
electrode systems. On these surfaces, the ORR mechanism could be complicated and could
potentially involve several different intermediates. The identity of these intermediate
compounds depends primarily on the composition of the catalyst and the electrolyte used.
In this section, three physiochemical models are developed and viewed against the
traditionally considered reaction mechanisms and used to fit the “humps” and plateaus of
the profile. These models are based on typical reaction mechanisms including superoxideion reported in the literature for the ORR under alkaline conditions. The models are
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statistically fit to the obtained experimental data in order to estimate the kinetic parameters
associated with each model. A sensitivity analysis is also performed by means of the
significant confidence intervals for the RRDE measurements to discriminate the
significance of the reaction mechanisms in the models, and to elucidate the most
appropriate mechanism for the glassy carbon electrode analysis.87
7.4.1. Basic Electrode Reactions Considered
In this section, three physiochemical models are developed by considering the
kinetics of ORR mechanisms that have been previously proposed.87-88 They are based on
the reactions listed in Table 7.1.
The five listed reactions have been previously suggested by researchers who have
applied classical RDE/RRDE methods to analyze the systems. The reactions have gained
popularity as a fast way of screening highly desired 4e- reduction electrocatalysts. It should
be noted that the reactions on the ring are the reverse, oxidation reactions of the reductions
occurring on the disk. There is no reverse reaction for Reactions 4 and 5 on the ring since
no oxidation of OH- occurs at the set potential on the ring, and Reactions 4 and 5 are
therefore labeled as N/A. In the next section, we construct multiphysics models expanding
the model systems considered by Adanuvor et. al.88 comprising of a combination of these
basic electrode reactions in order to analyze the RRDE experimental data and to evaluate
the validity of the possible reactions.
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Table 7.1 - The five electrochemical reduction reactions on the disk, along with the reverse oxidation reactions on the ring, considered
throughout this study.

Sequential 1e- reduction
Sequential 2e- reduction
Direct 4e- reduction

Disk Reduction Reactions

Reaction #

Ring Oxidation Reactions

Reaction #

O2  e  O2

1

O2  O2  e

1

O 2   e   H 2O  HO 2   OH 

2

HO 2   OH   O 2   H 2O  e 

2

O 2  H 2O  2e   HO 2   OH 

3

3

HO 2   H 2 O  2e   3OH 

4

HO 2   OH   O 2  H 2O  2e 
N/A

O 2  2H 2O  4e   4OH 

5

N/A

5
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4

The first model reaction scheme has been proposed by multiple researchers10,25 and
includes the sequential 2e- reduction involving the peroxide intermediate known to occur
on various carbon surfaces, in parallel to the direct 4e- reduction of oxygen to hydroxide.
Therefore, Model one (Model-1) is composed of Reactions 3-5 and the respective ring
reaction (Reaction 3). Here the traditional 2e- reduction pathway is the basis for overall
reactions. Even though it is widely agreed that the series 2e- pathway is the dominant
pathway on glassy carbon electrode surfaces, the direct 4e- reduction is needed to be
included to fit the “hump” on the profile of the disk current encountered during the cathodic
potential sweep.17
The second proposed model (Model-2) is based on a study first reported by
Vazquez-Arenas et al.87, in which elementary steps are considered for the reduction of
oxygen (O2) and hydrogen-peroxide (HO2-) species and include a superoxide formation
happening in parallel with the traditional sequential 2e- reduction. Thus, it is a combination
of Reactions 1-4 (and Reactions 1-3).
The third proposed model (Model-3) is Model-2 with the inclusion of Reaction 5
of the direct 4e- reduction step. Thus, it is a combination of Reactions 1-5 (and Reactions
1-3).
All three models also include a chemical disproportion which occurs in the
electrolyte bulk and was considered also in our previous work: 17-18

2HO 2   O 2  2OH 

[7-5]

The models were constructed using the Multiphysics platform, COMSOL5.4. The
RRDE model is an expansion of our previously built 1-dimensional RDE model which
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compared the current contributions of the sequential reactions vs the direct reduction of O2
on a range of LSCO/XC-72 electrocatalysts. The 1-D model was expanded to a 2-D model
to account for the rotational diffusion of the active species from the disk electrode to the
ring electrode as illustrated in Figure 7.1.29 It can be seen from Figure 7.1 that boundary
1, the z axis, is the center of the disk and the surface of the glassy carbon electrode is
adjacent to boundaries 3, 6, 9 and 12.

Figure 7.1 - A schematic of the RRDE system with the appropriate
geometry.

7.4.2. Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
The numerical electrochemical model was built to consider simultaneously 2-D
bulk convection, boundary-layer diffusion, homogenous reactions and electrochemical
reactions at the electrode interface. In order to develop the transient kinetic-transport model
in relation to the RRDE it is assumed that the current distribution over the RRDE is uniform
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due to rotation and migration is neglected in comparison to diffusional and convective
transport. Under the steady-state conditions, with the assumption that the electrolyte is a
Newtonian fluid with constant density and viscosity, the equations of motion and continuity
in axial symmetric cylindrical coordinates becomes a component of both the radial, r, and
axial, z, directions. The analytical solutions of the fluid flow equations, in the radial and
axial directions, become the velocity terms in the governing diffusion-convective
equation:31
u z  0.51 3/ 2  1/ 2 z 2

[7-6]

u r  0.51 3/ 2  1/ 2 r z

[7-7]

where the variable z represents the axial coordinate for which the origin is set at the
surface of the electrode and r the radial component and its origin is set at the axis of the
electrode,  is the kinetic viscosity (m2 s-1) and u r and u z are the radial and axial
components of the velocity (m s-1). Since this swirl flow model is 2-D, the diffusionconvection equation, involving the rate, R j , of species j becomes the source term of the
governing eq.:20, 29

  2C j

D j 

 z

2



 2C j
r

2



1 C j 

C

C

j
j
 uz
 Rj
  ur
r r 
r
z

[7-8]

where C j is the concentration of species j (mol m-3) and D j is the diffusion coefficient.
Here C j  CO  , CHO  , CO2  .
 2
2

The current, I i , of electrochemical reaction i is governed by the Butler-Volmer
equation:31
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 C j ,O
C j ,R
 F 
  F 
Ii  Ii 0 
exp  i , a i  
exp   i ,c i  
 RT
 C j ,bulk , R
 RT  
 C j ,bulk ,O

[7-9]

where I i0 (A m-2) is the exchange current density of reaction i at the bulk concentration of
all the species; C j,R and C j,O (mol m-3) are the concentrations of reduced and oxidized
species, respectively; C j,bulk,R and C j,bulk,O (mol m-3) are the concentrations of reduced and
oxidized species in the bulk, respectively;  i,c and  i,a are the cathodic and anodic
transference coefficients of reaction i , respectively; R is the gas constant, 8.314 J mol-1 K1

; F is Faraday’s constant, 96485 C mol-1; T is temperature in K. If N j (mol m-2 s-1)

represents the steady-state flux of species j at the electrode/electrolyte interface, then we
can write:

s ji I i

nF
i

 N j

[7-10]

i

where s ji is the stoichiometric coefficient of species j in reaction i . The overpotential of
reaction i ,  i , is calculated by:

i  E    0   ref   Eeq ,i

[7-11]

where, E (V) is the applied electric potential at the working electrode;  ref (V) is the
potential of the reference electrode;  0 (V) is the electric potential in the solution far
beyond the diffusion boundary layer. The potential difference   0   ref  accounts for the
ohmic potential drop between the reference electrode and the working electrode and was
measured as the IR0 drop using electrochemical impedance for the RRDE setup (48  in
this study). E eq,i (V) is the equilibrium potential of reaction i with respect to the bulk
concentration, which is governed by:
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C j ,bulk
RT
Eeq ,i   Eeq ,i 0 
s ji


ni F j
C 0j


 
C j ,ref
RT
0
s ji ,ref
   Eeq ,ref 

nref F j
C 0j
 


 [7-12]


where, E eq,i 0 and E eq,ref 0 (V) are the equilibrium potentials of reaction i at the working
electrode and reference electrode under standard state (25 oC, 1 atm, 1 mol L-1),
respectively; C j ,ref (mol m-3) is the concentration of species j in the reference electrode;
C j0 is 1 mol L-1 is the concentration of species j under standard state; n i and n ref are

numbers of electron transferred in reaction i in the working and reference electrodes,
respectively; s ji and s ji ,ref are the stoichiometric coefficients of species j in reaction i in
working and reference electrodes, respectively.
In the boundary layer, the rate of oxygen production in the HO 2  disproportion reaction
[7-5], R O2 , is given by:



k
RO2  k f CHO 2  kbCO2 COH  2  k f  CHO 2  b CO2 COH  2   k f


2
2
kf


2 RO2   RHO



1
2
CO2 COH  2 
 CHO2 

Keq


[7-13]

2



-3 -1

where RHO is the rate of HO 2 consumption (mol m s ); k f and k b (mol m-3 s-1) are the
2

forward and backward reaction rates, respectively. They are related to the dimensionless
equilibrium constant of the disproportionation reaction, K eq , by:

K eq 

kf
kb

[7-14]

The solution of the convective diffusion equation, Eq. [7-8], requires boundary conditions.
At the outer boundary of the diffusion layer, z   , the concentration of species j is equal
to that of the bulk solution:

C j ( )  C j ,bulk
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[7-15]

At the electrode surface, z=0, the species flux, N j , can be written in terms of the diffusion
coefficient, D j , and the concentration gradient, dC j / dz :
N j  Dj

dC j
dz

[7-16]
z 0

7.4.3. Parameter Optimization
Conventional methods for electrochemical data analysis generally tend to focus on
a narrow range of the kinetic current domain describing the electrochemical process, such
as the Tafel or the linear segments of typical polarization curves. However, in most
instances, the polarization curves are distorted by diffusion processes, the reverse reaction,
and coupling effects of other reactions. Therefore, to analyze the experimental data from
such a system, a full physics-based model with multiple kinetic reactions is needed. In this
work, a multi-parameter least-square curve fitting procedure is employed to interpret the
data from the linear sweep voltammetry studies on a rotating disk electrode.
Using Matlab’s LSQNONLIN, the nonlinear regression is performed by using the
following objective function:
2
2
Obj    I n,disk ,mod  I n,disk ,exp    I n,ring ,mod  I n,ring ,exp  

n 1 
N

[7-17]

Here, I n   I i ,n represents the total current density of all the reactions; the
i

subscripts mod and exp represent model and experiment, respectively; N is the total
number of current-density data points collected over a range of sweeping voltages.
The exchange current densities, cathodic transfer coefficients and the oxygen bulk
concentrations in the electrolyte were regressed simultaneously with 95%
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confidence intervals. Other parameters used in the calculations are listed in Table
7.2.143

Table 7.2 - A list of the set parameter values used to fit the experimental data. (a) from ref.
[29] and (b) from ref. [21].
Parameters
U 0 (V)
n

Reaction 1
-0.33 (a)

Reaction 2
0.20 (a)

Reaction 3
-0.0649 (b)

Reaction 4
0.87 (b)

Reaction 5
0.401 (b)

1

1

2

2

4

Reaction
Properties

O2

HO 2 

O2

s j,1

1

0

-1

s j,2

-1

1

0

s j,3

0

1

-1

s j,4

0

-1

0

s j,5

0

0

-1

Solution
Properties

O2

HO 2 

O2

1.35x10-13

6.31x10-12

1.35

5.0x10-10

5.0x10-10 (b)

1.03x10-9 (b)

C j,bulk  mol m 3 
D j  m 2 s 1 

7.5. Results and Discussion
7.5.1. Results of Traditional RRDE Analysis
To show the limitations of traditional RRDE analysis we use the measured LSV
profiles of the GCE under the RRDE configuration in Figure 7.2(a) to determine and plot
the calculated n and %H2O2 vs potential in Figure 7.2(b), acquired using Eqs. [7-3] and [74]. The results show an average n=2.49 for the system and an average peroxide production
of ~76%. It should be noted that both the n-value and the peroxide production percentage
vary throughout the cathodic sweep, both taking on a kind of “wave” formation, which
arises from the humps and curves in the disk and ring LSV profiles, and that as the peroxide
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production percentage increases, the n-value decreases and vice versa. This makes sense
since with the increase of the overall electron transfer number, there are fewer peroxide
and superoxide species being formed on the disk (Reactions 1-3) that can in turn be
oxidized on the ring (Reactions 1-3). For the direct 4e- reduction of oxygen to hydroxide,
the n-value would be equal to 4 and the resulting peroxide content zero. In Figure 7.2(b),
the n-value varies from ~2.4 to 2.6. These values coincide with other ORR values reported
in the literature on glassy carbon electrodes.77 The n values are clearly greater than 2
throughout the potential sweep, signifying that there is more going on than simply the 2ereduction, which is typically thought to occur. However, most researchers just consider this
phenomena as either additional side reactions or a parallel inclusion of the direct 4ereduction.145 Unfortunately, the approach is not informative as to why it is greater than two
or what is causing it. The high peroxide production percentages (varying between ~7080%) give some, but little information. As seen in Table 7.1, neither Reaction 4 nor 5
produce any peroxide, which suggests that the products of Reactions 1-3 must be
responsible supplying the high peroxide production.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2 - (a) the experimental LSV profiles; (b) the calculated n and %H2O2.
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7.5.2. Model-1 Results
The fit of Model-1 to the experimental data is shown in Figure 7.3. The fit of the
disk current is very similar to that of our previous RDE model, see Figure 7.3(a).17 This is
expected since the same three electrochemical reactions were used in the two models. At ~
0.7 V vs RHE, the onset of Reaction 5 begins (in Region I) before reaching a maximum at
-7 A m-2 at which point it decreases again and is of no contribution in Region II. Shortly
after the onset of Reaction 5 at ~0.6 V vs RHE, Reaction 3 sets in producing a peroxide
intermediate which is subsequently consumed at higher overpotentials, in Region II, with
the onset of Reaction 4, leading to the final hydroxide product. The “hump” profile of the
disk current in Region I arises from the competing reactions of the 2e- reduction reaction
(Reaction 3 and 4) with the direct 4e- reduction (Reaction 5). Ultimately, in Region II, the
sequential 2e- reductions contribute the entirety of the observed current density on the
GCE. The ring current density, shown in Figure 7.3(b), on the other hand, shows that the
modeled current is entirely due to Reaction 3. This is to be expected since the ring potential
is set at 1.2 V vs RHE and this potential is high enough to ensure complete oxidation of all
the peroxide that reaches it, but not high enough to oxidize the hydroxide into oxygen.
However, it is seen clearly from Figure 7.3(b) that the peroxide oxidized in Reaction 3 is
not enough to sustain the high current densities experimentally observed. At a potential of
~ 0.3 V vs RHE, where the maximum ring current is reached, the model only is able to
account for roughly half of the total ring current density, after which a slight decrease is
observed. Although the modeled ring current deviates significantly from the experimental
results, it is still encouraging to see that at the onset of Reaction 4 in Region II (see Figure
7.3(a)) the ring current also begins to decrease since the peroxide that is being oxidized on
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the ring (Reaction 3) is now being further reduced on the disk (Reaction 4). However, the
phenomena of the increasing ring current at higher overpotentials observed on the ring
cannot be simulated by Model-1. A better model is, therefore, needed to simulate the ring
current data.

Figure 7.3 - Model-1 vs experimental data. (a) disk current and (b) ring current vs potential
profiles. Colored dashed lines represent the modeled partial current contributions from
each reaction. The ring current contributed from Reactions 4’ and 5’ are negligible.

7.5.3. Model 2 Results
The fit of Model-2 to the experimental data is shown in Figure 7.4. Clearly, Model2 is a better model to represent the experimental data than Model-1. In particular, it
successfully captures the feature of increasing ring current at higher overpotentials, in
Region II of Figure 7.4(b), while maintaining the good fit of the disk current which we
observed in our previous work.18 It is interesting to note that the first 2e- reduction
(Reaction 3) on the disk, shown in Region I of Figure 7.4(a) (grey line), occurs at a potential
of about 0.65 V vs RHE, which is only slightly before the onset potential of Reaction 1 at
about 0.55 V vs RHE. Therefore, the hump of the disk current profile observed in Region
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I is the result of the competing reduction of oxygen to both superoxide (Reaction 1) and
peroxide (Reaction 3). However, as the overpotential continues to increase the reaction
mechanism changes in Region II of Figure 7.4(a). In Region II the superoxide produced
from Reaction 1 is further reduced to peroxide in Reaction 2, and the 2e- series reduction
(Reaction 3) ceases to occur as the superoxide supply flattens out. The final reduction of
peroxide to hydroxide in Reaction 4 (green dashed line) is not seem to occur in the potential
range.

Figure 7.4 - Model-2 vs experimental data. (a) disk current and (b) ring current vs potential
profiles. Colored dashed lines represent the modeled partial current contributions from
each reaction. The ring currents contributed from Reactions 2’ and 4’ are negligible.

Although the reactions are all seen to have different onset potentials on the disk,
the profiles seen on the ring are quite different, they occur at roughly the same onset
potentials. This makes sense considering that the ring was held at a constant 1.2 V vs
Hg/HgO, which was high enough to oxidize all the peroxide and superoxide produced in
Reactions 1-3 so that there is no discrimination between the onsets. Reaction 1 shows a
strong, dominating current contribution which plateaus out around 2.75 A m-2, followed by
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decreasing significantly at the higher overpotentials seen in Region II of Figure 7.4(b). This
matches well with the disk profile since the superoxide formed during the cathodic sweep
(Reaction 1) increases supply to the ring for Reaction 1, then decreases with its
consumption in Reaction 2. In region II of Figure 7.4(a), the onset of Reaction 2 on the
disk begins to consume the superoxide so that there is less of it available to become
oxidized on the ring (Reaction 1). This results in the ring current from Reaction 1 in Figure
7.4(b) reaching its maximum at 0.3 V vs RHE, where it then begins to decrease in Region
II. Similarly, Reaction 4 does not contribute to the ring current as expected since the
potential is not high enough to oxidize the OH- formed. It is of interest to note the similarity
and competition between Reactions 2 and 3 on the ring. As can be seen in Table 7.1,
Reactions 2 and 3 both result in the formation of HO2- species with the only difference
being whether through a 1e- or 2e- reaction.
This is where the sensitivity of the model becomes a point of interest. By varying
or fixing the starting parameters, the final optimization may or may not vary. To address
the robustness of the model, a sensitivity analysis was performed to test whether the
parameters associated with the individual reactions were sensitive or insensitive. The initial
values of the parameters in the current study were chosen based on the findings from
previous 1D RDE work17 along with those found in the literature87-88. The addition of the
series 1e- reactions was originally incorporated into the model by manually adjusting the
parameters until they reached acceptable magnitudes. The initial parameters were then
varied as follows to test for their sensitivity/insensitivity: the exchange current densities by
a factor of 10 from 10-5 to 105 and the transfer coefficients from 0.1 to 2.0. It was found
that Reaction 4 was insensitive on the disk based on the uncertainty of the parameters,
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while Reaction 2 was insensitive on the ring. This could arise from the fact that Reaction
4 is not prominent on the GCE surface since it is dominated by the high peroxide and
superoxide forming reactions. As stated above, on the ring, there is a competition for
peroxide oxidation between Reactions 2 and 3, with the model evidently predicting that
Reaction 3 provides all the peroxide reactant contributing to the ring current without
contribution from Reaction 2. As aforementioned, this is due to the insensitive parameters
of Reaction 2. As seen in the Butler-Vomer equation [Eq. 7-9], the exchange current
density and transference coefficients greatly affect the partial current contribution of these
electrode reactions. However, we acknowledge that the current model did not distinguish
the concentration of the peroxide produced by Reaction 2 and 3, respectively. In other
words, it is possible that Reaction 2 could have a non-zero contribution to the ring current.
This consideration will be the focus of future work. Sensitivity of the reactions is certainly
lost by involving both Reactions 2 and 3, but by removing one of the reactions would not
be appropriate for either of the two sets of 1e- or 2e- series reactions, respectively.
7.5.4. Model 3 Results
The fit of Model-3 (including all five basic reactions shown in Table 7.1) to the
experimental data is shown in Figure 7.5. Similar to Model-2, the model fit to disk current
is good, if not excellent, whereas there is a bend-over tail of the ring current at high
overpotentials (Region II of Figure 7.5(b)) which deviates from the experimental data.
There are minimal contributions to the disk current at 0.5 V vs RHE by the direct, 4ereduction (Reaction 5) in Region I and at 0.1 V vs RHE by the 2e- reduction (Reaction 4)
in Region II. Similar to Model-2, there are no contributions from Reaction 4 and 5 in the
ring currents. Once again, this is expected since the ring potential was not held high enough
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to oxidize the OH-. However, some differences arise compared to Model-1 and Model-2.
In Model-2, it was shown that the contribution of the superoxide to the ring current
(Reaction 1) was a critical factor in order to fit the increasing tail end of the ring current,
while in Model-1 it was evident that no variations of the parameters could possibly result
in modeling results matching to the experimental results. In Model-3, however, although
the initial fit looks good, it can be seen that the additional consumption of oxygen in
Reaction 5 leads to a deviation in the ring current at high overpotentials in Region II.
Therefore, it is safe to say that the direct 4e- reduction is unlikely to take place on the GCE.

Figure 7.5 - Model-3 vs experimental data. (a) disk current and (b) ring current vs potential
profiles. Colored dashed lines represent the modeled partial current contributions from
each reaction. The ring currents contributed from Reactions 2’, 4’ and 5’ are negligible.

Another major issue facing Model-3 is the sensitivity. After the statistical fit of the
experimental data, a sensitivity analysis was performed for the RRDE data to discriminate
the significance of the reactions in the model, and to elucidate the most appropriate
mechanisms. It was found with so many parameters open to optimization, that many of
them were completely insensitive to change. As can be seen in Figure 7.5(b), Reactions 1
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and 3 dominate the ring current, while there is a slight contribution from Reaction 2 at the
tail end of the curve (light blue line) in Region II of Figure 7.5(b). Whereas in our second
fitting process the results were completely different. They were made up of a combination
of Reactions 1, 2 and 3. This sensitivity issue has invalidated Model-3.
There is no need to consider other reaction schemes that do not include the series
1e- reduction (Reactions 1 and 2) in parallel to other reactions, since it was clearly shown
in Model-1 that there is not enough peroxide produced by the series 2e- reduction
(Reactions 3 and 4) to match the high ring currents profiles, despite attempted optimization
of the parameters. Nor would the addition of Reaction 5 contribute to the ring current fitting
since the potential on the ring is not held high enough to oxidize the hydroxide; therefore,
it has no contribution to the total ring current. One would still see a fit of the disk current,
as other authors have shown, but the fitting of the ring current at higher overpotentials
(Region II) is no longer feasible.88, 111
A comparison of Models 1-3 is shown in Figure 7.6 along with the experimental
data. It is evident that Model-1 shows the most deviation from the experimental data for
the disk. The same is true for the ring current. The oxidation of peroxide in Reaction 2 on
the ring was not seen in either Model-2 or Model-3. When analyzing the sensitivity of the
parameters associated with the different reactions, it was found that the parameters of
Reaction 2 were completely insensitive on the ring (although Reaction 2 was sensitive on
the disk). The authors believe this is the reason why the model predicts zero ring current
from Reaction 2. Another assumption is that the peroxide formed from Reaction 2 could
undergo the chemical disproportionation in the electrolyte [Eq. 7-5] and will be taken into
consideration in future work. From the ring current fits, it is difficult to differentiate
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between Models-2 and Model-3 as to which one gives a better fit. Except for the very “tail”
of the ring current at the highest overpotential in Region II, they look very similar.
However, as was previously discussed, Model-3, with more fitting parameters than Model2, showed much more insensitivity to parameter changes than Model-2, which makes
Model-2 a more reliable model than Model-3.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.6 - The combined model fits vs the experimental data for a) the disk and b) the
ring.

To sum up, Model-2 fits the data best, and the optimized parameters from the best
Model-2 are given in Table 7.3. The insensitivity of Reaction 4 on the disk and Reactions
2 and 4 on the ring, are seen by the large uncertainties associated with them in Table 7.3,
and match well with the sensitivity analysis that was performed by varying their
magnitudes. The uncertainties that were found in the fitting of Model-3 were two orders of
magnitude larger and coupled with the inclusion of the additional parameters, and
subsequently degrees of freedom, associated with Reactions 5 and 5 invalidated it as an
acceptable fit in its current state. The exchange current densities associated with the disk
and ring currents are deemed to be in acceptable ranges.88, 111 The transfer coefficient
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values, seen in Table 7.3, are in acceptable ranges based on their relationship with the
electron transfer number for each of the electrochemical reactions  i ,a   i ,c  ni  .31
Values of 1.0 for Reactions 1 and 1 are deemed acceptable since the model was built to
independently consider the disk and ring electrochemical reactions. The magnitudes of the
transfer coefficients are also similar to values found by other researchers.87-88, 111
Table 7.3 - The optimized parameters from the fit of Model-2 to the
experimental data for both the disk and the ring electrode.
RRDE on a Glassy Carbon Electrode
ORR Parameters

Model 2
Disk

Ring

I 01 ( A / m 2 )

8.7 (± 2.4) x 10-17

1.4 (± 3.8) x 10-12

I 02 ( A / m 2 )

1.7 (± 1.2) x 10-21

3.0 (± (4.2x105)) x 10-13 *

I 03 ( A / m 2 )

7.6 (± 1.4) x 10-8

6.0 (± 14) x 10-10

I 04 ( A / m 2 )

1.0 (± 39) x 10-25 *

1.1 (± (9.9x107)) x 10-25 *

1

1.0 (± 0.13)

1.0 (± 0.02)

2

0.59 (± 0.02)

0.98 (± (2.2x103)) *

3

0.68 (± 0.05)

0.82 (± 0.03)

4

0.50 (± 0.07)

1.0 (± (7.9x104)) *

*: The parameters presented with the large uncertainty values signify those that
were insensitive to the parameter optimization during the fitting process.
However, the magnitude of the specified parameters, outside the range of
uncertainty, remains critical to the results.
7.6. Conclusion
We have demonstrated in this study three multiphysics models encompassing five
elementary electrochemical reactions and three active species leading to the full reduction
of oxygen molecules to hydroxide ions. LSV data obtained from a standard GCE under the
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RRDE conditions were used to validate/invalidate the three models. The modeling results
suggest that inclusion of superoxide ion in the 1e- elementary reactions is a necessity to
simulate the ring LSV profiles with increasing current at high overpotentials even though
all three models can produce reasonable fits to the disk current profiles. The analysis
confirms that the direct 4e- charge transfer has a negligible contribution to the total oxygen
reduction, inclusion of which in the model (Model-2 vs Model-3) would add more variables
to the optimization, thus weakening fidelity of the model. From this perspective, Model-2
is preferred over Model-3. For Model-2, one can argue that Reaction 4 and 4 could be
neglected since it does not occur on the ring and has a very minimal impact on the disk
current density profile. However, oxygen is simultaneously being reduced to superoxide
and peroxide in Reactions 1 and 3, therefore, none of the reactions can be considered
without their subsequent reactions (Reactions 2 and 4, respectively), in order to ensure
mass and charge balances.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation work has focused on understanding ORR mechanisms in alkaline
media. The work has fundamental influences on alkaline-based rechargeable metal-air
batteries and reversible fuel cells. Chapter 1 defined the relevance of the subject, the
objectives of the work and introduced the ORR reactions along with their thermodynamic
electrode potentials. The importance of perovskite-structured oxides as oxygen
electrocatalysts for alkaline electrochemical cells was discussed through a short literature
review.
Chapter 2 provides a broad overview of common electrochemical techniques used
in the study of oxygen electrocatalysis along with their quantification techniques. Details
of the electrochemical cell setup, measurements, and data analysis used to quantify the
kinetics of the ORR/OER are provided. The experimental setup for measuring these
reactions is discussed to provide feedback for reference and counter electrode selection
along with working electrode preparation. The necessity for reproducible and reliable data
acquisition requires the following of strict guidelines when taking measurements.
Experimental protocol, such as background correction and electrochemical surface area
estimations, through a variety of techniques, is also covered. Rotating disk electrode (RDE)
and rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) techniques are
the two major experimental methods used in this dissertation and are then introduced and
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discussed. Polarization curves are shown for both, along with classical evaluation
techniques ranging from the use of Tafel plots from the polarization curves to extract
kinetic parameters, to simple electron number and two-electron peroxide production
calculations for RRDE measurements. These classical approaches can be used to derive the
kinetic parameters associated with the overall reaction mechanisms, but are hindered by
the fact that they are not able to give mechanistic details about individual reactions
occurring on the electrode.
Chapter 3 introduces the Multiphysics models that are built to simulate the
RDE/RRDE LSV results. The different reaction pathways incorporated into the models are
categorized into different types, i.e. the 1e- series pathway involving a superoxide
intermediate, the series 2e- pathway involving a peroxide intermediate, and the direct 4epathway reducing oxygen directly to hydroxide. The fluid flow problems are simulated
using realistic geometries and the diffusion-convective governing equation and boundary
conditions involved in both the 1-D RDE model and 2-D RRDE model are discussed in
detail. The expansion of the 1-D model to a 2-D model is shown to account for the radial
diffusion of the active intermediate species to the ring electrode. Along with the details of
the Multiphysics model built in COMSOL, parameter optimization following a
LSQNONLIN regression in Matlab is also introduced.
In Chapters 4-7 we present our results of evaluating a range of La 0.6Sr0.4 CoO3-δ
(LSCO) electrocatalysts. Throughout the work a pristine LSCO (calcined at 1000oC) was
used for the measurements, with a commercial carbon (XC-72) in a 0.1 M KOH electrolyte.
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In Chapter 4 an ORR-active Pt/C and OER-active LSCO were combined in seven
varying ratios in an attempt to reduce the Pt loading. The study’s aim was to recognize a
perovskite/noble-metal composite as a bifunctional oxygen electrocatalyst while lowering
the addition of the noble metal loading. The morphology, BET surface areas and
polarization curves in both the ORR and OER regions were analyzed for each composition.
A classical approach was used to evaluate both the ORR and OER data to extract the
exchange current densities and Tafel slopes of each. The following conclusions were
reached:


The ORR ability of the Pt/C was leveraged with the excellent OER ability of
the perovskite to yield a balanced, bifunctional oxygen electrode
electrocatalyst.



The LSCO:Pt/C ratio of 60:40 (wt%) yielded the lowest ORR onset and
overpotential and was selected as the optimal composition.



It was clearly observed that even a fractional amount of Pt/C in the LSCO had
a drastic effect on the ORR activity of the composite.



The Tafel slope calculations confirmed that the ORR involved multi-step and
multi-electron (<4) transfer, while the OER likely involved a single step.



The stability cycling of the catalyst confirmed the better OER activity of the
catalysts compared to ORR, but showed notable degradation throughout the
repeated OER/ORR cycles, most likely due to carbon oxidation.



The synergetic effect between the LSCO and Pt/C confirmed that by simple
mixing of the materials, a balanced bifunctionality was achieved.
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Chapter 5 took a more mechanistic approach to understanding the ORR/OER
occurring on the LSCO catalyst. For this reason, the carbon content was kept at a minimum
amount of 1/10 wt% of the LSCO. Similar to the measurements made in Chapter 4, the
LSVs were conducted using a standard RDE approach. A numerical electrochemical model
was then built in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 with simultaneous consideration of onedimensional bulk convection, boundary-layer diffusion, or homogenous reactions, and
electrochemical reactions at the electrode interface. The model was used in conjunction
with Matlab’s LSQNONLIN capability by which the nonlinear regression was used to
optimize the parameters of interest. The model was built to simultaneously consider a series
2e- reduction involving a peroxide intermediate and a direct 4e- reduction of oxygen
directly to hydroxide, along with a bulk peroxide disproportionation reaction occurring in
the bulk of the electrolyte. The following conclusions were reached:


A physics-based electrochemical model was successfully used to simulate the
multistep charge-transfer mechanism observed on the LSCO during RDE
measurements.



The model successfully estimated and optimized the exchange current densities
and transfer coefficients of for both the ORR and OER.



The model observed a deviation from the experimental results at lower rotation
rates most likely arising from the thickness of the thin film.



Individual current contributions from the involved electrochemical reactions
were separated, distinguishing the model from classical evaluations.
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The O2 production and HO2- consumption arising from the bulk chemical
reaction was portrayed and allowed for the reaction to be considered as a
function of overpotential.



Reaction mechanisms for both the ORR and OER were proposed based on the
individual current contributions and it was concluded that the LSCO catalyst
showed better OER activity than its ORR counterpart.

Chapter 6 was in essence a continuation of Chapter 5. With the successful model
fitting and parameter optimization of the 10:1 LSCO:XC-72 composition, a range of 5
other LSCO to carbon ratios were studied. The model itself remained virtually unchanged
and the carbon ratio was increased to a maximum ratio of 1:1 and pure LSCO was also
included for comparison. The results were fit to the 1600 rpm ORR results and once again
the parameters of interest were extracted. The same three electrochemical reactions, with
the addition of a bulk chemical reaction were considered as before. The main conclusions
of this work were as follows:


The carbon in the perovskite-oxide/carbon electrocatalyst plays a complex, but
synergetic role in the ORR/OER.



For OER, the addition of carbon into the LSCO reduces both onset potential
and overpotential (at 10 mA cm-2).



For ORR, the carbon content does not affect the limiting current density
significantly, but instead the mechanism of electron transfer. At low carbon
contents the electrocatalyst favors the 2-step, 2e- reduction with peroxide as an
intermediate; at high carbon contents, the mechanism favors the direct 4etransfer.
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The Vulcan XC-72 appears to facilitate the ORR through a synergetic effect for
a faster charge transfer reaction.



The 1:1 LSCO:XC-72 outperformed the lower carbon ratio counterparts,
though it did not come close to that of the high-surface-area commercial Pt/C
for ORR activity.

Chapter 7 expanded the 1-D model used in Chapters 5 and 6 to a 2-D model to
include the radial diffusion of the active, intermediate species to the ring electrode in RRDE
measurements. The new 2-D RRDE model was used to fit the disk and ring current density
profiles observed on a pristine glassy carbon electrode and the parameters of interest were
optimized and extracted. The LSV results were used to validate/invalidate three separate
model systems composed of various combinations of five electrochemical reactions
ranging from a series 1e- reduction including a superoxide intermediate, to the 2 and 4
electron reactions considered in the proceeding chapters. The results were also subject to a
sensitivity analysis and a comparison of the three proposed models was given. The
following conclusions were reached:


The modeling results suggest that the inclusion of the superoxide ion in the 1eelementary reactions (Model-2 and Model-3) is a necessityin order to simulate
the ring LSV profiles with increasing current density at high overpotentials
along with the characteristic “hump” profile observed on both the disk and the
ring.



Model-1 (the series 2e- reduction in parallel with the direct 4e- reduction) was
not able to account for the “hump” observed in the ring profile with only the
single peroxide species as an active intermediate.
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The direct 4e- charge transfer has a negligible contribution to the total oxygen
reduction on the glassy carbon electrode and weakens the fidelity of the model
in Model-3 due to the higher degrees of freedom in the optimization.



Model-2 and Model-3 both appear to fit the disk and ring profiles, however, due
to the sensitivity of the analysis, Model-2 was chosen at the best fit.



The exchange current densities and transfer coefficients on both the disk and
ring were successfully optimized and were in acceptable ranges.



The results imply that the single electron reduction of O2 to superoxide is
mechanistically important for ORR in alkaline media; most previous
mechanistic works ignore this half-reaction making the revelation one of high
impact for the ORR research community.

In summary, the span of this dissertation work has led to a broader and more indepth understanding of perovskite oxides-based oxygen electrocatalysis. The perovskiteoxide LSCO system was studied from a mechanistic viewpoint with a variety of
approaches. The RDE and RRDE systems have been shown to be powerful tools when
coupled with multiphysics software to analyze the oxygen electrocatalysis mechanisms
occurring on different materials. However, the complex mechanism, potentially made up
of multiple electrochemical reactions, depending on the material of choice, is not fully
understood. Future work on this subject would expand the 2-D model from Chapter 7 to fit
the results from the different carbon ratios in Chapter 6 to see if the original results are
validated. It would be of great interest to see whether the superoxide-involved mechanism
observed on the glassy carbon carries over to the LSCO/XC-72 composites. Ultimately,
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the implementation of a robust multiphysics model to analyze experimental data would
pave the way for a more solid mechanistic understanding of electrochemical systems.
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APPENDIX B
COMSOL MODELS
B.1. 1D Rotating Disk Electrode Model
There were many parameters and variables which were included in the 1D RDE
models that were used in Chapters 5 and 6 to model the oxygen reduction on a series of
LSCO/XC-72 electrocatalysts. Tables B.1 and B.2 show the parameters and variables,
respectively, used to model the ORR on the 10 to 1 LSCO/XC-72 electrocatalyst. These
are the values associated with the model in Chapter 5 and the optimized transfer
coefficients and exchange current densities from Table B.1 can also be seen in Table 5.3.
The COMSOL report associated with this data, describing the set-up and components of
the multiphysics model, can be viewed in the Supplemental File labeled “RDE Model_
LSCO to XC-72_10 to 1_ORR”. It should be noted that the nomenclature used in the
COMSOL model and in the following tables is different from that used in the previous
chapters.
The COMSOL report associated with the OER model for the 10 to 1 LSCO/XC-72
electrocatalyst from Chapter 5 can also be viewed in the Supplemental File labeled “RDE
Model_ LSCO to XC-72_10 to 1_OER”. The optimized OER parameters for this model
are also given in Table 5.3 while the other parameters remained the same as in the ORR
model.
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Table B.1 – The parameters used in the 1D RDE COMSOL model for the ORR occurring
on a 10 to 1 LSCO/XC-72 electrocatalyst.
Name
t0
tf
V_cell0
v_1

Expression
1[s]
(-0.9[V] - V_cell0)/v_1
0.1[V]
-0.01[V/s]

Value
1s
100 s
0.1 V
−0.01 V/s

c0

((c_bulkOH/c0)^2*c_bulkO2/c0/
Keq2)^0.5*c0
1[mol/L]

Description
Initial time
Final time
Initial potential
Sweep rate of
potential
1.1754E−5 m
Diffusion layer
thickness
26.667 1/s
Rotations per
minute
167.55 1/s
Rotation speed
294.65 K
Temperature
1E−4 m
Distance to bulk
1.2E−6 m²/s
Kinematic
viscosity
7.7046E−10 m²/ Diff.coeff. of
s
oxygen
5E−10 m²/s
Diff. coeff. of
peroxide
1
Optimized
diffusion coeff.
1
Dimensionless
diffusion coeff.
100 mol/m³
Conc. Peroxide
(0.1 M KOH)
1.35 mol/m³
Sol. of oxygen in
electrolyte
1.7225E−14 mo Solubility of
l/m³
peroxide
1.7225E−14 mo Initial conc. of
l/m³
peroxide
1000 mol/m³
Normalized conc.

delta
rpm

1.61*(D_refO2^2*omega^-3*nu)
^(1/6)
1600[1/min]

omega
T
L
nu

2*pi*rpm
21.5 + 273.15[K]
0.01[cm]
0.012[cm^2/s]

D_refO2

7.7046e-6[cm^2/s]*iDc

D_refHO2

5.0*10^ - 6[cm^2/s]

iDc

1

D_star

1.0

c_bulkOH

0.1[mol/L]

c_bulkO2

1.35*10^ - 6[mol/cm^3]*llc

c_bulkHO
2
c_HO2in

c_HO2in

llc
ratioH2O

1
1

1
1

sO2

-1

−1

sHO2

-1

−1

n

2

2
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Ratio of conc.
Ratio of cH20
/c_bulkH2O
Stoich. coeff. of
oxygen
Stoich. coeff. of
peroxide
Electrons in 2ereduction

Name
n4
alphac_1

Expression
4
0.905668883

Value
4
0.90567

alphac_2

0.524971206

0.52497

alphac_3

0.594628975

0.59463

eta_1

V_cell0 - Eq_1

−0.35438 V

eta_2

V_cell0 - Eq_2

−0.36765 V

eta_3

V_cell0 - Eq_3

−0.35946 V

Eq_1

-0.0649[V]-R_const*T/n/F_const
*log((c_bulkHO2/c0)*
(0.1[mol/L]/c0))
0.87[V]-R_const*T/n/F_const*
log((c0/c_bulkHO2)*(0.1[mol/L]/
c0)^3)
0.401[V]-R_const*T/n3/F_const*
log((0.1[mol/L]/c0)^4)
4.55e28

0.45438 V

Description
Elect. in 4e- red.
Transference
coeff. rxn 1
Transference
coeff. rxn 2
Transference
coeff. rxn 3
Overpotential of
rxn 1
Overpotential of
rxn 2
Overpotential of
rxn 3
Eq. pot. of rxn 1

0.46765 V

Eq. pot. of rxn 2

0.45946 V

Eq. pot. of rxn 3

Eq_2

Eq_3
Keq2
kc
kcc
i01
i02
i03
i01c
i02c
i03c
i01c1
i02c1
i03c1
Eq_1m
Eq_2m
Eq_3m

0.5[mol/s/m^3]*kcc*
9.10524526093
1
1e-8[A/cm^2]*i01c*i01c1*
40.1585211518
0.5e-12[A/cm^2]*i02c*i02c1*
1.18009458e-8
2e-10[A/cm^2]*i03c*i03c1*
2084.55174452
1
1
1
exp(-alphac_1*F_const*(Eq_1m)
/R_const/T)
exp(-alphac_2*F_const*(Eq_2m)
/R_const/T)
exp(-alphac_3*F_const*(Eq_3m)
/R_const/T)
-(-0.15464[V] - Eq_1)
-(-0.29626[V] - Eq_2)
-(0.023[V] - Eq_3)
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4.55E28

Equilibrium
constant
4.5526 mol/(m³· Forward rate
s)
constant
1
Optimized ratio
1.4776E−12 A/ Exch. current
m²
density rxn 1
8.1572E−24 A/ Exch. current
m²
density rxn 2
1.5167E−7 A/m Exch. current
²
density rxn 3
1
Ratio to opt.
1
Ratio to opt.
1
Ratio to opt.
3.6794E−10
Fitting constant
1.3825E−7

Fitting constant

3.6378E−5

Fitting constant

0.60902 V
0.76391 V
0.43646 V

Fitting constant
Fitting constant
Fitting constant

Table B.2 – The variables used in the 1D RDE COMSOL model for the ORR occurring on
a 10 to 1 LSCO/XC-72 electrocatalyst.
Name
V_cell
vy

Expression
(V_cell0 + v_1*t0)
-0.51*(omega[s/rad])^1.5*(nu[s/m^2])
^-0.5[1/m/s]*x^2
it
iloc1 + iloc2 + iloc3
iloc1
i01*(0*cHO2/c_bulkHO2*exp((nalphac_1)*F_const*(eta1)/R_const/T) (cO2/c_bulkO2)*exp(-alphac_1
*F_const*(eta1)/R_const/T))
iloc2
i02*(0 - (cHO2/c_bulkHO2)*exp(alphac_2*F_const*(eta2)/R_const/T))
iloc3
i03*(0 - (cO2/c_bulkO2)*exp(alphac_3*F_const*(eta3)/R_const/T))
RcHO2 sHO2*iloc2/n/F_const
RcO2
sO2*iloc1/n/F_const
RcO22
sO2*iloc3/n3/F_const
RchHO2 -RchO2*2

Unit
V
m/s

Description
Potential sweep
1D velocity

A/m²
A/m²

Total mod. current
Partial current of
rxn 1

A/m²

RchO2

mol/(m³·s)

Partial current of
rxn 2
Partial current of
rxn 3
Flux from rxn 1
Flux from rxn 2
Flux from rxn 3
Chemical
disproportionation
Chemical
disproportionation
Overpotential
Overpotential
Overpotential

eta1
eta2
eta3

kc*((cHO2/c0)^2 - 1/Keq2*cO2/c0*
(c_bulkOH/c0)^2)
eta_1 + v_1*t0
eta_2 + v_1*t0
eta_3 + v_1*t0

A/m²
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m³·s)

V
V
V

B.2. 2D Rotating Ring Disk Electrode Model
Similar to the 1D RDE model, the expanded 2D RRDE model, used in Chapter 7,
also had many parameters and variables associated with it. The example shown in the
following tables displays the parameters and variables from the fit of Model-2, on a pristine
glassy carbon electrode, from Chapter 7. Table B.3 shows the parameters associated with
the model. Tables B.4, B.5 and B.6 show the variables associated with the entire model,
the disk and the ring, respectively. The optimized transfer coefficients and exchange
current densities from Table B.3 can also be seen in Table 7.3. The COMSOL report
associated with this data, describing the set-up and components of the multiphysics model,
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can be viewed in the Supplemental File labeled “RRDE Model_ GCE_Model 2”. It
should be noted that the nomenclature used in the COMSOL model and in the following
tables is different from that used in the previous chapters.
Table B.3 – The parameters used in the 2D RRDE COMSOL model for the ORR occurring
on a glassy carbon electrode.
Name
t0
tf
D_refO2

Expression
1[s]
(-0.8[V] - V_cell0)/v_1
9.2374e-6[cm^2/s]*iDc

Value
1s
99 s
9.2374E−
10 m²/s
1
5E−10 m²/
s
5E−10 m²/
s
1

iDc
D_refHO2

1
5.0*10^ - 6[cm^2/s]

D_refO2s

5.0*10^ - 6[cm^2/s]

D_star

1.0

L1
L2
L3
L4
H
c0

0.25[cm]
0.325[cm]
0.375[cm]
0.475[cm]
L1/10
1[mol/L]

c_bulkO2

1.35*10^ - 6[mol/cm^3]*llc

llc
c_bulkHO2

1
c_HO2in

c_HO2in
c_bulkOH

((c_bulkOH/c0)^2*c_bulkO2/c0/
Keq)^0.5*c0
0.1[mol/L]

c_bulkO2s

1.35*10^ - 19[mol/cm^3]

rpm
omega
nu

1600[1/min]
2*pi*rpm
0.012[cm^2/s]

delta

1.61*(D_refO2^2*omega^-3*nu)
^(1/6)
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Description
Initial time
Final time
Diff. coeff. of oxygen

Factor for D_refO2
Diff. coeff. of
peroxide
Diff. coeff. of
superoxide
Dimensionless diff.
coeff.
0.0025 m Radius of disk
0.00325 m Inner radius of ring
0.00375 m Outer radius of ring
0.00475 m Dist. to bulk
2.5E−4 m Height to bulk
1000 mol/ Standard conc.
m³
1.35 mol/ Sol. of oxygen in
m³
KOH
1
Factor for conc.
8.2135E− Conc. of peroxide
12 mol/m³
8.2135E− Initial conc. of
12 mol/m³ peroxide
100 mol/
KOH conc.
m³
1.35E−13 Conc. of superoxide
mol/m³
26.667 1/s Rot. per minute
167.55 1/s Rotation speed
1.2E−6 m² Kinematic viscosity
/s
1.2487E− Diff. layer thickness
5m

Name
sO2

Expression
-1

sHO2

-1

sO2s

-1

n
n2
alphac_1

1
2
1.020242159

alphac_2

0.589659979

alphac_3

0.678145722

alphac_4

0.5

alphac_11r

1.026669778

alphac_22r

0.982406515

alphac_33r

0.822039495

alphac_44r

1

T
V_ring

21.5 + 273.15[K]
0.35[V]

V_cell0
v_1
kc

0.19[V]
-0.01[V/s]
0.5[mol/s/m^3]*kcc*0.00946

kcc
Keq

1
9.1e+22*Keqc*2.19903768247

Keqc
i01

1
0.5e-10[A/cm^2]*i01c*i01f*
0.97180599185
0.1e-18[A/cm^2]*i02c*i02f*
0.62760319625
0.25e-10[A/cm^2]*i03c*i03f*
5.30599174717
1e-30[A/m^2]*i04f*1e5

i02
i03
i04

Value
−1
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Description
Stoich. coeff. of
oxygen
−1
Stoich. coeff. of
peroxide
−1
Stoich. coeff. of
superoxide
1
Number of electrons
2
Number of electrons
1.0202
Transference coeff. of
rxn 1
0.58966
Transference coeff. of
rxn 2
0.67815
Transference coeff. of
rxn 3
0.5
Transference coeff. of
rxn 4
1.0267
Trans. coeff. of rxn 1
on ring
0.98241
Trans. coeff. of rxn 2
on ring
0.82204
Trans. coeff. of rxn 3
on ring
1
Trans. coeff. of rxn 4
on ring
294.65 K
Temperature
0.35 V
Potential applied to
ring
0.19 V
Initial disk potential
−0.01 V/s Sweep rate
0.00473 m Forward rate constant
ol/(m³·s)
1
Factor for kc
2.0011E2 Equilibrium constant
3
1
Factor for Keq
8.7472E− Exch. current den. for
17 A/m²
rxn 1
1.7204E− Exch.current den. for
21 A/m²
rxn 2
7.5881E− Exch. current den. for
8 A/m²
rxn 3
1E−25 A/ Exch.current den. for
m²
rxn 4

Name
i011r

i044r

Expression
3e-17[A/cm^2]*i011rc*i011rf*
1.81553129571
0.025e-12[A/cm^2]*i022rf*
0.0011997484
0.025e-16[A/cm^2]*i033rc*
i033rf*0.43187511108
1.1e-30[A/m^2]*i044rf*1e5

i01c

0.976388/i01c1

i02c

2.491065/i02c1

i03c
i011rc
i033rc
i01c1

i01f
i02f
i03f
i04f
i011rf
i022rf
i033rf
i044rf
Eq_1

12.68109/i03c1
4.540449/i01cr1
4.698432/i03cr1
exp(-alphac_1*F_const*(Eq_1m)
/R_const/T)
exp(-alphac_2*F_const*(Eq_2m)
/R_const/T)
exp(-alphac_3*F_const*(Eq_3m)
/R_const/T)
exp((n - alphac_11r)*F_const*
(Eq_1rm) /R_const/T)
exp((n2 - alphac_33r)*F_const*
(Eq_3rm) /R_const/T)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.039997[V]

Eq_2

-0.42244[V]

Eq_3
Eq_1m

0.177398[V]
-(0.59782[V] - Eq_1)

Eq_2m

-(0.16834[V] - Eq_2)

Eq_3m

-(0.37963[V] - Eq_3)

i022r
i033r

i02c1
i03c1
i01cr1
i03cr1
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Value
1.3765E−
12 A/m²
2.9994E−
13 A/m²
6.0236E−
10 A/m²
1.1E−25
A/m²
1.8002E−
10
2.7412E−
6
0.057204
2.5272
55790
5.4238E9

Description
Exch. current den. for
rxn 1 on ring
Exch. current den. for
rxn 2 on ring
Exch. current den. for
rxn 3 on ring
Exch. current den. for
rxn 4 on ring
Factor for i01

9.0874E5

Ratio for i0 with Eq

221.68

Ratio for i0 with Eq

1.7966

Ratio for i0 with Eq

8.4216E−
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.039997
V
−0.42244
V
0.1774 V
−0.55782
V
−0.59078
V
−0.20223
V

Ratio for i0 with Eq

Factor for i02
Factor for i03
Factor for i011r
Factor for i033r
Ratio for i0 with Eq

Opt. i0 factor
Opt. i0 factor
Opt. i0 factor
Opt. i0 factor
Opt. i0 factor
Opt. i0 factor
Opt. i0 factor
Opt. i0 factor
Original fitted Eq1
Original fitted Eq2
Original fitted Eq3
Diff. between old and
new
Diff. between old and
new
Diff. between old and
new

Name
Eq_1rm

Expression
-(0.59782[V] - Eq_1)

Eq_3rm

-(0.37963[V] - Eq_3)

Eq_10

E0_1 - R_const*T/n/F_const*
log(c_bulkO2s/c0)
E0_2 - R_const*T/n/F_const*
log((c_bulkHO2/c0)*(c_bulkOH/
c0)*(c0/c_bulkO2s))
E0_3 - R_const*T/n2/F_const*
log((c_bulkHO2/c0)*(c_bulkOH/
c0))
E0_4 - R_const*T/n2/F_const*
log((c_bulkOH/c0)^3*(c0/c_bulk
HO2))
-0.33[V]
0.20[V]
-0.0649[V]
0.87[V]

Eq_20

Eq_30

Eq_40

E0_1
E0_2
E0_3
E0_4

Value
−0.55782
V
−0.20223
V
0.59782 V

Description
Diff.between old and
new
Diff.between old and
new
Nernst pot. for rxn 1

0.15415 V

Nernst pot. for rxn 2

0.37608 V

Nernst pot. for rxn 3

0.54594 V

Nernst pot. for rxn 4

−0.33 V
0.2 V
−0.0649 V
0.87 V

Standard pot. for rxn 1
Standard pot. for rxn 2
Standard pot. for rxn 3
Standard pot. for rxn 4

Table B.4 – The variables applied to the entire model in the 2D RRDE COMSOL fitting
of the ORR on a glassy carbon electrode.
Name
vy

Expression
-0.51*(omega[s/rad])^1.5*(nu[s/m^2])^ 0.5[1/m/s]*y^2
vx
0.51*(omega[s/rad])^1.5*(nu[s/m^2])^ 0.5[1/m/s]*x*y
RchHO2 -RchO2*2
RchO2

kc*((cHO2/c0)^2 - 1/Keq*cO2/c0*
(c_bulkOH/c0)^2)

Unit
m/s
m/s
mol/(m³·
s)
mol/(m³·
s)

Description
Velocity in axial
direction
Velocity in radial
direction
Chemical
disproportionation
Chemical
disproportionation

Table B.5 – The variables applied to the disk in the 2D RRDE COMSOL fitting of the
ORR on a glassy carbon electrode.
Name
iloc1
iloc2
iloc3

Expression
1*i01*(0 - (cO2/c_bulkO2)*exp(-alphac_1
*F_const*(eta1)/R_const/T))
1*i02*(0 - (cO2s/c_bulkO2s)*exp(alphac_2*F_const*(eta2)/R_const/T))
1*i03*(0 - (cO2/c_bulkO2)*exp(-alphac_3
*F_const*(eta3)/R_const/T))
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Unit
A/m²
A/m²
A/m²

Description
Partial current of
disk rxn 1
Partial current of
disk rxn 2
Partial current of
disk rxn 3

Name
iloc4

Unit
A/m²

it

Expression
1*i04*(0 - (cHO2/c_bulkHO2)*exp(alphac_4*F_const*(eta4)/R_const/T))
iloc1 + iloc2 + iloc3 + iloc4

RcO2
RcO2s
RcO22
RcHO2
V_cell

sO2*iloc1/n/F_const
sO2s*iloc2/n/F_const
sO2*iloc3/n2/F_const
sHO2*iloc4/n2/F_const
(V_cell0 + v_1*t0)

mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
V

eta1

V_cell - Eq_10

V

eta2

V_cell - Eq_20

V

eta3

V_cell - Eq_30

V

eta4

V_cell - Eq_40

V

A/m²

Description
Partial current of
disk rxn 4
Total disk
current
Flux from rxn 1
Flux from rxn 2
Flux from rxn 3
Flux from rxn 4
Potential sweep
on disk
Overpotential for
disk rxn 1
Overpotential for
disk rxn 2
Overpotential for
disk rxn 3
Overpotential for
disk rxn 4

Table B.6 – The variables applied to the ring in the 2D RRDE COMSOL fitting of the ORR
on a glassy carbon electrode.
Name
V_cell
eta11
eta22
eta33
eta44
it
RcO2
RcO2s
RcO22
RcHO2
iloc1
iloc2
iloc3
iloc4

Expression
0.35[V]
V_cell - Eq_10
V_cell - Eq_20
V_cell - Eq_30
V_cell - Eq_40
iloc1 + iloc2 + iloc3 + iloc4
sO2*iloc1/n/F_const
sO2s*iloc2/n/F_const
sO2*iloc3/n2/F_const
sHO2*iloc4/n2/F_const
i011r*(cO2s/c_bulkO2s)*exp((n–
alphac_11r)*F_const*(eta11)/R_const/T)
i022r*(cHO2/c_bulkHO2)*exp((n alphac_22r)*F_const*(eta22)/R_const/T)
i033r*(cHO2/c_bulkHO2)*exp((n2 alphac_33r)*F_const*(eta33)/R_const/T)
i044r*(c_bulkOH/c_bulkOH)*exp((n2 alphac_44r)*F_const*(eta44)/R_const/T)
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Unit
V
V
V
V
V
A/m²
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
mol/(m²·s)
A/m²
A/m²
A/m²
A/m²

Description
Set pot. on ring
Overpot. for rxn 1
Overpot. for rxn 2
Overpot. for rxn 3
Overpot. for rxn 4
Total ring current
Flux from rxn 1
Flux from rxn 2
Flux from rxn 3
Flux from rxn 4
Partial current of
ring rxn 1
Partial current of
ring rxn 2
Partial current of
ring rxn 3
Partial current of
ring rxn 4

APPENDIX C
MATLAB CODE
C.1. Rotating Disk Electrode Disk Parameter Optimization
The initial 1D RDE model was run as two separate Matlab codes. The first code
“ORR_RDE_1600model” fits the 1600 rpm experimental data and optimizes the specified
parameters. However, as was discussed in Chapter 5, a subsequent concentration ratio also
needed to be optimized to fit all the rotation speeds. This is done by then using the
“RDE_ConcentrationOptimization” code. The following example is given for the 10 to 1
LSCO/XC-72 data used in the 'RDE Model_LSCO to XC-72_10 to 1_ORR.mph'
COMSOL model.
ORR_RDE_1600model
function ORR_RDE_1600model
% This is an example to illustrate how lsqnonlin is used to estimate parameters with
confidence intervals by Long Cai and Ralph E. White, Jan 2010.
% Though lsqnonlin is powerful for the nonlinear parameter estimation, we use it for this
linear system only for the illustration purpose.
% Specify the setup for the optimization procedure
options = optimset('Display','iter','TolFun',1e-10,'MaxIter',30,'TolX',1e-10,'MaxFunEvals',
50000);
% Load the experimental data-given Vcell Current
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filename='10 to 1_LSV data.xlsx';
expdata1=xlsread(filename,5);
v_exp1=expdata1(:,1);
c_exp1=expdata1(:,2);
expdata2=xlsread(filename,2);
v_exp2=expdata2(:,1);
c_exp2=expdata2(:,2);
n1=length(v_exp1);
n2=length(v_exp2);
tf=(-0.9-0.1)/(-0.01);
for i=1:tf+1
vo_exp1(i)=0.1-0.01*(i-1);
cu_exp1(i)=interp1(v_exp1,c_exp1,vo_exp1(i));
vo_exp2(i)=0.1-0.01*(i-1);
cu_exp2(i)=interp1(v_exp2,c_exp2,vo_exp2(i));
end
%load comsol file
model=mphload('RDE Model_LSCO to XC-72_10 to 1_ORR.mph');
% Initial guesses for the model parameters
x0InitialGuess=[1 1 1 0.880161814 0.581017272 0.61098077 1 1];
% Specify the lower bound and the upper bound for the parameters
lb=[1e-2 1e-2 1e-2 0.5 0.5 0.5 1e-3 1e-2];
ub=[100 100 100 1.5 1.5 1.5 10 10];
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[x,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] = lsqnonlin(@(x)func(x,cu_exp1,
cu_exp2,model),x0InitialGuess,lb,ub,options);
J=full(jacobian); %convert a sparse matrix to full storage organization.
residual=residual';
save('jacobian.txt','J','-ascii','-tabs');
save('residual.txt','residual','-ascii','-tabs');
save('x.txt','x','-ascii','-tabs');
%CI=ParaCI(x',residual,J,0.95); % parameter confidence interval 95%
% Run the simulation based on the estimated parameters and plot the simulation results
compared to the experimental data
figure
[Vcell1,Current1]=comfun(x,model,1600);
plot(Vcell1',Current1','b-',vo_exp1,cu_exp1,'ro')
hold on
xlabel('Voltage'),ylabel('Current'),title('Comparison of the model predictions to the
experimental data')
legend('model','exp')
print -dbmp LSV_para_est.bmp
xlswrite('LSVm.xlsx', [Vcell1 Current1 vo_exp1' cu_exp1'],5);
xlswrite('LSVm.xlsx', [x,resnorm],6);
%[CL]=comfun(CI(:,1)',model);
%[CH]=comfun(CI(:,2)',model);
%plot(Vcell',Current','b-',vo_exp,cu_exp,'ro',...
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%Vcell,CL,'m--',...
%Vcell,CH,'k--');
%xlabel('Vcell'),ylabel('Current')
%print -dbmp LSV_para_est_result.bmp
end
function CI=ParaCI(beta,resid,J,alpha) %Parameter confidence interval
n=length(resid); %number of node points
k=length(beta); %number of paramters
CI=zeros(k,2);
aii=diag(inv(J'*J));
ss=resid'*resid;
stdb=sqrt(ss/(n-k)*aii);
t=tinv(alpha,n-k); %Calculate t
CI(:,1)=beta-t*stdb;
CI(:,2)=beta+t*stdb;
format short e;
disp(' ');
disp(' parameter

+-

lower

upper');

disp([beta t*stdb CI]);
end
function Objective = func(x_guess,cu_exp1,cu_exp2,model)
% Use ode solver to solve the ODEs which gover the concentration of the species
[Vcell1,Current1]=comfun(x_guess,model,1600);
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n1=length(cu_exp1);
n2=length(cu_exp2);
for i=1:n1
Objective(i)=(Current1(i)-cu_exp1(i))^2;
end
Objective;
end
function [Vcell,Current]=comfun(x_guess,model,rpm)
model.param.set('rpm',rpm/60);
model.param.set('i01c',x_guess(1));
model.param.set('i02c',x_guess(2));
model.param.set('i03c',x_guess(3));
model.param.set('alphac_1',x_guess(4));
model.param.set('alphac_2',x_guess(5));
model.param.set('alphac_3',x_guess(6));
model.param.set('kcc',x_guess(7));
model.param.set('iDc',x_guess(8));
model.param.get('i01c');
model.param.get('i02c');
model.param.get('i03c');
model.param.get('alphac_1');
model.param.get('alphac_2');
model.param.get('alphac_3');
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model.param.get('kcc');
model.sol('sol9').runAll;
Vcell=mphglobal(model,'Vcell_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
Current=mphglobal(model,'it_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
Current;
end
RDE_ConcentrationOptimization
function RDE_ConcentrationOptimization
options = optimset('Display','iter','TolFun',1e-10,'MaxIter',25,'TolX',1e-10,'MaxFunEvals',
50000);
filename='10 to 1_LSV data.xlsx';
%1600 data from 1 to 4
n=1;
if n==1
rpm=400;
elseif n==2
rpm=625;
elseif n==3
rpm=900;
elseif n==4
rpm=1225;
else
rpm=1600;
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end
expdata1=xlsread(filename,n);
v_exp1=expdata1(:,1);
c_exp1=expdata1(:,2);
n1=length(v_exp1);
tf=(-0.9-0.1)/(-0.01);
for i=1:tf+1
vo_exp1(i)=0.1-0.01*(i-1);
cu_exp1(i)=interp1(v_exp1,c_exp1,vo_exp1(i));
end
model=mphload('RDE Model_LSCO to XC-72_10 to 1_ORR.mph');
x0InitialGuess=[1];
lb=[1e-3];
ub=[20];
[x,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] = lsqnonlin(@(x)func(x,cu_exp1,
model,rpm),x0InitialGuess,lb,ub,options);
J=full(jacobian);
residual=residual';
save('jacobian.txt','J','-ascii','-tabs');
save('residual.txt','residual','-ascii','-tabs');
save('x.txt','x','-ascii','-tabs');
hold on
[Vcell1,Current1]=comfun(x,model,rpm);
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plot(Vcell1',Current1','b-',vo_exp1,cu_exp1,'ro')
hold on
xlabel('Voltage'),ylabel('Current'),title('Comparison of the model predictions to the
experimental data')
legend('model','exp')
print -dbmp LSV_para_est.bmp
xlswrite('LSVm.xlsx', [Vcell1 Current1 vo_exp1' cu_exp1'],n);
xlswrite('LSVm.xlsx', [x,resnorm],n+6);
x
end
function CI=ParaCI(beta,resid,J,alpha)
n=length(resid);
k=length(beta);
CI=zeros(k,2);
aii=diag(inv(J'*J));
ss=resid'*resid;
stdb=sqrt(ss/(n-k)*aii);
t=tinv(alpha,n-k);
CI(:,1)=beta-t*stdb;
CI(:,2)=beta+t*stdb;
format short e;
disp(' ');
disp(' parameter

+-

lower

upper');
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disp([beta t*stdb CI]);
end
function Objective = func(x_guess,cu_exp1,model,rpm)
rpm;
x_guess;
[Vcell1,Current1]=comfun(x_guess,model,rpm);
n1=length(cu_exp1);
for i=1:n1
Objective(i)=(Current1(i)-cu_exp1(i))^2;
end
Objective;
end
function [Vcell,Current]=comfun(x_guess,model,rpm)
model.param.set('rpm',rpm/60);
x1_guess=xlsread('LSVm_init.xlsx',6);
model.param.set('i01c',x1_guess(1));
model.param.set('i02c',x1_guess(2));
model.param.set('i03c',x1_guess(3));
model.param.set('alphac_1',x1_guess(4));
model.param.set('alphac_2',x1_guess(5));
model.param.set('alphac_3',x1_guess(6));
model.param.set('kcc',x1_guess(7));
model.param.set('iDc',x1_guess(8));
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model.param.set('llc',x_guess(1));
model.sol('sol9').runAll;
Vcell=mphglobal(model,'Vcell_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
Current=mphglobal(model,'it_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
end
C.2. Rotating Ring Disk Electrode Disk and Ring Parameter Optimization
For the 2D RRDE model the parameter optimization was again carried out using
Matlab LiveLink to run the code. The previous code from Section C.1 was expanded to
also optimize the ring current. Due to the difference in magnitudes between the disk and
ring currents, the objective function should be normalized to the maximum current values
for both to ensure adequate fitting. The example shown below (“RRDE_GCE_Model2”) is
for the RRDE Model-2 fit to the GCE data in Chapter 7. The following optimization was
only for the 1600 rpm data in the 'RRDE Model_GCE_Model 2.mph' COMSOL model.
RRDE_GCE_Model2
function RRDE_GCE_Model2
options = optimset('Display','iter','TolFun',1e-10,'MaxIter',20,'TolX',1e-10,'MaxFunEvals',
50000);
filename='GCE disk and ring data.xlsx';
n=1;
expdata1=xlsread(filename,n);
v_exp1=expdata1(:,1);
c_exp1=expdata1(:,2);
c_exp2=expdata1(:,3);
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n1=length(v_exp1);
tf=round((-0.8-0.19)/(-0.01));
tff=tf+1;
for i=1:tff
vo_exp1(i)=0.19-0.01*(i-1);
cu_exp1(i)=interp1(v_exp1,c_exp1,vo_exp1(i));
cu_exp2(i)=interp1(v_exp1,c_exp2,vo_exp1(i));
end
model=mphload('RRDE Model_GCE_Model 2.mph');
%The initial parameters are now loaded through a separate xlsx sheet
x0=xlsread('GCE_Model 2_initial parameters.xlsx',3);
x0InitialGuess=[x0(1:18) 1];
lb=[1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1e-5 1e-2 1e-5];
ub=[1e5 1e5 1e5 1e5 1e5 1e5 1e5 1e5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1e5 1e2 1e5];
[x,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] = lsqnonlin(@(x)func(x,cu_exp1,
cu_exp2,model),x0InitialGuess,lb,ub,options);
J=full(jacobian);
residual=residual';
%CI=ParaCI(x',residual,J,0.95); % parameter confidence interval 95%
hold on
[Vcell1,Current1,Current2]=comfun(x,model);
hold on
plot(Vcell1',Current1','b-',vo_exp1,cu_exp1,'ro')
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figure
plot(Vcell1',Current2','b-',vo_exp1,cu_exp2,'ro')
xlabel('Voltage'),ylabel('Current'),title('Comparison of the model predictions to the
experimental data')
legend('model','exp')
print -dbmp GCE_para_est.bmp
xlswrite('GCE_Model

2_optimized

parameters.xlsx',

[Vcell1

Current1

vo_exp1'

2_optimized

parameters.xlsx',

[Vcell1

Current2

vo_exp1'

cu_exp1'],1);
xlswrite('GCE_Model
cu_exp2'],2);
xlswrite('GCE_Model 2_optimized parameters.xlsx', [x,resnorm],3);
x
%[CL]=comfun(CI(:,1)',model);
%[CH]=comfun(CI(:,2)',model);
%plot(Vcell',Current','b-',vo_exp,cu_exp,'ro',...
%Vcell,CL,'m--',...
%Vcell,CH,'k--');
end
function CI=ParaCI(beta,resid,J,alpha)
n=length(resid);
k=length(beta);
CI=zeros(k,2);
aii=diag(inv(J'*J));
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ss=resid'*resid;
stdb=sqrt(ss/(n-k)*aii);
t=tinv(alpha,n-k);
CI(:,1)=beta-t*stdb;
CI(:,2)=beta+t*stdb;
format short e;
disp(' ');
disp(' parameter

+-

lower

upper');

disp([beta t*stdb CI]);
end
function Objective = func(x_guess,cu_exp1,cu_exp2,model)
[Vcell1,Current1,Current2]=comfun(x_guess,model);
n1=length(cu_exp1);
for i=1:n1
Objective(i)=((Current1(i)-cu_exp1(i))19.2)^2+((Current2(i)-cu_exp2(i))4.6)^2;
end
Objective;
end
function [Vcell,Current1,Current2]=comfun(x_guess,model)
x1_guess=x_guess;
model.param.set('i01f',x1_guess(1));
model.param.set('i02f',x1_guess(2));
model.param.set('i03f',x1_guess(3));
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model.param.set('i04f',x1_guess(4));
%model.param.set('i05f',x1_guess(5));
model.param.set('i011rf',x1_guess(6));
model.param.set('i022rf',x1_guess(7));
model.param.set('i033rf',x1_guess(8));
model.param.set('i044rf',x1_guess(9));
%model.param.set('i055rf',x1_guess(10));
model.param.set('alphac_1',x1_guess(11));
model.param.set('alphac_2',x1_guess(12));
model.param.set('alphac_3',x1_guess(13));
model.param.set('alphac_4',x1_guess(14));
%model.param.set('alphac_5',x1_guess(15));
model.param.set('alphac_11r',x1_guess(16));
model.param.set('alphac_22r',x1_guess(17));
model.param.set('alphac_33r',x1_guess(18));
model.param.set('alphac_44r',x1_guess(19));
%model.param.set('alphac_55r',x1_guess(20));
model.param.set('iDc',x1_guess(22));
model.sol('sol9').runAll;
Vcell=mphglobal(model,'Vcell_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
Current1=mphglobal(model,'it_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
Current2=mphglobal(model,'it_ring','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
end
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C.3. Parameter Variation for RRDE Sensitivity Analysis
In order to initially judge the sensitivity of the parameters of interest in Chapter 7,
the following 2 Matlab codes were used simultaneously. The code “Main” should be run
while the parameter should be specified in “Comfun”. This example varies the 'alphac_1'
parameter in the 'RRDE Model_GCE_Model 2.mph' COMSOL model.
Comfun
function[Vcell,Current1,Current2]=comfun(x_guess,model)
model.param.set('alphac_1',x_guess);
model.sol('sol9').runAll;
Vcell=mphglobal(model,'Vcell_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
Current1=mphglobal(model,'it_out','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
Current2=mphglobal(model,'it_ring','dataset','dset10','solnum','all');
end
Main
model=mphload('RRDE Model_GCE_Model 2.mph');
n=5;
for i=1:n
alphac=(1.7-0.5)*(i-1)/(n-1)+0.3;
x_guess=alphac;
[Vcell(:,i),Current1(:,i),Current2(:,i)]=comfun(x_guess,model);
hold on;
plot(Vcell(:,i), Current1(:,i),'-b', Vcell(:,i), Current2(:,i), 'or');
end
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